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Summary 
In chapter one and two, the research introduces context, literature review and research gap.  
The chapters show that Chinese consumer society has great influences on Chinese theatre, 
especially since the late 1990s.  During the period, many Chinese dramas adjust themselves 
to consumer culture or “tastes” of the market.  However, some Chinese avant-garde directors, 
such as Lin Zhaohua and Meng Jinghui, insist on resisting present theatre conventions (such 
as realism) and social institutions (such as consumer society) via avant-garde theatre.  In 
scenographies of their avant-garde theatre, simple stage is the most common style.  Although 
some scholars regard the scenographies (including simple stages) of Chinese avant-garde 
theatre since the late 1990s as depthless and sensuous spectacles following consumer culture, 
the research finds their point problematic.  In fact, many evidences collected by the research 
have suggested that some simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre have functioned as 
social critique in various ways since the late 1990s.  Attracted by the criticalness and 
complexity of these simple stages, the research examines that how critical simple stages of 
Chinese avant-garde theatre since the late 1990s criticize Chinese consumer society in terms 
of design.   
  
In chapter three, the research develops a new methodology, scenography semiotics, for 
systemic and comprehensive scenography studies.  The scenography semiotics, which is 
adapted from theatre semiotics, could facilitate analysis on all the scenography elements 
during theatre communication.   
 
In chapter four, by applying scenography semiotics to the representative cases selected by a 
set of criteria, the research reveals that some simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre 
since the late 1990s have been used as social critique by Chinese directors and designers.  To 
be specific, the critical simple stages perform and convey directors’ and designers’ criticisms 
on Chinese consumer society by strategically making use of inherent, emotional, theatrical, 
 v
aesthetic, ideological, cultural and symbolic meanings embodied in simplicity.  Analyzing 
design features and critical approaches, the research finds five types of critical simple stages, 
namely essentialized critical simple stage, rough critical simple stage, nostalgic critical simple 
stage, intense critical simple stage and absurd critical simple stage.  Each type uses 
respective critical meanings embodied in simplicity to criticize the Chinese consumer society.  
For instance, (1) the essentialized critical simple stage reveals essentialized meanings 
embodied in simplicity to criticize; (2) the rough critical simple stage uses roughness 
embodied in simplicity to criticize; (3) the nostalgic critical simple stage extracts classic 
Chinese aesthetic and ideological meanings embodied in simplicity to criticize; (4) the intense 
critical simple stage expresses intense emotions embodied in simplicity to criticize; (5) the 
absurd critical simple stage reveals absurd meanings embodied in simplicity to criticize.   
 
In chapter five, the research also reveals some common features of various types of critical 
simple stages: (1) all the types achieve criticalness to Chinese consumer society by exposing 
the truth of the consumer society; (2) all the types adopt multilayer criticisms.  At the end, 
the research highlights four design strategies by which critical simple stages adopts to protect 
or enhance their criticalness in consumer society: (1) the critical simple stages develop some 
“tricky” strategies to survive criticalness; (2) the critical simple stages strategically 
manipulate materials to enhance criticalness; (3) the critical simple stages improve quality of 
theatre communication to enhance criticalness; (4) the critical simple stages intentionally 
nationalize themselves to enhance criticalness. 
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Alienation effect: It is the principle idea in Brecht’s theory of drama, which requires the audience 
to retain a degree of critical detachment from play and performance.1  It intends to activate the 
audience’s critical, intellectual attitude.2 
Defamiliarization (ostranenie in Russian):  It is an important feature of Russian formalism.3  It 
is an artistic technique which makes the familiar thing “strangely unfamiliar” so that it would 
actually slow down the act of perception and promote perception of the familiar.4 
Empty space: In the book The Empty Space, Peter Brook writes, “I can take any empty space and 
call it a bare stage.  A man walks across this empty space whilst someone else is watching him, 
and this is all that is needed for an act of theatre to be engaged.”5 
Fourth Wall: According to Elizabeth S. Bell, the fourth wall is the imaginary “wall” at the front 
of the stage in a traditional three-walled box set in a proscenium theatre, through which the 
audience sees the action in the world of the play.6   
Poor theatre: A concept coined by Jerzy Grotowski.  It is a set of aesthetic system which “is 
founded on an extreme economy of stage resources (sets, props, costumes) and filling the 
remaining void with high-intensity acting”.7 
Second theme: It refers to director and designer’s personal understanding of scenography, theatre 
and society.  It is termed as the “second theme” and could greatly differ from the theme of 
dramatic text (first theme).  In avant-garde theatre, it is director’s theme (second theme) rather 
than script theme (first theme) that masters scenography and performances. 
Shiqing huayi (诗情画意): It refers to a quality suggestive of poem or painting.  It is a classic 
Chinese aesthetics.  It also embodies classic ideology which highly commends good morality and 
broad knowledge.8  It has been pursued by ancient Chinese literati, who were key contributors to 
classic Chinese culture, for hundreds of years.9 
Symbolism: The art or practice of using symbols especially by investing things with a symbolic 
meaning or by expressing the invisible or intangible by means of visible or sensuous 
representations.10  
Xieyi (写意): It is a classic Chinese aesthetics that depicts the “essence rather than the appearance 
of things”.11  Traditional Chinese painting is famous for its characteristic of xieyi.  Not only 
exclusive to Chinese paintings, xieyi is also considered as the main aesthetics of overall tradition 
Chinese arts, such as Chinese opera.12 
                                                        
1 John Russell Taylor, The Penguin Dictionary of the Theatre (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1966), 6. 
2 Martin Esslin, The Theatre of the Absurd (Garden City, N.Y. : Doubleday, 1961), 300. 
3 David Macey, The Penguin Dictionary of Critical Theory (London ; New York: Penguin Books, 2001), 284. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Peter Brook, The Empty Space (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1990), 11. 
6 Elizabeth Bell, Theories of Performance (Los Angeles: Sage Publications, 2008). 
7 Patrice Pavis, Dictionary of the Theatre : Terms, Concepts, and Analysis (Toronto ; Buffalo: University of 
Toronto Press, 1998), 278. 
8 Zhang Bailu (张白露), "Rethink on Literati Painting (对文人画的再认识)," Yishu Chenjia (艺术晨家) 75, no. 1 
(2004). 
9 Ibid. 
10 Merriam-Webster, Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 10th ed. (Springfield, Mass.: Merriam-Webster, 
2002). 
11 Huang Zuolin, "On Mei Lanfang and Chinese Traditional Theatre," in Chinese Theories of Theater and 




Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Definitions 
The research is about simple stages, a type of simplified scenography, of Chinese avant-garde 
theatre since the late 1990s.  To clarify the research subject, five terms, “simple stage”, 
“Chinese avant-garde theatre”, “critical”, “consumer society” and “scenography” should be 
strictly defined first. 
 
The first term “simple stage” is academically used by Arthur Feinsod in his book The Simple 
Stage: Its Origins in the Modern American Theatre.  Simple stage is defined as a type of 
simplified stage which shuns “detailed naturalism and showy spectacle”.13  It is created 
through “economy of means, self-imposed aesthetic restraint, and reduction to bare 
elements.”14  It also disdains decoration and elaborately detailed literalness both of which 
signal to them a lessening in substantive value.15  Furthermore, it subscribes to the aesthetic 
paradoxes that less can create more, that adding takes away, that rich display somehow 
impoverishes, and poor theatre can be imaginatively or spiritually rich.16  Simple stage is 
such a qualitative term that it could only be mastered by both its form and spirit. 
 
The second term “Chinese avant-garde theatre” especially refers to the avant-garde theatre 
which belonged to the genre, modern Chinese drama (huaju, 话剧 or spoken drama).17  
                                                        





17 Although there are some other theatre genres in China, such as traditional Chinese opera (or xiqu, 戏曲) and 
revolutionary model play (or yangbanxi, 样板戏), theatre/scenography studies only term the avant-garde modern 
Chinese drama as “Chinese avant-garde theatre”.  See more in: Chen Jide (陈吉德), Contemporary Avant-Garde 
Theatre in China:  1979 - 2000 (中国当代先锋戏剧: 1979 - 2000) (Beijing: China Theatre Press, 2004), 3-35; 
Zhao Yiheng (赵毅衡), Towards a Modern Zen Theatre: Gao Xingjian and Chinese Theatre Experimentalism (高
行健与中国实验戏剧 : 建立一种现代禅剧) (Hong Kong: Cosmos Books Ltd., 2001), 4-13. 
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Avant-garde refers to “any type of art that is anti-traditional in form.”18  It rejects both the 
established social institutions and artistic conventions.19  Since avant-garde is a relative 
concept which has different contents in different periods, areas and cultures, Chinese 
avant-garde theatre should be defined specifically.  Chinese avant-garde theatre, or Chinese 
experimental theatre, was acknowledged to emerge in China in the early 1980s.20  Since 
realism has been the mainstream theatrical convention in China since the early 1900s, 
Chinese scholars suggested that in terms of artistic characteristics, the Chinese avant-garde 
theatre should employ some “new” techniques which had not previously been seen in the 
mainstream realist theatre.21  Thus, according to the general principle of avant-garde and 
specific principle of Chinese avant-garde theatre, the definition of Chinese avant-garde 
theatre accepted by this research is a category of Chinese theatre which rejects both the 
existing Chinese society and the Chinese realistic theatre.  Since 1980s, simple stage was the 
main theatrical style of Chinese avant-garde theatre. 
 
The third term “critical” refers to a characteristic which is “inclined to criticize severely and 
unfavorably” or “exercising or involving careful judgment or judicious evaluation.” 22  
Criticalness in art and design is not something new.  Avant-garde art and design had been 
criticizing the existing artistic convention and social institutions for hundreds of years and 
will last forever.23 
 
According to Ekins, The fourth term “consumer society” basically refers to a society “in 
                                                        
18 Christopher Innes, Avant Garde Theatre, 1892-1992 (London ; New York Routledge, 1993 ), 1. 
19 Ibid. 
20 Director Meng Jinghui claimed in his book Archive of Avant-garde Theatre that there was no difference between 
Chinese avant-garde theatre and Chinese experimental theatre.  Zhou in his book Criticism on Chinese 
Avant-garde Theatre also regarded that Chinese Avant-garde theatre and Chinese Experimental Theatre were two 
terms which referred to the same type of theatre.  Absolute Signal, directed by Lin Zhaohua in 1982, is 
acknowledged to signal the birth of Chinese avant-garde theatre.  In this play, the scenography was not realistic.  
The director used some frames to stand for the fictive environment (which was in a train) and explored some 
non-realistic techniques to perform actors’ psychological fields. 
21 Zhao Yiheng (赵毅衡), Towards a Modern Zen Theatre: Gao Xingjian and Chinese Theatre Experimentalism 
(London: University of London, 2000). 
22 Merriam-Webster, Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 275. 
23 Due to the nature of avant-garde, criticizing the existing form, concept and convention of art and society and, 
meanwhile, giving birth to new forms, meanings and concepts are constant tasks of avant-garde. 
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which the possession and use of an increasing number and variety of goods and services is the 
principal cultural aspiration and the surest perceived route to personal happiness, social status, 
and national success.”24  Since consumer society is capable of linking individual identity to 
consumption, which in turn resulting in the formation of consumer culture and consumerism, 
it therefore greatly impacted Chinese culture and ideology especially after 1990s.25  The 
advent of Chinese consumer society brought Chinese artists both chances and challenges. 
 
The fifth term “scenography” is almost equivalent to stage design, scene design or theatre 
design.26  It is the “designing, executing, and lighting of a stage setting”.27  In modern 
theatre, scenography is concerned with the total visual effects of a dramatic production.  It 
includes the designing of scenery, prop, lighting, costume and movement of actor.28  
 
1.2 Design Studies and Scenography 
Scenography (or stage design) is definitely a kind of design that happens mainly on stage.29  
In the simplest sense, it could be understood as design on stage, which is constrained to a 
specific site (stage) and limited by specific event (plot).  In order to create an artificially 
designed world, it manipulates stuff such as objects, space, color and atmosphere. Although 
most existing scenography studies (stage design studies) seem to be done by theatre studies, it 
must be understood that scenography is definitely not exclusive to theatre studies.  The 
reason is obvious and convincing: scenography is not only related to drama but also closely 
related to design and the involvement of the art of manipulating objects, space, color, etc. (all 
of them are key issues in design studies).  Even the participants of scenography, 
                                                        
24 Paul Ekins, "A Sustainable Consumer Society: A Contradiction in Terms?," International Environment Affairs 4, 
no. 4 (1991). 
25  Ibid; Yanrui Wu, China's Consumer Revolution : The Emerging Patterns of Wealth and Expenditure 
(Northampton, MA: Edward Elgar Publishing, 1999). 
26 W. Oren Parker and R. Craig Wolf, Scene Design and Stage Lighting, 6th ed. (Fort Worth: Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston, 1990), 11. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Ibid., 12; Ouyang Laohan (欧阳劳汗), General Discussion on Stage Design (舞台美术设计概说) (Guiyang: 
Guizhou People's Press, 1984), 3. 
29 Parker and Wolf, Scene Design and Stage Lighting, 11. 
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scenographers (or stage designers), rarely regard scenography as exclusive to theatre; in fact, 
they regard their practices as a category of design at the border of both design and theatre.30  
In most of their practices, they imagine, reflect on and manipulate elements such as object, 
space and color to design and fulfill an imagined/designed world.  There is no doubt that 
scenography is a branch of design and scenography studies are indispensable branches of 
design studies. 
 
Due to the nature of scenography, scenography studies could contribute to design studies by 
enhancing the understanding of criticalness of design.  Since theatre is an intellectual field 
characterized by criticalness, scenography (as the visual representation of theatre) derives the 
characteristics in certain degrees.  Although critical design being “impractical”, “unfriendly” 
and “unmarketable” could hardly survive in reality, it, however, could exist in theatre in forms 
of scenography.  This is because scenography provides a potential site which embodies 
various themes, genres, methods and techniques of critical design.  Thus, it is an important 
and promising design realm for those who are interested in critical design and hope to adopt it 
in practical design projects.  Fortunately, it is discovered that design studies are showing 
some interests in scenography recently.31  
 
Does scenography (or stage design) belong to the realm of design studies?  Obviously, it 
does.  Can design studies learn something from scenography?  Obviously, it can.  
Basically, scenography studies are definitely indispensable branches of design studies. 
   
                                                        
30 For example, Scenographer Zhang Wu clearly stated that he was both a designer and theatre participant during a 
conversation with the researcher in the field work of the research.  In Pamela Howard’s book What is 
Scenography, many scenographers whom the author interviewed claimed the close relationship between 
scenography and design.  For example, on page xv, when Scenographer Dorita Hannah was asked what 
scenography was, he said, “The dynamic role design plays upon the stage…” 
31 Two international design conferences published the researcher’s papers about Chinese scenography.  The 
information of the papers are: Xiaofeng Xu, Bobby Wong Chong Thai, and Christian Gilles Boucharenc, "Pursuing 
New Chinese Theatricality: Scenography of Modern Chinese Drama in Post-Reform China," in International 
Association of Societies of Design Research 2009 (Seoul: Korean Society of Design Science, 2009). ———, 
"Beyond Simple Nostalgia: Nostalgic Design on the Stage of Modern Chinese Drama," in 7th International 
Conference on Design & Emotion (Chicago2010). 
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Chapter 2 Context, Literature Review and Research Gap 
2.1 Context 
2.1.1 Chinese Avant-garde Theatre and Its Simple Stages before the Late 1990s 
Before introducing the context of the critical simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre 
after the late 1990s, it is necessary to briefly retrospect the history of Chinese avant-garde 
theatre and its simple stages before the late 1990s.32 
 
Chinese Avant-garde Theatre before the Late 1990s 
    
Fig.2.1.1 Chinese avant-garde theatre                   Fig.2.1.2 Realistic stage in modern Chinese drama 
 
Chinese avant-garde theatre is acknowledged to emerge in China in the early 1980s 
(Fig.2.1.1).33  What the Chinese avant-garde theatre rejects is the mainstream modern 
Chinese drama.  Modern Chinese drama (Huaju or spoken drama) was brought to China 
from the West via Japan by Chinese students abroad around 1907.  It imitates Western 
dramatic conventions and consisted mostly of speaking and acting.  Except during the period 
of Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), modern Chinese drama is the most primary genre of 
theatre in China.  Most scenographies of modern Chinese drama adopted realistic stage 
                                                        
32 Although there are some other theatre genres in China, such as traditional Chinese opera (or xiqu, 戏曲) and 
revolutionary model play (or yangbanxi, 样板戏), the research would not cover their simple stages/scenography 
because of the research boundary. 
33 Zhao Yiheng (赵毅衡), Towards a Modern Zen Theatre: Gao Xingjian and Chinese Theatre Experimentalism 
(高行健与中国实验戏剧 : 建立一种现代禅剧), 26; Lin Ting (林婷), Quasi-Dialogue and Mimetic Revelry (准
对话，拟狂欢) (Beijing: China Theatre Press, 2008), 1. 
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(rather than simple stage) as its main theatrical form since the birth of modern Chinese drama 
in the early 1900s (Fig.2.1.2, previous page).  The preference for realism was influenced by 
Mao Zedong’s view that arts should fit into the revolution as a powerful weapon.34  Since the 
Chinese Communist Party considered modern Chinese drama as the form “most able to 
express the realistic struggle of life”, it officially declared realism as “the only positive style” 
and “fundamental rule” before the 1980s.35  Moreover, the preference for realism was also 
influenced by the “socialist realism”, which was acclaimed by Soviet Union.36  Konstantin 
Stanislavsky’s (1863-1938) realistic acting and directing theories and skills were like 
textbooks to Chinese theatre people. 37   Both the political forces and Soviet Union’s 
influences ensured that realistic stage became the dominant stage form in Chinese theatre 
before the 1980s.   
 
However, since the early 1980s, the predominance of mainstream modern Chinese drama has 
been challenged by Chinese avant-garde theatre, which mainly rejects Chinese realist theatre.  
Some Chinese scholars periodize the development of Chinese avant-garde theatre into three 
phases: (1) 1980 – 1989, (2) 1990 – 1997 and (3) 1998 – present.38  In this section, the 
research would first briefly introduce the main characteristics of the first phase (1980 – 1989) 
and the second phase (1990 – 1997).  Subsequently, the following sections (Chapter 2.1.2 & 
2.1.3) would introduce both social context and theatrical context of the third phase (from 
1998 to present) in details. 
                                                        
34 Mao Zedong, Talks at the Yanan Forum on Literature and Art (在延安文艺座谈会上的讲话) (Beijing: The 
Commercial Press, 1972), 5. 
35 Xuehua Sherwood Hu, "Exploration Theatre in Chinese Huaju of the 1980s" (Ph.D., University of Hawai'i, 
2000). 
36 Colin Mackerras, "Tradition, Change, and Continuity in Chinese Theatre in the Last Hundred Years: In 
Commemoration of the Spoken Drama Centenary," Asian Theatre Journal 25, no. 1 (2008). 
37 Wang Xinmin (王新民), The Evolution of Contemporary Modern Chinese Drama  (中国当代话剧艺术演变
史) (Hangzhou: Zhejiang University Press, 2000), 2. 
38 Although the ways to periodize development of Chinese avant-garde theatre varies a bit, almost all of them 
agree that the first phase ended during the end of 1980s to the beginning of the 1990s; they also agree that the 
second phase ended during the end of the 1990s to the beginning of the 2000s.  After analyzing various ways of 
periodization, the research adopts Zhou Wen’s and Shui Jing’s ways of periodization.  See more in Zhou Wen (周
文). Criticism on Chinese Avant-Garde Theatre (中国先锋戏剧批评). Beijing: China Radio and Television 
Publishing House, 2009. Shui Jing (水晶). "Beijing Experimental Theatre (北京实验戏剧)." In Chinese 
Experimental Theatre (中国实验戏剧), edited by Zhang Zhongnian (张仲年). Shanghai: Shanghai People's 




During the first phase (1980 – 1989), Chinese avant-garde theatre emerged and broke 
constraints of Chinese realistic theatre in terms of theatre concept, theatrical literature, theatre 
type, theatre content and scenography.39  They examined consciousness, humanity and 
culture in terms of theatrical theme.40  Without a doubt, update of theatre concept was the 
essential cause which engendered these great changes.  It was acknowledged that the update 
of theatre concept had something to do with Chinese open-door policy and Chinese theatrical 
artists’ reflection.  In the 1980s, the open-door policy brought China several nonrealistic 
theatre theories and techniques, such as those of Brecht, Brook, Grotowski and Meyerhold.41  
Among these theories and techniques, epic theatre theory, created by Brecht (a Marxist), 
became the most popular in Chinese theatrical circle in the 1980s.42  A group of Chinese 
directors, such as Sha Yexin and Chen Yong, were deeply influenced by Brecht’s theories.43  
In addition, being exposed to various Western theatre theories, Chinese theatrical artists began 
to re-examine some basic theatre concepts, such as the purpose of theatre and nature of 
theatre, during 1981 to 1986.44  At the first Directors’ Conference (1982), for instance, some 
theatre theorists started to question Mao’s notion that theatre being a political weapon and 
propaganda.45  They also questioned the notion of socialist realism being a fundamental rule 
of Chinese theatre.  Finally, they tried to depoliticize theatre and revive aesthetic form and 
meanings of Chinese theatre.46  Furthermore, they even tried to reexamine and revalue 
                                                        
39 Zhang Zhongnian (张仲年), ed. Chinese Experimental Theatre (中国实验戏剧) (Shanghai: Shanghai People's 
Publishing House,2009), 25. 
40 Ibid., 26. 
41 For example, in 1980s, Peter Brook’s The Empty Space and Jerzy Grotowski’ Towards a Poor Theatre were 
translated in Chinese and drew great attention in Chinese theatre circle.   
42 Brecht’s epic theatre refers to a style which “covers a large scale of time, includes a large number of locales and 
characters, and often deals with parallel themes”.  It “instructs audiences and creates the intellectual climate for 
social change”.  According to Brecht, the essential point of epic theatre is that “it appeals less to the spectator’s 
feelings than to his reason”.  See more in Lu Wei (卢炜), From Dialectics to Synthesis: Focusing on the 
Relationship between Brecht and the Chinese Theatre in Later 20th Century(从辩证到综合--布莱希特与中国新
时期戏剧) (Hangzhou: Zhejiang University Press, 2007), 139. 
43 Ibid., 42-46. 
44 Lin Haibo (蔺海波), Studies on Chinese Dramas in 90s (90年代中国戏剧研究) (Beijing: Beijing Broadcast 
College Press (北京广播学院出版社), 2002), 418. 
45 Ibid., 419. 
46 Ibid., 418. 
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Chinese xieyi (写意) aesthetics in Chinese opera to create a national theatre system.47  These 
efforts brought a more modern view of theatre to the Chinese artists and gave birth to many 
unrealistic Chinese avant-garde dramas, such as Absolute Signal, Bus Stop, China Dream, 
Rubik's Cube, Sangshuping Chronicles, W.M. and Wild Man.48  Some participants of these 
Chinese avant-garde theatre, such as Lin Zhaohua, Gao Xingjian, Xu Xiaozhong, Huang 
Zuolin and Wang Xiaoying, became representative in Chinese avant-garde circle during the 
period. 49   Examining these avant-garde directors’ works, scholars concluded some 
characteristics of Chinese avant-garde theatre in the 1980s.50  Firstly, under the notion of 
theatre being a place to perform instead of a place to create an illusion of life, these 
avant-garde dramas were not replicas of physical reality. 51   Secondly, most of the 
avant-garde dramas, such as Absolute Signal, penetrated into characters’ psychological worlds 
and represented them with great theatrical skills.52  Thirdly, some of the avant-garde dramas 
“went beyond the boundaries of huaju (modern Chinese drama or spoken drama), xiqu, East, 
West, traditional and modern”.53  Poetry, song, dance, music, mobile stage, new lighting 
technologies were synthesized in these dramas.54  These three characteristics formed the 
main features of Chinese avant-garde theatre in the first phase (1980 – 1989).  
 
During the second phase (1990 – 1997), Chinese avant-garde theatre was innovative in terms 
of theatre concept and theatrical technique; whereas, it was conservative and discreet in terms 
of ideology and content of theatre.55  In the 1990s, most avant-garde dramas were performed 
in little theatre rather than proscenium theatre.56  Meanwhile, when experimenting with 
innovative forms, some Chinese theatrical artists obviously turned to theories of Grotowski 
                                                        
47 Ibid., 419. 
48 Zhang Zhongnian (张仲年), ed. Chinese Experimental Theatre (中国实验戏剧); Hu, "Exploration Theatre in 
Chinese Huaju of the 1980s", 194. 
49 Hu, "Exploration Theatre in Chinese Huaju of the 1980s". 
50 Ibid., 194. 
51 Ibid. 
52 Ibid., 198. 
53 Ibid., 203. 
54 Ibid. 
55 Zhang Zhongnian (张仲年), ed. Chinese Experimental Theatre (中国实验戏剧), 31. 
56 Ibid. 
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(rather than Brecht).57  To be specific, Grotowski’s “poor theatre” theory exerted great 
influences on Chinese theatrical artists.58  Even in 2009, when being interviewed by the 
researcher, some theatrical artists, such as Actor Liu Xiaoye, still talked about the huge 
influences of “poor theatre” theory on him.59  Among these avant-garde directors in the 
second phase, Mou Sen, a loyal advocate of Grotowski, is absolutely the most representative 
director.60  He agreed with Grotowski’s idea that theatre can exist “without make-up, without 
autonomic costume and scenography, without a separate performance area, without lighting 
and sound effect”, but is unable to exist “without actor-spectator relationship of perceptual, 
direct, ‘live’ communion”.61  He also thought that propaganda was only one function of 
theatre; moreover, to him, theatre was an expression via which one could express his feelings 
about life.62  In his work The Other Shore, he followed Grotowski’s model to train actors and 
focused on the basics of theatre: performance and human status.63  As a result, his final 
performance was concluded as a production which “had no storyline, no characters, (and) no 
set”.64  Following Grotowski’s model, Mou also directed File Zero and Things Related to 
Aids in the 1990s and won great reputation.  Besides those artists who were attracted to 
Grotowski’s theories, some Chinese avant-garde directors became interested in various 
Western theatrical genres and Western thoughts.  Meng Jinghui, for instance, preferred the 
theatre of the absurd and directed several absurd dramas, such as The Bald Soprano, Waiting 
for Godot and The Balcony, in the 1990s.65  Meanwhile, he was also influenced by 
post-modernism and applied some post-modern techniques, such as parody and collage, to 
                                                        
57 Lin Haibo (蔺海波), Studies on Chinese Dramas in 90s (90年代中国戏剧研究), 192. 
58 Jerzy Grotowski’s Towards a Poor Theatre and Peter Brook’s The Empty Space were translated in Chinese and 
drew great attention in Chinese theatre circle in the 1980s.  The theatre concepts, “poor theatre” and “empty 
space”, were explicated in these two books.  However, it is acknowledged that theories of Grotowski and Brook 
became gradually popular in China in the 1990s. 
59 A personal interview with Actor Liu Xiaoye in Hangzhou (17 May, 2009) 
60 Zhang Zhongnian (张仲年), ed. Chinese Experimental Theatre (中国实验戏剧), 43-51. 
61 Lisa Wolford and Richard Schechner, The Grotowski Sourcebook, Worlds of Performance (London ; New York: 
Routledge, 1997), 30. 
62 Zhang Zhongnian (张仲年), ed. Chinese Experimental Theatre (中国实验戏剧), 47. 
63 Bettina S. Entell, "Post-Tian'anmen: A New Era in Chinese Theatre. Experimentation During the 1990s at 
Beijing's China National Experimental Theatre/Cnet" (Ph.D., University of Hawai'i, 2002), 294. 
64 Ibid. 
65 Meng used to say, “At the beginning of my career, I assimilated a lot from Western theatre, such as the theatre 
of the absurd….I directly borrowed something from the Western theatre.” See more in Gao Yin (高音), History of 
Drama in Beijing at New Periods(北京新时期戏剧史 ) (Beijing: China Theatre Press, 2006), 140-41. 
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create innovative effects and enhance theatrical theme.66  In Longing for the Secular World 
(思凡), for instance, Meng collaged two stories, Chinese anonymous writer’s Long for the 
Secular World - A Couple Goes down the Mountain and Italian writer Boccaccio's Decameron, 
in one drama.67  After the performance, a critic commented that the collage of two stories 
which were derived from different nations and regions made the drama more unique and 
meaningful.68  Although experiments on theatre form and style were fruitful in the second 
phase, there was almost no breakthrough in terms of theatrical content and social critique.69  
Some scholars attributed this phenomenon to the fact that “most directors were influenced by 
Artaud’s theory and neglected script”.70  Due to the neglect of script and theatrical literature, 
some critics considered the second phase as a halt of development of Chinese avant-garde 
theatre.71 
 
                                                        
66 Zhang Xiaoping (张小平), "Discuss on the Chinese Avant-Garde Theatre in New Era (论新时期以来的中国先
锋戏剧)" (Fudan University, 2007), 131. 
67 Entell, "Post-Tian'anmen: A New Era in Chinese Theatre. Experimentation During the 1990s at Beijing's China 
National Experimental Theatre/Cnet", 174. 
68 Wang Cuiyan (王翠艳) and Zou Hong (邹红), "Meng Jinghui: Use Passion and Mockery to Create Sensuous 
Charm of Experimental Theatre (孟京辉:以激情与戏谑营造实验话剧的感性魅力)," in Chinese Experimental 
Theatre (中国实验戏剧), ed. Zhang Zhongnian (张仲年) (Shanghai: Shanghai People's Publishing House, 2009). 
69 Shui Jing (水晶), "Beijing Experimental Theatre (北京实验戏剧)," in Chinese Experimental Theatre (中国实
验戏剧), ed. Zhang Zhongnian (张仲年) (Shanghai: Shanghai People's Publishing House, 2009), 31. 
70 Ibid.  The Penguin Dictionary of the Theatre explained that to Artaud, drama should relegate dialogue (which 
belongs to literature, not the stage) to a very subordinate role, and depend instead on gesture and movement.  
71 Ibid., 32. 
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Simple Stages of Chinese Avant-garde Theatre before the Late 1990s 
During the early 1980s to the late 1990s, realistic stage was still dominant in Chinese 
mainstream theatre; however, simple stages emerged in Chinese avant-garde theatre and 
became a noticeable scenography form during the same period.  Although the development 
of Chinese avant-garde theatre before the late 1990s could be periodized into two phases, the 
development of its simple stage could hardly be divided.  The existing studies on 
scenography show that during the early 1980s to the late 1990s, development of the simple 
stages was actually continuous; moreover, purposes of the simple stages were also stable.72  
The simple stages before the late 1990s mainly served for one (sometimes two) of these 
purposes: (1) breaking constraints of realism, (2) modernizing Chinese scenography/drama, 
and (3) nationalizing (minzuhua, 民族化) modern Chinese scenography/drama.  
  
  
Fig.2.1.3 Scenography model of Absolute Signal                  Fig.2.1.4 Absolute Signal 
 
First, some simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre were designed for breaking 
constraints of realism in terms of theatrical techniques.  Since realistic stage only simulated 
reality and represented realistic environments, it was unable to satisfy some young directors, 
such as Lin Zhaohua, who hoped to represent multilayer spaces via stage.73  As a result, in 
1982, Lin Zhaohua directed Absolute Signal, which took simple stage as its form (Fig.2.1.3, 
2.1.4).  In the drama, the simple stage which looked like a frame of train carriage 
represented both physical space (train carriage) and psychological space (character’s 
                                                        
72 See more in Chapter 2.2 Literature Review. 
73 Zhang Zhongnian (张仲年), ed. Chinese Experimental Theatre (中国实验戏剧), 53. 
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memory). 74   The simple stage functioned as a theatrical technique which facilitated 
representation of unrealistic scenes.  After the performance, Director Lin explicated that in 
this drama, his interest and task was to explore new theatrical form which could break 
through limitations of realism and represented characters’ inner world.75   
 
   
Fig.2.1.5 Hamlet                   Fig.2.1.6 File Zero                   Fig.2.1.7 Waiting for Godot 
 
Second, some simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre were designed for “modernizing” 
contemporary Chinese scenography/drama.  Although modern Chinese drama was termed as 
“modern Chinese drama”, it was actually not so “modern” comparing with contemporary 
“modern Western theatre”76.  Before 1980, realism (which emerged in the West during 1830 
to 1880) was still the dominant style of the scenography of modern Chinese drama.77  As 
mentioned before, China’s open-door policy exposed Chinese theatre to several modern 
Western theatre theories. 78   Inspired by these theories and techniques, some Chinese 
directors, such as Lin Zhaohua, Mou Sen and Meng Jinghui, devoted themselves in 
experiments on simple stages.79  Director Lin, for example, founded his own theatre studio, 
Lin Zhaohua Theatre Studio, in 1990.80  The first work of the theatre studio, Hamlet, used 
simple stage as its scenography (Fig.2.1.5).  In the drama, Lin and Scenographer Yi Liming 
                                                        
74 Chen Jide (陈吉德), Contemporary Avant-Garde Theatre in China:  1979 - 2000 (中国当代先锋戏剧: 1979 - 
2000), 280. 
75 Lin Zhaohua (林兆华), "Opening up Virgin Soil (垦荒)," in Lin Zhaohua Theatre Studio (林兆华戏剧工作室) 
ed. Wang Xiang (王翔) and Huang Jiling (黄纪领) (Beijing: Lin Zhaohua Theatre Studio (林兆华戏剧工作室)). 
76 In a personal interview with Scenographer Yi Liming, Yi told the researcher that the “modern Chinese drama” 
was actually not so “modern” comparing with contemporary “modern Western theatre”.  He said that the task of 
contemporary theatrical artists was to “modernize” Chinese theatre. 
77 Pavis, Dictionary of the Theatre : Terms, Concepts, and Analysis, 302. 
78 It has been explicated in the previous section, Chinese Avant-garde Theatre before the Late 1990s. 
79 Zhou Wen (周文), Criticism on Chinese Avant-Garde Theatre (中国先锋戏剧批评) (Beijing: China Radio and 
Television Publishing House, 2009). 
80 Ibid. 
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(易立明) created a “palace” with a few contradictory props, such as fans in array, phones 
without wires, old-fashioned barber chair and so on. 81   The ugly “palace” was a 
representation of the nature of the world.82  Via the scenography, they turned the simple 
stage into both a physical and contemplative space where theatrical theme was visually 
exhibited and discussed.83  Another important Chinese avant-garde director, Mou Sen, 
followed Grotowski’s concept of poor theatre and emphasized body language and 
theatricality.84  In his famous avant-garde drama File Zero, he created a simple stage with a 
large blower, a cutting machine and an electric welding machine (Fig.2.1.6, previous page).85  
He made the simple stage an installation art which produced unstable and various meanings.86  
The third famous avant-garde director Meng Jinghui, who was influenced by various sources 
of modern Western theories, preferred experiments on modern theatre forms, such as absurd 
stage.87  The simple stage of Waiting for Godot was his bold attempt in experiment on 
theatrical forms (Fig.2.1.7, previous page). 
 
Third, some simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre were designed for nationalizing 
contemporary Chinese scenography/drama.  Since some modern western theatre theories, 
such as those of Brecht and Meyerhold, were once inspired by traditional Chinese opera, 
Chinese theatre artists began to re-evaluate traditional Chinese opera as a precious legacy for 
contemporary Chinese scenography/dramas.88  Traditional Chinese opera was an indigenized 
theatre form emerging in the 12th century.89  Different from the modern Chinese drama, 
                                                        
81 Yi Liming (易立明), "About Such an Avant-Garde Theatre: From Hamlet to the Three Sisters, Waiting for 
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82 Zhou Wen (周文), Criticism on Chinese Avant-Garde Theatre (中国先锋戏剧批评), 30. 
83 Yi Liming (易立明), "About Such an Avant-Garde Theatre: From Hamlet to the Three Sisters, Waiting for 
Godot (关于这样一种实验戏剧: 从哈姆雷特到三姊妹等待戈多) ". 
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85 Zhang Zhongnian (张仲年), ed. Chinese Experimental Theatre (中国实验戏剧), 48. 
86 Ibid. 
87 Ibid., 253-59. 
88 Entell, "Post-Tian'anmen: A New Era in Chinese Theatre. Experimentation During the 1990s at Beijing's China 
National Experimental Theatre/Cnet", 8-9. For example, Brecht acclaimed Mei Lanfang’s performance of 
traditional Chinese opera in 1935.  He shared the inspirations derived from traditional Chinese opera in his article 
On Chinese Acting. 
89 Zhao Yingmian (赵英勉), ed. Chinese Traditional Opera Stage Design (戏曲舞台设计(戏曲卷)) (Beijing: 
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traditional Chinese opera, which combines singing, speaking, acting and acrobatics, develops 
simple stage as its main theatrical form.90  Its scenography is featured by empty space and 
minimal properties (Fig.2.1.8).  One table, two chairs and one shoujiu (守旧, or backdrop) 
are enough for a formal performance.91  The signified of the table and chairs are various and 
flexible.  For example, “one table and two chairs” could represent different things or 
sceneries in the performance.92  With implications of actors’ gestures, a table could represent 
a rampart; chairs set back to back aside the table could represent bridge or mountain.  Since 
some famous Chinese directors, such as Lin Zhaohua, had deep understandings of traditional 
Chinese opera, they tended to learn from Chinese opera to nationalize contemporary Chinese 
drama and its scenography.  For example, the simple stage of Wildman (野人), directed by 
Lin Zhaohua in 1985, is one of the representative cases (Fig.2.1.9).  In the drama, he adapted 
from both Chinese painting and Chinese opera to create a simple, abstract and constantly 
“floating” stage.93 
 
     
Fig.2.1.8 Simple stage in traditional Chinese opera     Fig.2.1.9 Wildman   
 
The brief history of the simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre before the late 1990s 
implies that Chinese directors and scenographers used simple stage as important media to 
                                                                                                                                                               
Culture and Art Press (文化艺术出版社),2000). 
90 Ibid; Xiaomei Chen, "Twentieth-Century Spoken Drama," in The Columbia History of Chinese Literature, ed. 
Victor H. Mair (New York: Columbia University Press, 2001), 848. 
91 Zhao Yingmian (赵英勉), ed. Chinese Traditional Opera Stage Design (戏曲舞台设计(戏曲卷)). 
92 Ibid. 
93 Lin Zhaohua (林兆华), "Disordered Director's Outlines (杂乱的导演提纲)," Arts World (艺术世界), no. 2 
(1986). 
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explore intrinsic nature and modern/nationalized techniques of Chinese theatre.  Moreover, 
advent of Chinese consumer society stimulated Chinese directors and scenographers to 
elevate functions/meanings of the simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre to a new level 
after the late 1990s.  To show the research background clearly, the thesis would explicate the 
social and theatrical context since the late 1990s in details.  
 16
2.1.2 Social Context since the Late 1990s: Chinese Consumer Society  
China, especially urban China, joined the growing ranks of consumer societies in the world 
since the 1990s. 94  The Chinese consumer society has not only been sharing some common 
features of global/Western consumer society but also has shown its specific Chinese 
characters.  To understand the specificity of Chinese consumer society, it is necessary to 
introduce Western consumer society first. 
  
Western Consumer Society 
Consumer society emerged in some European countries, such as Britain, France and parts of 
Germany and Italy, in the mid-eighteenth century.95  Some scholars attribute the emergence 
of consumer society to some complicated and concurrent factors, such as new products, new 
earnings, new needs, changing culture, growing urban influences and new commercial 
apparatus,.96  After 1850, consumer society developed and burst in both Western Europe and 
United States. 97  Department stores became an important symbol of consumer society 
during the period.98   They sold a great variety of goods, such as clothing, kitchenware, 
furniture and toys.99  They also deliberately displayed profuse goods to lure customers.100  
Consumerist sites in Paris were even described as a “looking-glass city”, which reflected the 
image of people as consumers rather than producers.101  Advertisements which spread via all 
possible media (including magazine, newspaper, radio, etc.) were another important symbol 
of consumer society.102  The advertisements always offered alluring fashion pose, attractive 
product imagery and designed texts to appeal to “an emotional, more than a reasoned 
                                                        
94 Kevin Latham, Stuart Thompson, and Jakob Klein, eds., Consuming China : Approaches to Cultural Change in 
Contemporary China (Abingdon, Oxon ; N.Y., NY: Routledge,2006), 1-21. 
95 Peter N. Stearns, Consumerism in World History : The Global Transformation of Desire, 2nd ed. ed. (New York: 
Routledge, 2006), 17. 
96 Ibid., 36. 
97 Ibid., 47. 
98 Ibid., 48. 
99 Ibid., 49. 
100 Ibid. 
101  Susan Buck-Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing : Walter Benjamin and the Arcades Project, Studies in 
Contemporary German Social Thought (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1989), 81. 
102 Stearns, Consumerism in World History : The Global Transformation of Desire, 50. 
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response”.103  Meanwhile, thousands of companies produced or imported a large scale of 
consumer products, including clothing, adornment, cosmetics, household furnishings, and so 
on.104  Some companies (such as General Motors) even set up “planned obsolescence” policy, 
which intentionally changed product styles to made product out of date quickly, to accelerate 
life cycles of products and lure customers to buy the latest type.105  In addition, people 
started to spend their leisure time in different consumerist sites: they dined out in restaurants, 
danced in commercial dance halls and watched commercial performances.106   All the 
phenomena show that since the mid-eighteenth century, daily life of some Western countries 
has already been closely related to consumerism and consumption.  A primitive form of 
modern consumer society has appeared explicitly.  Afterwards, the Western consumer 
society has gradually and unevenly spread its influences (such as ideology, life style and 
aesthetics) to Eastern Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin America.107  Now, consumer society has 
become a predominant form of society almost all over the world.108 
 
The characteristics of global consumer society, especially those of Western consumer 
societies, have been studied widely and intensively in sociology since the early twentieth 
century.109  Sign function of consumption is definitely an important issue in consumer 
society studies.  Miles concluded that consumption in consumer society was not regarded as 
a by-product of production by many sociologists; in fact, to these sociologists, the 
consumption was considered as a cultural phenomenon.110  Miles’ conclusion was well 
supported by a number of significant consumer society studies.  In 1899, Veblen in his 
significant work, The Theory of the Leisure Class: an Economic Study of Institutions, 
identified and analyzed some phenomena popular in consumer society, such as pecuniary 
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emulation, conspicuous leisure, conspicuous consumption and pecuniary standard of living.111  
By scrutinizing these phenomena, he revealed that consumption in consumer society actually 
went beyond functional purposes and became markers of social status.112  Benjamin’s study 
coincided with Veblen’s findings.  By studying shopping arcade in Paris in the nineteenth 
century, Benjamin also found that commodities in consumer society had an exhibition value, 
which even surpassed use value and exchange value.113   Later, in 1970s, Baudrillard 
extended Veblen’s findings and argued that the logic of consumption could be defined as “a 
manipulation of signs”.114  He affirmed that in consumer society, profusion was “clearly the 
most striking descriptive features” and was “merely the accumulation of the signs of 
happiness”.115  Agreeing with Baudrillard’ important findings, Featherstone commented that 
consumption, which entailed “manipulations of signs”, was “central to late capitalist society 
where sign and commodity had come together to produce the ‘commodity-sign’”.116  He also 
added that in contemporary Western societies, an ever-changing flow of commodities made 
the problem of reading the status or rank of the bearer of the commodities more complex.117  
In addition, he thought that the overproduction of signs and reproduction of images and 
simulations led to a loss of stable meaning.118  It resulted in deregulated social life and 
variable social relationship in consumer society.119  In conclusion, all these studies reveal 
that consumption in consumer society becomes a sign of social class and a way to gain 
personal identity. 
 
Culture and aesthetics of consumer society are some other hot and productive issues.  To 
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Benjamin, commodity fetishism was pervasive in consumer society.  When studying 
“commodity-on-display” in shopping arcade in Paris, Benjamin found everything desirable 
could be transformed into commodities as “fetishes-on-display”.120  As a result, commodities 
in window showcases in consumer society were just like “icons in niches” to the public.121  
Sometimes, not only commodity itself but also novelty, which was also pursued by 
manufactures and the public, became a fetish.122  Later, Jameson examined commodities in 
consumer society in terms of aesthetics.  Jameson stated that in the late capitalist society, 
aesthetic production had become integrated into commodity production generally.123  He 
further added that commodity production and in particular clothing, furniture, building and 
other artifacts were intimately tied in with styling changes which derived from artistic 
experimentation.124  Featherstone concluded that the emphasis of these theories was on 
“immediacies, intensities, sensory overload, disorientation, the mêlée or liquefaction of signs 
and images, the mixing of codes, the unchained or floating signifiers of the postmodern 
‘depthless’ consumer culture where art and reality had switched places in an ‘aesthetic 
hallucination of the real’”.125  Moreover, Featherstone stated that when a good deal of 
production was targeted at consumption, leisure and services, consumer society also produced 
symbolic goods, images and information. 126   He stated that the images and sites of 
consumption endorsed the “pleasures of excess” and favored “blurring of the boundary 
between art and everyday life”.127  Later, he added that consumer culture used images, signs 
and symbolic goods which summoned up “dreams, desires and fantasies which suggested 
romantic authenticity and emotional fulfillment in narcissistically pleasing oneself, instead of 
others”.128 
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From the abundant studies on Western consumer society mentioned above, some obvious 
characteristics of consumer society can be concluded briefly.  In terms of ideology, the 
Western consumer society widely adopts consumerism and commodity fetishism.  In terms 
of function of consumption, the consumer society is featured by conspicuous consumption 
which surpasses both use-value and exchange-value and functions as class demarcation.  In 
terms of culture and aesthetics, the consumer society integrates art into daily life of 
consumerist cities and makes the daily life greatly aestheticized. 129   In addition, the 
consumer society also favors depthless consumer culture, pleasure of excess, sensory 
overload, dreamlike perception, etc.  Although present consumer society studies do not 
cover all the aspects of consumer society, they have already formed some basic, essential and 
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Chinese Consumer Society since the Late 1990s 
Chinese consumer society, of course, shares some common features of Western consumer 
society.130  However, due to some unique cultural, political and economic contexts, Chinese 
consumer society also shows many specific characteristics, which are sometimes depressing 
to the intellectuals and the public.   
 
Looking at the history of China in the 20th century, one could find that China has complicated 
and even polar attitudes towards consumerism.  To be specific, in the republican period of 
China (1911-1949), consumerism was welcomed by some Chinese urban cities, such as 
Shanghai.  In his book Shanghai Modern, Lee examined consumerism in Shanghai from the 
1930s to the 1940s in some degree.131  He stated that during the republican period, Shanghai 
was featured by consumerist sites, such as department store, cinema, café and ballroom.132  
Advertisements, the symbol of consumer society, could be found everywhere: under neon 
lights, on streets, on cars, in magazines and in newspapers.133  People started to spend their 
leisure time in consumerist sites, such as having coffee with friends in café.134  All these 
phenomena indicated that consumer culture started to emerge in Shanghai during the 
republican period.  However, the alliance between urban China and consumerism did not last 
long.  In 1949, People’ Republic of China was founded and regarded communism as the 
ultimate aim of the Chinese society.  “Values of production and the creation of a more 
egalitarian society”, not consumerism, were advocated by the Communist government.135  
Due to communist ideology and poor productivity, consumerism was actually suppressed.136  
During the 1950s to the late 1970s, most Chinese families actually led a scarce life.  A 
Chinese movie, To Live (Huozhe, 活着), directed by Zhang Yimou (张艺谋), showed some 
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realistic scenes of some interiors of normal Chinese families during the period (Fig.2.1.10, 
2.1.11).137  In these scenes, the interiors consisted of only some basic necessities for life, 
such as rough furniture, poster, quilt and clothes.  There were no luxurious decorations, 
delicate dishware or various electronic devices in these rooms at all.  The interiors looked 
drab, monotone and undifferentiated.  The suppression of consumerism could be well 
recognized from the interiors.  Like a scholar concluded, “Overall, the communist movement, 
particularly under Mao Zedong, constituted a great reversal for consumerism in China.”138  
   
Fig.2.1.10 Interior of a Chinese family in the 1950s      Fig.2.1.11 Interior of a Chinese family in the 1970s 
 
However, the Chinese economic reform in 1978 brought great changes to Chinese society.  
According to Stearns, since 1978, “economic levels… permitted greater consumerism” in 
China.139  Later, in a very short span of time (less than 20 years), China joined consumer 
society in the 1990s.140  Since then, Chinese consumer society has not only changed the way 
of consumption, but also the whole ideology, social life, city image and aesthetics of 
Chinese society. 141  Meanwhile, the rapid and dramatic social transformation brings great 
social problems to contemporary Chinese society.  As a result, global consumerism, Chinese 
culture and Chinese social problems are mixed together and form the specific characteristics 
of Chinese consumer society, including some which are actually sick. 
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The contemporary Chinese consumer society has followed a typical consumerist ideology that 
“high consumption is a high standard of living”.142  Stearns stated that “China’s opening led 
to new levels of foreign commercial operation, making American consumerism, particularly, 
something of a standard in many areas.”143  Because consumer society often associates 
individual identity and pleasure to consumption and adopts consumerism as the main ideology, 
some Chinese people even start to consider consumption and commodity as the main sources 
of satisfaction and achievement.  They belittle and ignore other spiritual pursuits, such as the 
pursuits of ideal, morality, love, family. 144   Excessive desires for consumption and 
commodity lead to distortion of their spiritual worlds.  In a Chinese novel Shanghai Baby, 
published in 1999, the female writer even portrayed the heroine (her image) in this way, “Like 
me, she is afraid that when she goes to hell, there would be no films to watch, no comfortable 
pajamas to wear, no heavenly sounds of records to be heard; just suffocating boredom”.145  
The writer’s addiction to consumption and commodity is transgressional.   Not only present 
in literature, but in reality, the addiction to consumption also exists.  A young Chinese lady 
even declared in a TV program that she “would rather cry in a BMW car” than ride bike with 
a young man who was not so rich.146  Due to the sick ideology, “utilitarianism, individualism, 
mammonism and commodity fetishism” have become the life philosophy of certain 
individuals. 147   The dramatic changes of ideology, which are from the pursuit for 
communism to the pursuit for consumerism, result in moral confusion and corruption to some 
extent.  It also results in the loss of traditional Confucian moral, such as ren (仁, or 
benevolence), yi (义, or righteousness), li (礼, or ritual norms), xiao (孝, or filial piety).  As 
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a result, some astonishing scandals, such as tainted milk, swill-cooked oil, man-made egg and 
poisoned pickle, happen in the Chinese society.  Confusion of ideology and corruption of 
morale have brought great harms and depression to Chinese people. 
 
Fig.2.1.12 An editor’s comment on the contemporary Chinese society 
 
The consumerist ideology has also changed social life of Chinese society.  Veblen revealed 
that consumption was markers of social prestige and status in consumer society. 148  
Furthermore, Douglas and Isherwood added that the way in which commodities were used 
could draw the lines of social relationships. 149   They thought that the enjoyment of 
commodities was not only related to their physical consumption, but also crucially linked to 
their use as markers.150  Thus, the satisfaction derived from commodities also depended on 
displaying and sustaining differences in social status.151  The scholars’ findings match the 
reality of Chinese consumer society well.  In the contemporary Chinese consumer society, 
people start to judge the successfulness of an individual via the commodities he consumes.  
As a result, consumption has become the main method to achieve individual identity and 
show individual value.152  Due to the “magic” power of consumption, the society has been 
flooded with luxury, excessive and conspicuous consumptions.  People have gradually 
become believers of commodity fetishism.153  In the context, some intellectuals have sensed 
that the contemporary society has become indifferent and depressing.  Fa Man, a Chinese 
editor of Magazine Lens, for example, wrote, “In the complex and indifferent society, the 
charming scenery is soaked by tragedy and poverty (Fig.2.1.12).”154  Some sociologists also 
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argue that addiction to consumption actually leads the members of Chinese consumer society 
to be extremely narcissistic and indifferent to other people and society.155  Due to this 
indifference, relationships between social members, group members or even family members 
have become distant and unpleasant in the Chinese consumer society.156  
  
Fig.2.1.13 Neon signs on Nanjing Road, Shanghai    Fig.2.1.14 Shabby areas and Condos in Shanghai  
 
Moreover, consumer society has greatly changed images of Chinese cities.  In Mao’s idea, 
modern Chinese cities should be built for production rather than consumption.157  However, 
advent of consumer society requires the city to be a “city of mirrors” which reflects “the 
image of people as consumers rather than producers”.158  Due to the changing function of 
city, a consumerist city would be, according to Benjamin, like a “phantasmagoria”, which 
refers to the deceptive appearances of commodities as fetishes in the marketplace in Marx’s 
works.159  Within 30 years, Chinese cities have soon transformed themselves into sites for 
commodity exhibitions and collective consumptions.  Chinese scholar Dai Jinhua 
commented that consumer culture seemed to spread to every corner of Chinese society with 
tremendous and overwhelming power all of a sudden.160  New consumerist sites, such as 
shopping mall, department store, McDonald, KFC, Karaoke box, disco, bar and night club, 
have greatly changed images of Chinese cities (Fig.2.1.13).  Meanwhile, advertisement 
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boards, neon signs, fashion magazines and MTV programs have brought cities excessive 
aestheticization.  The city, which matches Featherstone’s comment that “the everyday life of 
the big cities became aestheticized”, immerses its social members in the endless, depthless 
and meaningless beautified spectacles.161  Being indulging in the “aesthetic hallucination of 
the real”, many people start to lose their criticalness to Chinese consumer society.162  
However, at the same time, a large area of old shabby neighborhood coexists with the 
splendid spectacles of Chinese consumer society (Fig.2.1.14, previous page).  Although 
these shabby areas are also one dispensable part of Chinese consumer society, they have been 
intentionally “erased” by media in many occasions.  These shabby areas seem to become 
some “forgotten” or even “forbidden” corners of the Chinese consumer society.  When 
describing these shabby areas in Shanghai, a young writer put it in this way, “…ugly low 
houses, rusty advertisement signs, stinky rubbish and aleak telephone booth…To many aged 
Shanghainess, this kind of blocks are familiar and nostalgic; however, to the younger 
generation, these blocks are repellent, are destined to be replaced, and are hopeless and 
inferior”.163  Her description reflects that the younger generation, who has been brainwashed 
by media spectacles, is actually reluctant to face the fact that these shabby areas are exactly a 
true part of the “splendid” Chinese consumer society.  To a large extent, the truth of 
consumer society has been veiled by the beautified spectacles created by media. 
 
The changes of the daily life in Chinese consumer society have also shifted Chinese 
aesthetics to a large extent.  The aesthetics of consumer culture, in Featherstone’s analysis, 
emphasizes depthless, immediacies, intensities, sensory overload, aesthetic immersion and 
dreamlike perceptions.164  Although it contrasts greatly to the aesthetics in Mao’s period, the 
Chinese, especially the young, have adjusted themselves to the “modern” tastes of consumer 
culture rapidly.  Spectacles of luxurious homes which are promoted by design magazines 
                                                        
161 Featherstone, Consumer Culture and Postmodernism, 23. 
162 Ibid. 
163 See chapter 1 and chapter 9 in Wei Hui (卫慧). Shanghai Baby (上海宝贝). Liaoning: Chunfeng Wenyi 
Chubanshe (春风文艺出版社), 1999. 
164 Featherstone, Consumer Culture and Postmodernism. 
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have dominated the imagination of an “ideal Chinese home”.  For example, in a Chinese 
website, a Chinese couple published their interior decoration with some words which 
explicated their concept of home (Fig.2.1.15).165  They wrote, “Home is like a sweet harbor.  
When you are tired, injured or exhausted, you can rest at home.  Thus, my husband and I try 
to make our home sweet, modest and luxurious.”166  However, it is not difficult to find her 
explication about home flawed.  They obviously relate romance and sweetness with luxury; 
in fact, a sweet home should have nothing to do with luxury.  Later, in the photos of their 
final interior decoration, one could sense that luxury (rather than sweet or modest) is actually 
the only keyword of their “sweet” home (Fig.2.1.16).  Besides flawed imagination about 
“sweet” home, many other symptoms pervasive in the society imply that China has embraced 
aesthetics of consumer culture.  One could easily observe that images of slim and sexy 
female body in fashion magazines have been favored by the public (Fig.2.1.17); the 
over-aestheticized daily life in commercial advertisements has been embraced by everybody; 
the lust for a supreme and beautified material life has already become a predominant 
aesthetics in Chinese consumer society.  In conclusion, sensory impact, magnificence, luxury, 
delicacy and depthlessness have become the keywords of aesthetics of the contemporary 
Chinese consumer society. 
 
Fig.2.1.15 The concept of home in a Chinese couple’s imagination 
 
        
Fig.2.1.16 The luxurious interior of a Chinese home                  Fig.2.1.17 A female image on magazine 
                                                        




All these great changes brought by consumer society have also exerted great influences on 
Chinese avant-garde theatre and its simple stages/scenography.  In the next sub-chapter, the 





2.1.3 Theatrical Context since the Late 1990s 
Chinese economic reform and consumer society has had great influences on Chinese theatre, 
especially after the reform of theatre institution in the mid and late 1990s.167  Since then, 
rather than being completely subsidized by the government, Chinese theatre troupes became 
increasingly self-sufficient. 168   While progressive economic independence lessened the 
political controls on theatre and provided Chinese theatre with more political and artistic 
freedom, slashed subsidies also brought economic difficulties to theatre troupes and 
compelled them to rely more on market and box office.   
 
In this context, some theatre troupes adjusted themselves to tastes of audiences so that they 
could acquire better profits.169  A group of Chinese directors, such as Ren Ming (任鸣) in 
BPAT, turned to direct commercial dramas, which pursued profits and followed consumer 
culture.170  In 2000, for instance, Ren directed First-time Close Contact, which was adapted 
from a very popular novel published on internet.  Ren, who was a fan of consumer culture, 
declared that this play should be far away from the profound meanings.171  As a result, he 
used commercial stars, popular songs and over-aestheticized stage to attract young 
audiences.172   
 
Another group of Chinese directors continued to follow the mainstream.  The Chinese 
mainstream theatre was officially called as “Main Melody Theatre” (主旋律戏剧) in the 
1990s.173  It was supported by the government and was provided with certain amount of 
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funds and awards.174  Since the mainstream theatre belonged to the “official theatre”, it was 
required to stress the goals and glories of socialism and the Communist Party by Chinese 
government.175  Thus, it favored topics about heroes and models in socialist China.176  Xu 
Honggang (徐洪刚), Kong Fansen (孔繁森) and Good Man Run Wu (好人润五) were some 
examples in the Main Melody Theatre.177   
 
The third group of Chinese directors insisted on making avant-garde theatre.178  As 
mentioned earlier, avant-garde theatre should reject both established social institutions and 
artistic conventions.179  As a result, Chinese avant-garde theatre refused to be a commodity 
meeting audiences’ demands for entertainment; on the contrary, it explored unique artistic, 
spiritual and didactic values embodied in theatre.  Due to its non-market-oriented pursuit, its 
box office was in difficulty.  In 1997, famous avant-garde director Mou Sen, who directed 
several well-known avant-garde dramas since the late 1980s, had to quit Chinese avant-garde 
theatre because of the failure in box office. 180  His departure was considered as an end of the 
period which purely pursued theatre ideal.181  Since Chinese consumer society exerted more 
and more overwhelming influences on the Chinese avant-garde theatre, Chinese scholar Zhou 
regarded 1998 as the beginning of a new period to Chinese avant-garde theatre.182  Therefore, 
since 1998, Chinese theatre and theatre participants were directly confronted with consumer 
society for the first time.  Peers’ surrender to commercialization, poor quality of commercial 
theatre, economic pressure, ideological crisis and morbidities of the consumer society greatly 
evoked avant-garde theatrical artists’ resistance.   
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The resistance was mainly expressed via two methods, defying market and criticizing 
contemporary Chinese society.  Defying market was clearly expressed by some famous 
avant-garde directors, such as Lin Zhaohua (林兆华) and Meng Jinghui (孟京辉).  For 
instance, Lin Zhaohua used to say, “Just follow my idea to direct.  Although it is consumer 
society now and I cannot direct without money, I cannot be its slave.”183  His practices 
proved his words.  It is strange to see that almost all the mainstream dramas Lin directed in 
the name of Beijing People’s Art Theatre (BPAT) succeeded in box office; while all the 
avant-garde dramas he directed in the name of his own avant-garde theatre studio failed in 
box office.184  Another avant-garde director Meng Jinghui also showed the similar attitude to 
market.  He asserted, “Market is a shit! ... Every drama that I direct is not to meet 
audiences.”185  As a result, some avant-garde theatre, such as Lin’s The Three Sisters, 
Waiting for Godot, were not successful in box office but reputable in intellectual field. 
 
Criticizing the contemporary society was another method for Chinese avant-garde directors 
and scenographers to resist the consumer society.  The directors and scenographers strongly 
sensed the morbid of contemporary Chinese consumer society and used avant-garde theatre as 
a vehicle to express their contemplations and criticisms on the society.  They also used 
avant-garde theatre as a channel to express their emotions and attitudes to the contemporary 
society.  Like avant-garde director Tian Qinxin (田沁鑫) said, “I use theatre as a media to 
express my opinions about the contemporary phenomena and people.”186  Director Tian’s 
idea of theatre was prevalent in Chinese avant-garde theatre.  Avant-garde scenographer Yi 
                                                        
183 Meng Weihong (孟蔚红), " Lin Zhaohua: I Can Not Surpass My 1990s (林兆华:我超越不了我的 1990)," 
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Liming (易立明) and Zhang Wu (张武) expressed the similar ideas as well.187  Due to the 
prevalence of this idea, it could be found that many avant-garde dramas were related to 
contemporary Chinese society in some ways, such as theatre topics, scenarios, dramatist’s 
theme, director’s theme, designer’s theme, and so on.  By relating themselves to 
contemporary Chinese consumer society, these dramas consciously or unconsciously infused 
the directors’ and designers’ criticisms on the society into performances.  Moreover, since 
another avant-garde theatre concept that “drama was a performance art rather than pure 
literature” prevailed in Chinese theatre circles in 1990s, Chinese avant-garde directors 
emphasized the expression of their own themes (also known as director’s theme or second 
theme) via scenography.188  Thus, scenography of Chinese avant-garde theatre was usually 
not the visualization of script but the representation of the director’s theme which embodied 
contemplations and criticisms on the contemporary society.  Like Lin said, “Stage is not 
theatrical literature but the second creation, which is a reinterpretation.”189  Due to the 
thought, Chinese directors regarded stage rather than script as their main battle fields via 
which they criticized the society.   
 
In this context, the researcher has found a group of Chinese critical scenographies emerging 
in Chinese avant-garde theatre.  The reason to term them as critical scenographies in the 
research is because scenography has become an important source of social criticism in 
Chinese avant-garde theatre.  Although the literature part of theatre (such as scripts and lines) 
is normally considered as the main source of social criticism, it is not always the case in the 
present Chinese avant-garde theatre.  In some cases, such as Lin Zhaohua’s The Three 
Sisters, Waiting for Godot (三姐妹·等待戈多), the avant-garde scenographies even get totally 
                                                        
187 In personal interviews with Yi Liming and Zhang Wu, both of them claim that they hope to communicate with 
the contemporary by the stage/theatre.  They hope to express their understandings of the contemporary society by 
scenography. 
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theatre and society.  It could greatly differ from the theme of dramatic text.  In avant-garde theatre, it is 
director’s theme (second theme) rather than script theme (first theme) that masters scenography and performances.  
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rid of the scripts and express criticisms which have never appeared in the script.190  Among 
these critical scenographies, critical simple stage is the most noticeable style widely adopted 
by many famous Chinese avant-garde directors, such as Lin Zhaohua, Meng Jinghui, Tian 
Qinxin, Mou Sen and Zhang Guangtian (Fig.2.1.18, 2.1.19, 2.1.20).191  Most of the famous 
and reputable Chinese avant-garde dramas since the late 1990s, such as The Three Sisters, 
Waiting for Godot, Rhinoceros in Love, Che Guevara, Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life, The 
Orphan of the Zhao's (directed by Tian Qinxin), are also in forms of critical simple stage.192  
  
Although the critical simple stages since the late 1990s look similar to the simple stages 
popular in the 1980s and early 1990s, the tasks of critical simple stage seem to be more 
multilayer and complicated.  They seem to not only create innovative theatre techniques or 
novel visual experiences, but also directly express criticisms via various meanings embodied 
in simple stages.  However, it is a pity that the present design/scenography studies have not 
paid attention to the critical simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre.  Later, in the 
Literature Review part, the thesis will show how the current scenography studies discuss 
about simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre and reveal the research gap. 
 
   
Fig.2.1.18 Boundless Love    Fig.2.1.19 Rhinoceros in Love (2003)  Fig.2.1.20 The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot  
 
 
                                                        
190 See detailed analysis in Chapter 4.6 Absurd Critical Simple Stage. 
191 Zhou Wen (周文), Criticism on Chinese Avant-Garde Theatre (中国先锋戏剧批评), 109. 
192 The case selection of the research has already shown the point. 
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2.2 Literature Review  
Since simple stage of Chinese avant-garde theatre is a genre of scenography of Chinese 
avant-garde theatre, and, to be more general, a genre of Chinese scenography, the literature 
review is necessary to cover two areas, which are, from general to specific, studies on 
Chinese scenography (general field) and studies on scenography (including simple stage) 
of Chinese avant-garde theatre (highly relevant field).  To be specific, the literature 
review will, at first, start from examining present studies on Chinese scenography to show the 
general field; then, it will examine specific studies on scenography (including simple stage) of 
Chinese avant-garde theatre to reveal knowledge gaps in the field.  
 
2.2.1 Studies on Chinese Scenography 
Studies on Chinese scenography are a general topic which provided a global view of Chinese 
scenography studies.  From the literature, it can be seen that most Chinese scenography 
studies focus on the scenography of modern Chinese drama, which is one of the most primary 
genres of dramas in China in the twentieth century.193  In addition, almost all the Chinese 
avant-garde theatre in 1980s, 1990s and 2000s belonged to the genre, modern Chinese 
drama.194 
 
The studies on Chinese scenography mainly started in 1950s by Chinese scholars.  Although 
some Chinese critics and scholars often comment on theatre and publish their criticism on 
journals and newspapers, systemic and critical research of Chinese scenography is rare.195  
Two major issues, nature of scenography and aesthetics of scenography are studied 
                                                        
193 Tian Benxiang (田本相), ed. One Hundred Years of Chinese Drama : A Pictorial History（中国话剧百年图史
（上下）） (Taiyuan, Shanxi: Shanxi Education Press,2006). 
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195 Hu Miaosheng (胡妙胜), The Semiotics of Theatre and Performance (戏剧演出符号学引论) (Beijing: 
Chinese Theatre Press, 1989), 4. 
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extensively.   
 
Studies on Nature of Scenography 
The nature of scenography is one of the most important and controversial topics in 
scenography studies.  In 1942, Mao Zedong, in his Talks at the Yanan Forum on Literature 
and Art, stated that art should fit into the revolution as a powerful weapon.196  As a result, 
theatre was regarded as a tool of propaganda rather than an artistic creation for several 
decades.  Due to the political reason, to Chinese scenography, social realism was almost 
equivalent to the nature of scenography during 1940s to 1970s.197  During the period with 
political constraints (1942-1978), Han Shangyi considered scenography as a supplement to 
characters.198  To him, since scenography was regarded as designer’s imagination about the 
character’s milieus, it should be part of the character’s “living environment”.  He asserted 
that the aim of the scenography was to represent the characters in a certain milieu.  His idea 
was supported by Director Jiao Juyin, who claimed that the character’s class status should be 
fully represented by scenography.  Afterward, Jiao also insisted that scenography should 
look realistic enough to “eliminate the feeling that it was on stage”.199   
 
However, in 1980s, the “belief” of social realism was strongly opposed by Lin Kehuan, who 
claimed that theatre was not politics, replica of life, or propaganda.200  To him, theatre should 
be entertaining and aesthetic.  Since he regarded theatre as a way to discuss life, the society 
and humanity, he insisted that “political ideology” should be replaced by “historical and 
cultural ideology”.  His theatre concept helped to release Chinese scenography from social 
realism at a theoretical level.  Meanwhile, some other scholars also shared their own 
understandings of scenography.  Hu Miaosheng, for instance, claimed that scenography was 
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not a “silent background” which depicted the locale only.201  He suggested that scenography 
should express the thinking of drama and the character’s inner world.  To him, scenography 
could be depictive, expressive and symbolic.  In addition, he argued that the “emptiness” 
was another important nature of stage space.202  According to his idea, only within the empty 
stage, actors could exist and perform.  Later, in the late 1980s, he also introduced Western 
theatre semiotics to Chinese scenography studies systemically.203  He agreed with the idea 
that all things on theatre were signs.  Furthermore, he supported Ferdinand de Saussure’s 
analysis of signs, which defined the sign as two parts: the signifier (the material phenomenon 
we are able to perceive) and the signified (the concept evoked by the signifier).204  Afterward, 
he also accepted the main theories of theatre semiotics in Keir Elam’s book, The Semiotics of 
Theatre and Drama, in which the sign system and communication process in theatre were 
carefully analyzed. 
 
In 1980s and 1990s, another group of scholars was interested in the jiadingxing (假定性, or 
conditionality) of scenography.205  Ouyang Laohan was one of them.  He asserted that an 
underlying convention between theatre and audience actually existed in the nature of 
scenography.206  He thought that once the audience knew theatrical conventions, they could 
understand the scenography which was not even realistic.  Thus, he claimed that the 
underlying theatrical conventions had significant impacts on scenography.  Later, Lin 
Kehuan developed Ouyang’s idea and argued that conditionality was the universal principle in 
theatre and scenography.207 
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Studies on Aesthetics of Scenography  
Aesthetics of scenography, especially Chinese aesthetics of scenography, is another important 
and productive issue in Chinese scenography studies. 
 
Many issues about aesthetics of scenography, including stage formats, stage setting, stage 
space, lighting, costume and styles, have been widely discussed.  For example, Wang traced 
the types and features of different stage formats, such as proscenium stage, theatre in the 
round, thrust stage, traverse stage, and flexible theatre.208  Hu was more interested in the 
studies of stage settings.  He categorized the types of stage settings worldwide, such as 
traditional Chinese opera setting, soft scenery, box setting, rostrum setting, constructivist 
setting, etc.209  He also explored the multivalence of stage space.  He argued that stage 
space was “a setting and decor”, “a site to perform”, “an empty space”, “a machine for 
performance”, “related to movement”, and “related to function”.210  The study of costume 
attracted Wang’s attention.  To him, costumes should be congruent with the style of 
theatre.211  In realistic theatre, it should “look real” and represent character’s identity; 
however, in non-realistic theatre, its aesthetic “beauty”, rather than “verisimilitude”, was more 
emphasized. 
 
Besides some general topics about the aesthetics of scenography, Chinese scholars obviously 
put more emphasis on Chinese aesthetics of scenography.  In 1950s, Jiao stated that Chinese 
scenography shouldn’t follow socialist realism merely, but could assimilate the rules of 
traditional Chinese drama to indigenize it.212  He suggested a non-realistic scenography 
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inspired by traditional Chinese drama, in which scenes were created in audience’s mind rather 
than on the physical stage.  Later, Gong pointed out that the indigenization of scenography 
was not a simple “copy” from traditional Chinese opera or Chinese paintings; however, the 
Chinese spirit and the aesthetics, not the form, are what should be absorbed in scenography.213  
With this suggestion, Han explored the aesthetics of traditional Chinese art and suggested that 
xu (虚, or void) and shi (实, or solid), a pair of important concepts in Chinese aesthetics, were 
important to Chinese scenography.214  Later, Huang stated that xieyi (写意) was the inner 
spirit of Chinese theatre.215  According to him, scenography of traditional Chinese opera was 
the xieyi of décor, that is, not the real environment but one designed to achieve a high artistic 
level.216  Hu complemented Huang’s idea with the statement that scenography of tradition 
Chinese opera was also “neutral”, because even one set of scenography could be adequate to 
different scenes of the traditional Chinese opera. 217   Inspired by these theoretical 
breakthroughs in scenography studies, Chinese directors kept on experimenting new concepts 
and novel forms of Chinese scenography. 
 
Chinese scenography studies have covered extensive issues related to the nature and 
aesthetics of Chinese scenography.  They have provided the Ph.D. research with general 
knowledge of Chinese scenography.  In the next sub-chapter, the most relevant field of the 
Ph.D. research, which is the studies on scenography (including simple stage) of Chinese 
avant-garde theatre, will be explicated in details.   
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2.2.2 Studies on Scenography of Chinese Avant-garde Theatre 
The study on scenography of Chinese avant-garde theatre is a branch of Chinese scenography 
studies.  Since simple stage of Chinese avant-garde theatre is a major genre of scenography 
of Chinese avant-garde theatre, the literature review highlights the studies on the scenography 
of Chinese avant-garde theatre for the purpose of clarity.  
 
As mentioned above, avant-garde rejects two aspects: mainstream artistic conventions and 
established social institutions.218  As a response, academic studies on the scenography of 
Chinese avant-garde theatre have been conducted from these two angles as well.  One group 
of scholars mainly regards Chinese avant-garde scenography as innovative theatrical 
technique which rejects theatre conventions.  In their research, they pay more attentions to 
how avant-garde scenography, as theatrical technique, surpasses the mainstream realistic stage.  
Sometimes, they are also interested in its theatrical sources and characteristics.  However, 
another group of scholars pays more attentions on how avant-garde scenography reacts to 
society.  They are interested in specific reactions of the scenography to certain social 
contexts.  The literature review will cover these two groups of studies: (1) the studies which 
examine the avant-garde scenography as theatrical technique and (2) the studies which 
examine the avant-garde scenography as social reaction.  
 
Scenography of Chinese Avant-garde Theatre as Theatrical Technique Which Rejects 
Theatre Conventions 
To many scholars, scenographies (including simple stages) of Chinese avant-garde theatre are 
only theatrical techniques which reject theatre conventions.  Thus, it is not surprising to find 
that most present research merely studies the scenography of Chinese avant-garde theatre 
from the view of theatrical technique.  This category of research is mainly interested in the 
characteristics, functions, advantages and sources of the scenography of Chinese 
                                                        
218 Innes, Avant Garde Theatre, 1892-1992, 1. 
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avant-garde theatre in terms of theatrical technique.  It inclines to suspend the avant-garde 
scenography from its context as if avant-garde scenography has nothing to do with its 
political, economic, social and cultural background.  This category of research was popular 
in the 1990s and 2000s. 
 
The first group of research is interested in characteristics of the Chinese avant-garde 
scenography in terms of theatrical technique. Scholar Chen’s research is representative.  
Chen studied scenography of Chinese avant-garde theatre during 1979 to 2000 and concluded 
three main features of the avant-garde scenography in terms of theatrical technique.219  First, 
he found that the avant-garde scenography was characterized by jiadingxing (假定性, or 
conditionality).220  He found that the Chinese avant-garde scenography adopted Chinese 
xieyi aesthetics and symbolism as main styles.221  Second, he found that the Chinese 
avant-garde scenography improved the relationship with the audience in both spatial and 
psychological ways.  Third, he found that the Chinese avant-garde scenography developed 
the mode of time-space transformation by creating simple, changeable and mobile stages.222  
Later, Ye added that direct appearance of body and the sense of space were some other 
characteristics of Chinese avant-garde scenography in terms of theatrical technique.223   
 
The second group of research is interested in functions of the Chinese avant-garde 
scenography in terms of theatrical technique.  They reveal multilayer functions the Chinese 
avant-garde scenography plays.  For instance, Lin claimed that the scenography of Chinese 
                                                        
219 Chen Jide (陈吉德), Contemporary Avant-Garde Theatre in China:  1979 - 2000 (中国当代先锋戏剧: 1979 - 
2000), 81-91. 
220 Ibid., 82-86. In Chinese theatre, jiadingxing, or conditionality, refers to an attribute of drama that what on stage 
is not equal to real life.  Even in those realistic dramas, what on stage is fake and obeys a set of theatrical 
conventions.  Due to the attribute, scenography of dramas doesn’t have to be “realistic”.  If both the audience 
and scenographer understand and admit a set of theatre conventions before drama is performed, unrealistic stages 
which follow the conventions can still be fully understood by audience. 
221 Symbolism is the art or practice of using symbols especially by investing things with a symbolic meaning or by 
expressing the invisible or intangible by means of visible or sensuous representations. 
222 Time-space transformation refers to the way to change time and space of drama.  Although closing curtains is 
known as a symbol of time-space transformation in realistic theatre, the transformation could be more smooth and 
flexible in non-realistic theatre, especially in avant-garde theatre.  In order not to interrupt theatre rhythm, 
avant-garde theatre makes effort to develop new modes of time-space transformation. 
223 Ye Zhiliang (叶志良), "Discuss on the Chinese Avant-Garde Theatre in the 90s in 20th Century (论 20世纪 90
年代中国戏剧的先锋试验)," Modern Theatre (当代戏剧), no. 02 (2004). 
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avant-garde theatre did not only depict the fictive locale but also facilitated the arrangement 
of actors’ performances and supported their gestures.224  She also regarded the Chinese 
avant-garde scenography as an independent existence which played irreplaceable sign 
function.225  In addition, Ye claimed that the Chinese avant-garde scenography provided 
radical “visual experiences”, which expressed social ideals visually.226  Moreover, Lin Weiyu, 
revealed the dual structure of the avant-garde scenography of Lin Zhaohua’s theatre.227  She 
discovered that Lin Zhaohua’s dual structure directing involved “the coexistence of the first or 
script structure with the second or director's structure.” 228   She stated that on Lin’s 
avant-garde stage, the director's second structures were formed through the special care given 
to scenography.  The avant-garde scenography provided a direct physical and visual 
representation on stage of the second theme.229   
 
The third group of research is keen on the advantages of the Chinese avant-garde 
scenography in terms of theatrical technique.  Lin stated that the Chinese avant-garde 
scenography helped to express theatre rhythm and atmosphere.230  She thought the Chinese 
avant-garde scenography made the performance more flexible and, at the same time, brought 
stronger visual impacts to the audience because of its theatricality.231  She also stated that the 
Chinese avant-garde scenography enhanced actor’s status in theatre, which, to Grotowski, was 
the essential of theatre.232 
 
The fourth group of research studies the theoretical sources of the Chinese avant-garde 
scenography in terms of theatrical technique.  For example, Chen attributed the Chinese 
                                                        
224 Lin Ting (林婷), Quasi-Dialogue and Mimetic Revelry (准对话，拟狂欢), 133. 
225 Ibid.  The Prague School believes that everything within the theatrical frame is a sign.  A sign, to Saussure, 
has two parts: the signifier, which is the material phenomenon we are able to perceive, and the signified, which is 
the concept evoked by the signifier.  To Lin Ting, scenography is a sign which expresses additional meanings.  
226 Ye Zhiliang (叶志良), "Discuss on the Chinese Avant-Garde Theatre in the 90s in 20th Century (论 20世纪 90
年代中国戏剧的先锋试验)." 
227 WeiYu Lin, "Lin Zhaohua and the Sinicization of Huaju" (Ph.D., University of Hawai'i at Manoa, 2006), 99. 
228 Ibid., 100.   
229 Ibid.   
230 Lin Ting (林婷), Quasi-Dialogue and Mimetic Revelry (准对话，拟狂欢), 133. 
231 Ibid., 134. 
232 Ibid. 
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avant-garde scenography to Brook’s theatre concept of “empty space”.233  Lin extended the 
source of the avant-garde scenography by revealing its relationship with traditional Chinese 
opera.234  Agreeing with Chen and Lin’s idea, Zhou further related the Chinese avant-garde 
scenography with Grotowski’s concept of “poor theatre”.235  In addition, Lin provided an 
interesting view that the Chinese avant-garde scenography could also derive from Chinese 
folk rituals.236   
 
In short, this category of the research seems to regard the scenography (including simple stage) 
of Chinese avant-garde theatre as mere innovative theatrical technique which rejects theatre 
conventions.  It merely examines the scenography from the view of theatrical technique.  
As a result, it separates the avant-garde scenography from its context and regards it as an 
independent theatrical technique.  Due to the limitation, this category of research fails to 
notice the specific reactions of the avant-garde scenography to different social contexts.  
Thus, when the avant-garde scenography reacts to the influential Chinese consumer society, 
this category of research fails to respond.   
 
Scenography of Chinese Avant-garde Theatre as Reaction to Society  
Only a small portion of research pays attention to the specific reactions of the scenography 
(including simple stage) of Chinese avant-garde theatre to society.  Within the category, most 
research focuses on the contemporary Chinese avant-garde scenography since the late 1990s.  
Influenced by the theatre studies which consider the contemporary Chinese avant-garde 
theatre as a sign of consumer culture, some scholars are inclined to regard the scenography of 
                                                        
233 Chen Jide (陈吉德), Contemporary Avant-Garde Theatre in China:  1979 - 2000 (中国当代先锋戏剧: 1979 - 
2000), 84.  In the book The Empty Space, Peter Brook wrote, “I can take any empty space and call it a bare stage.  
A man walks across this empty space whilst someone else is watching him, and this is all that is needed for an act 
of theatre to be engaged.” 
234 Lin Ting (林婷), Quasi-Dialogue and Mimetic Revelry (准对话，拟狂欢), 123-30. 
235 Zhou Wen (周文), Criticism on Chinese Avant-Garde Theatre (中国先锋戏剧批评), 109.  Poor theatre is a 
concept coined by Jerzy Grotowski.  It is a set of aesthetic system which “is founded on an extreme economy of 
stage resources (sets, props, costumes) and filling the remaining void with high-intensity acting”. 
236 Lin Ting (林婷), Quasi-Dialogue and Mimetic Revelry (准对话，拟狂欢), 126. 
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Chinese avant-garde theatre since the late 1990s as a symptom of consumer culture.237  Zhou, 
for instance, claimed that the scenographies of Chinese avant-garde theatre since the late 
l990s became “an exhibition for spectacles”.238  He found that since the late 1990s, the 
scenographies of Chinese avant-garde theatre were full of “luxury”.239  To him, the aim of 
these avant-garde scenographies seemed to create strong visual and acoustic impacts to meet 
the tastes of consumer culture.240  Another scholar, Hu, claimed that the Chinese avant-garde 
stage was depthless and full of collage, so he affirmed that the avant-garde stage had close 
relationship with post-modernity.241  Some other scholars agreed with Zhou and Hu’s ideas 
and examined the scenographies of the representative Chinese avant-garde theatre, such as 
Meng Jinghui’s avant-garde theatre. 242   Huang, for example, affirmed that Meng’s 
avant-garde stage was characterized by spectacle.243  Since he agreed that theatrical spectacle 
following consumer culture emphasized visual impacts but belittled narration, he regarded 
Meng’s avant-garde stages as shallow spectacles which were incapable of social criticism.  
He claimed that Meng’s avant-garde stage could merely meet audiences’ sensuous desires and 
body pleasures rather than bringing audience reflections.  He also claimed that Meng’s 
avant-garde stage was based on pleasure principle and was a production of depthless 
consumer culture.  Sharing the similar idea, another scholar, Wang, also claimed that Meng’s 
avant-garde stage provided depthless games and immediate pleasures which required no 
reflections.244   
 
All in all, the present literature is inclined to regard the scenographies (including simple 
                                                        
237 For instance, Shui Jing thought since 2000, Chinese avant-garde theatre has been turned into a fashion.  It has 
been inclined to be commercialized. Shui Jing (水晶), "Beijing Experimental Theatre (北京实验戏剧)," 41.  Lin 
Haibo (蔺海波), Studies on Chinese Dramas in 90s (90年代中国戏剧研究), 237.  
238 Zhou Wen (周文), Criticism on Chinese Avant-Garde Theatre (中国先锋戏剧批评), 109. 
239 Ibid. 
240 Ibid. 
241 Hu Xingliang (胡星亮), "Criticism on Chinese Post-Modern Dramas in the 1990s (20世纪 90年代中国后现
代戏剧之批判)," Academic Monthly (学术月刊) 38, no. 8 (2006). 
242 Huang Hailing (黄海令), "Discuss on Spectaclization of Meng Jinghui's Drama (论孟京辉戏剧的奇观化)," 
Anhui Literature (安徽文学), no. 8 (2009). 
243 Ibid. 
244 Wang Cuiyan (王翠艳) and Zou Hong (邹红), "Meng Jinghui: Use Passion and Mockery to Create Sensuous 
Charm of Experimental Theatre (孟京辉:以激情与戏谑营造实验话剧的感性魅力)," 265. 
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stages) of Chinese avant-garde theatre since the late 1990s as shallow and sensuous spectacles 
which fail to express deep meanings and social criticisms.  The literature almost identifies 
the scenographies of Chinese avant-garde theatre since the late 1990s with obedient followers 
of consumer culture and consumer society.  In the next sub-chapter Identification of 
Research Gap, the thesis would show the research gap that the present literature actually fails 
to recognize and understand the criticalness of the scenographies of Chinese avant-garde 
theatre since the late 1990s.   
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2.3 Identification of Research Gap 
 
Fig.2.3.1 Literature networks 
 
According to the literature review, the researcher draws a brief diagram which clearly shows 
the networks of studies on scenography of Chinese avant-garde theatre (Fig.2.3.1).  The 
social background and brief history of Chinese simple stage has shown that consumer society 
has exerted great influences on Chinese scenography since the late 1990s; however, most 
present literature seems to examine the scenography (including simple stage) of Chinese 
avant-garde theatre from the view of theatrical technique.  It suspends the context and 
merely examines the scenography of Chinese avant-garde theatre as an innovative theatrical 
technique which rejects theatre conventions.  Only a small part of literature pays attention to 
the specific reactions of the Chinese avant-garde scenography since the late 1990s to the 
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Chinese consumer society.  Nevertheless, it is a pity that this part of literature merely regards 
the scenographies of avant-garde theatre since the late 1990s as shallow and sensuous 
spectacles which fail to express deep meanings or social criticisms. 
 
However, during the field works of Ph.D. research in National Theatre of China (NTC) and 
Beijing People’s Art Theatre (BPAT), the researcher found the point that the scenographies of 
Chinese avant-garde theatre since the late 1990s were shallow spectacles incapable of social 
criticisms problematic.  In fact, the researcher has found that some simple stages of Chinese 
avant-garde theatre since the late 1990s (even including some simple stages which look like 
spectacles) have artfully embodied directors’ and designers’ insightful criticisms on Chinese 
consumer society.  Moreover, the researcher has also found that the ways via which the 
simple stages criticize the consumer society are various and complicated. 
 
Take the drama of BPAT, Boundless Love, directed by Lin Zhaohua and designed by Yi 
Liming in 2000, for instance.245  The drama depicted the rise and fall of Chinese dramatist Li 
Yu (李渔) in the 17th century.  Although Li lived in a pre-consumerist society three hundred 
years ago, he had a “modern” character in Chinese consumer society.246  On one hand he 
disputed money, but on the other he could not live without it; while he had spiritual pursuits, 
he indulged himself in material life.  His contradictory attitude about money, ideal, life and 
love is controversial but educational to the audience today.  The stage photos show that the 
scenography is a simple stage (Fig.2.3.2, 2.3.3, 2.3.4, 2.3.5, next page).  However, the 
environments described by the script are very different the simple stage.  For instance, the 
second act happens on a boat on the river.  The script depicts the environment in this way: 
“There is a performance on the bow.  Sounds of the performance can be heard.  The scene 
                                                        
245 The paper discusses on the critical simple stage of Boundless Love has been published in 7th International 
Conference on Design & Emotion (Chicago2010).  The title is Beyond Simple Nostalgia: Nostalgic Design on the 
Stage of Modern Chinese Drama.  A complete analysis on the simple stage can be found in a case study in the 
thesis.  
246 Cai Minghong (蔡明宏), "Zhitan Fengyue Zenmexing (只谈风月怎么行)," Journal of Qinzhou Teachers 
College(钦州师范高等专科学校学报), no. 01 (2004). 
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is inside a cabin of the boat.”247  Nevertheless, on the stage, there was no sign of boat or 
river at all (Fig.2.3.2).  There was only one backdrop, one screen and several stools 
appearing on the stage.  Some studies only pointed out that the simple stage was a sort of 
nationalization; however, the researcher found a greater value from the simple stage, which 
was criticalness of simple stage.248 
    
Fig.2.3.2 2nd act of Boundless Love                   Fig.2.3.3 Costume & props of Chinese opera  
      
Fig.2.3.4 Chinese painting in 3rd act                   Fig.2.3.5 Utopian scenery in 4th act 
 
The researcher found that the layout of simple stage and costumes of actresses (Fig.2.3.3) 
suggested the relationship between the simple stage and traditional Chinese opera, a 
traditional genre of Chinese theatre originating in 12th century.249  Later, the backdrop in the 
                                                        
247 Liu Jinyun (刘锦云), Collected Plays by Jinyun (锦云剧作集) (Beijing: China Theatre Press, 2009), 389. 
248 Critics Yu commented that the simple stage of Boundless Love was a good example of theatrical nationalization.  
The simple stage adapted traditional Chinese opera by adopting classic aesthetics of Chinese opera.  See more in: 
Yu Si (余思). "Boundless Love and Emotional People: Criticism on Boundless Love, the Drama of Beijing 
People's Arts Theatre (风月无边人有情——观北京人艺新戏《风月无边》)." Chinese Theatre (中国戏剧) 05 
(2000): 25-26. 
249 As early as the 12th century, traditional Chinese opera (or xiqu, 戏曲), which combines singing, speaking, 
acting, and acrobatics, developed simple stage as its main theatrical form.   Its scenography is featured by empty 
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third act showed its relationship with traditional Chinese paintings (Fig.2.3.4, previous page).  
Moreover, the scenery of the fourth act (Fig.2.3.5, previous page) reminded the audience of a 
famous traditional Chinese utopian line “While picking asters neath the Eastern fence, my 
gaze upon the Southern mountain rests” in the idyllic poem, Drinking.250  Since all the works 
of traditional Chinese arts on the stage actually belonged to different Chinese dynasties, it 
shows that the simple stage did not mean to signify an explicit physical location and period; 
instead, the simple stage seemed to go beyond technical level and towards aesthetic level.  
All the phenomena suggested that the simple stage tried to create an integral classic Chinese 
aesthetic and utopian space.  During the interview with the scenographer Yi Liming, he told 
the researcher that he intentionally infused the simple stage with shiqing huayi (诗情画意), a 
classic Chinese aesthetics which refers to a quality suggestive of poem or painting.251  
Shiqing huayi is the classic aesthetics pursued by ancient Chinese literati; moreover, it is also 
a classic ideology which highly commends good morality and broad knowledge.252  It 
represents a classic spiritual standard which is beyond the material and mundane life.253  It 
greatly contrasts with the mundane ideology of Chinese consumer society which prefers 
commodity fetishism and consumerism.254  Scenographer Yi’s belief that “theatre should 
bring the contemporary audiences contemplations on their status quo” revealed his design 
intention.255  He actually confronted the audiences with the contrast to remind them of the 
valuable classic Chinese ideology and to push them to reflect on the contemporary society.  
In addition, since using history as a critical media to criticize reality is a well-known tradition 
to the Chinese, the audiences could tacitly understand scenographer’s intention.256  As a 
result, his simple stage worked.  After the performance, a journalist commented, “The 
                                                                                                                                                               
space and minimal properties.  See more in Zhao Yingmian (赵英勉), ed. Chinese Traditional Opera Stage 
Design (戏曲舞台设计(戏曲卷)) (Beijing: Culture and Art Press (文化艺术出版社),2000) 
250 Tao Yuanming(陶渊明). Drinking(饮酒). Translated by Yang Xianyi and Dai Naidie. 
251 A personal interview with Scenographer Yi Liming in Beijing (8 Jan, 2010) 
252 Zhang Bailu (张白露), "Rethink on Literati Painting (对文人画的再认识)." 
253 Ibid. 
254 Featherstone, Consumer Culture and Postmodernism.  
255 A personal interview with Scenographer Yi Liming in Beijing (8 Jan, 2010) 
256 It is known that the Chinese regard history as a mirror of today.  There is a Chinese idiom called yishi weijian 
(以史为鉴, or “history was a mirror”).  The Chinese are inclined to use history to remind the contemporary or 
criticize the present. 
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contemporary society is too superficial… Watching the drama (Boundless Love) is like 
drinking Chinese tea.… The contemplation that Boundless Love brings to us goes beyond the 
drama.”257  His words revealed that in Boundless Love, the simple stage which embodied 
traditional Chinese aesthetics and ideology functioned as a mirror of today and stimulated 
audience’s contemplation on the contemporary society both emotionally and intellectually.   
 
The concrete evidence found in the field work clearly shows that the simple stage of the 
Chinese avant-garde theatre, Boundless Love, was not a shallow spectacle incapable of social 
criticisms; on the contrary, the simple stage made use of cultural, aesthetic, ideological and 
theatrical meanings embodied in simplicity to arouse audiences’ reflections and criticisms on 
the Chinese consumer society.258  
 
Thus, the research gap is clear: most present literature merely examines the scenographies 
(including simple stages) of Chinese avant-garde theatre from the view of theatrical technique.  
Only a small part of literature pays attention to the specific reactions of the scenographies to 
Chinese society.  Nevertheless, it is a pity that this part of literature mistakenly considers 
the scenographies (including simple stages) of Chinese avant-garde theatre since the late 
1990s as depthless and sensuous spectacles which fail to express social criticisms.  The 
present literature also fails to recognize that some simple stages of Chinese avant-garde 
theatre since the late 1990s function as social critique via strategically making use of 
various critical meanings embodied in simplicity.     
                                                        
257 Hu Mingming (胡明明), "Watch Boundless Love (观风月无边)," Music Weekly (音乐周报), Sep. 15 2000. 
258 See more details in the paper: Xiaofeng Xu, Bobby Wong Chong Thai, and Christian Gilles Boucharenc, 
"Beyond Simple Nostalgia: Nostalgic Design on the Stage of Modern Chinese Drama," in 7th International 
Conference on Design & Emotion (Chicago2010). 
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2.4 Research Aim, Significance and Limitation 
Research Aim 
The research is interested in the criticalness of the simple stages of Chinese avant-garde 
theatre since the late 1990s, so the main aim of the research is to reveal how critical simple 
stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre since the late 1990s criticize Chinese consumer society 
in terms of design.  Furthermore, it also tries to develop a systemic and comprehensive 




The research question is: how do critical simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre 
since the late 1990s criticize Chinese consumer society in terms of design?259 
 
In order to answer the research question, two procedures are required.  First, the research 
should reveal design features of the critical simple stages, which actually show how the 
critical simple stages are manipulated in terms of design.  Second, the research should reveal 
how these design features are manipulated to criticize Chinese consumer society.  Thus, the 
research question will be divided into two sub-questions: (1) What are the design features of 
critical simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre since the late 1990s? (2) How are these 
design features manipulated to criticize Chinese consumer society? 
 
Significance 
The research will have some significant impacts on design studies, scenography studies and 
some other fields.  First, it will develop a rational, systemic, comprehensive, deep and 
                                                        
259 The research question emphasizes that the research belongs to design studies.  It is because in Chinese 
avant-garde theatre, besides design part (such as scenography), literature part (such as script and lines) is another 
crucial source of social criticism.  Since the research belongs to design studies, it focuses on the issue how social 
criticism is expressed via design (or scenography) approaches. 
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productive methodology, which is called as scenography semiotics, for scenography studies.  
The methodology would be capable of examining both visible parts (for instance, signifiers) 
and invisible parts (for instance, signified) of scenography in a systemic and comprehensive 
way.  It would be a sharp analytical tool for scenography studies.  Second, it will deepen 
the understanding of scenographies of Chinese avant-garde theatre since the late 1990s, which 
are mistakenly regarded as depthless spectacles or new theatrical techniques in present studies.  
It will also reveal the criticalness of the simple stage and discern how the criticalness is 
achieved via the manipulation of the simple stage.  Third, it will deepen the understanding of 
critical design, which was a new concept emerging in 1990s in design studies.260  The 
concepts, ideas and skills which achieve the critical design in the simple stage will be 
instructive to critical design practice in other design fields.  Fourth, it will finally enrich the 
studies of consumer society, which is a branch of sociology that pays attention to all cultural 
phenomena within the consumer society.  In short, the research would be so promising that it 
will contribute to both knowledge and methodology. 
 
Limitation 
Although many critical simple stages have occurred in Chinese avant-garde theatre since the 
late 1990s, the most representative critical simple stages appear in the reputable or 
controversial avant-garde theatre directed or performed in Beijing.261  Since these Beijing 
critical simple stages represent the highest standard of scenographies of Chinese avant-garde 
theatre, they embody great academic and practical values to design research and design 
practice.  Thus, in view of the constraints of a Ph.D. program, the research will specifically 
limit itself to the representative critical simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre in 
                                                        
260 “Critical design uses speculative design proposals to challenge narrow assumptions, preconceptions…. The 
opposite of critical design is affirmative design—a design that reinforces the status quo. Critical design is an 
attitude and an approach to design rather than a definitive method.” Michaeil Erlhoff and Tim Marshall, eds., 
Design Dictionary : Perspectives on Design Terminology, 1st ed. (Boston, MA: Birkhauser,2008). 
261 The Beijing theatrical works directed or performed by Lin Zhaohua, Meng Jinghui, BPAT and NTC are 
acknowledged to be the most reputable and representative works in China.  See more in: Chen Jide (陈吉德), 
Contemporary Avant-Garde Theatre in China:  1979 - 2000 (中国当代先锋戏剧: 1979 - 2000), 33. 
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Beijing since the late 1990s.262 
 
To be specific, the research is restricted in three ways.  First, the research restricts itself to 
Chinese avant-garde theatre in Beijing.263   Second, the research focuses on the most 
representative Chinese avant-garde theatre, which should be either reputable or controversial 
during the period.  Third, the research mainly emphasizes the design aspect of the simple 
stage because it belongs to field of design studies.  Although some other aspects of the 
simple stage, such as the technological and economic aspects, are also important, they are 
discussed in less detail in this research.   
 
Further Research 
Simple stages of the underground and amateur theatre in universities, small cities and rural 
areas are also interesting topics in future research.  From these cases, the researchers may 
learn how simple stages are manipulated to express various meanings under small budgets.  
Moreover, the political, economic and technological aspects of simple stages of Chinese 
avant-garde theatre could deserve more academic attentions as well.   
 
                                                        
262  In Chapter 3.3.2 Case Selection, the research clearly sets five reasonable criteria to select the most 
representative cases during the period. 
263 The reason has been explained in previous paragraph. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 
3.1 Research Structure 
This research consists of two parallel processes in the early period:  (1) investigating simple 
stage of Chinese avant-garde theatre and (2) setting up a suitable methodology (Fig.3.1.1). 
 
Fig.3.1.1 Research structure 
 
This research began with investigation by reviewing literature, watching dramas, contacting 
with scenographers and doing field works in Beijing, Shanghai, Hangzhou and Singapore.  
During the process, the researcher collected abundant and reliable primary and secondary 
materials and deepened the understanding of scenography and theatre.  After obtaining some 
materials, the researcher started setting up methodology by studying various theories, 
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watching more dramas and doing more field work.  Later, a new methodology, scenography 
semiotics, was developed for the research.  Thereafter, among the abundant materials 
collected in the former process, the researcher selected the most representative cases 
according to some reasonable criteria.  When selection was done, the researcher analyzed the 
selected cases by scenography semiotics and obtained results from the analysis.  Finally, the 
researcher drew global conclusions from the analyses and results. 
 
3.2 Research Methodology: Scenography Semiotics 
The reason to develop a new methodology for scenography studies is that scenography is a 
huge, multi-level, multivalent and subtle system.  In order to reveal how simple stage 
criticizes Chinese consumer society in terms of design, the research should scrutinize every 
design aspects of scenography, from the surface to its actual meaning.  Only by doing so, 
strategic but subtle design thinking and method rather than pure design form can be 
uncovered.  Due to this reason, the research asks for a systemic and comprehensive 
methodology which would reveal both the visible and invisible design aspects of scenography 
as possible as it could.  However, the present studies fail to provide such a methodology. 
 
To fill the gap of methodology in scenography studies, the research devises a new 
methodology named scenography semiotics.264  Scenography semiotics is a practical analysis 
tool designed for systemic and comprehensive scenography studies.  It is adapted from 
theatre semiotics and covers all elements related to scenography during theatre 
communications.  Before introducing scenography semiotics, it is necessary to understand 
semiotics and theatre semiotics, because they are the theoretical sources of scenography 
semiotics.  
 
                                                        
264  Xiaofeng Xu, Bobby Wong Chong Thai, and Christian Gilles Boucharenc, "Pursuing New Chinese 
Theatricality: Scenography of Modern Chinese Drama in Post-Reform China," in The Conference of International 
Association of Societies of Design Research 2009 (Seoul: Korean Society of Design Science, 2009). 
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Theoretical Basis: Semiotics/Theatre Semiotics 
Semiotics is the study of signs: “words, images, behavior, human and animal arrangements of 
many kinds, in which a meaning is relayed by a corresponding outward manifestation”.265  A 
sign, according to Saussure, consists of the signifier (the material phenomenon that we are 
able to perceive) and the signified (the concept evoked by the signifier).266  Furthermore, 
Peirce adds that a signified can be a concept, a thing or even another signifier.267  
 
Theatre semiotics is the application of semiotics to the theatre.268  It has been acknowledged 
as the most productive theory in theatre study even to the present day.269  It was first founded 
by Prague School, which established the principle that everything within the theatrical frame 
is a sign.270  In the 1960s, 70s and 80s, some scholars categorized and classified the signs in 
theatre.  Esslin, for example, classified the sign systems common to all dramatic media into 
five groups and twenty two different sign systems: 271 
1. Framing systems outside the drama proper 
a. Architectural framework and ambiance surrounding the performance 
b. Title, generic description, pre-publicity 
c. Prologue, title sequence, epilogue etc. 
2. Sign systems at the actor’s disposal 
a. Personality, balance of ‘casting’ 
b. Delivery of the text 
c. Facial expression 
                                                        
265 Mark Fortier, Theory/Theatre : An Introduction (London ; New York: Routledge, 1997), 18. 
266 Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics (New York: Fontana/Collins, 1974), 66-67. 
267 Charles Peirce, ed. Peirce on Signs : Writings on Semiotic (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press,1991). 
268 Theatre is also most commonly regarded as a sign system.   
269 Keir Elam, The Semiotics of Theatre and Drama, 2nd ed. (London ; New York: Routledge, 2002); Martin 
Esslin, The Field of Drama : How the Signs of Drama Create Meaning on Stage and Screen (London: Methuen 
Drama, 1987); Marvin Carlson, Theatre Semiotics : Signs of Life (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990); 
Fernando de Toro, Theatre Semiotics : Text and Staging in Modern Theatre, trans. John Lewis (Toronto ; Buffalo: 
University of Toronto Press, 1995); Anne Ubersfeld, Reading Theatre, trans. Frank Collins (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1999). 
270 Ric Knowles, Reading the Material Theatre (Cambridge ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2004 ), 16. 
271 Martin Esslin, The Field of Drama : How the Signs of Drama Create Meaning on Stage and Screen (London: 
Methuen Drama, 1987), 103-04. 102 
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d. Gesture, body language 
e. Movement in space 
f. Make-up, hairstyle 
g. Costume 
3. Visual sign systems 
a. Basic spatial configuration 
b. Visual representation of locale 
c. Color scheme 
d. Properties 
e. Lighting 
4. The text 
a.  Basic lexical, syntactic, referential meaning of the words 
b.  Style-high/low, prose/verse etc. 
c.  Individualization of characters 
d.  Overall structure – rhythm – timing 
e.  Text as action – subtext 
5. Aural sign systems 
a.  Music 
b.  Non-musical sounds 
 
In the 1970s and 80s, some other scholars paid attention to the process of theatre 
communication.  Since then, theatre has not only been studied as pure literature but also as a 
performance and an event.272  A brief model can be set up to summarize the theatre 
communication process (Fig.3.2.1, next page).  In the diagram, the dramatist is the sender 
and producer of the dramatic text or script.  Dramatic text normally provides some 
information about fictive locale and environment; however, the information would not always 
be specific enough for either the scenography or performance.  After reading the dramatic 
text, the director and designers would create a performance text, which adds to, actualizes and 
                                                        
272 Knowles, Reading the Material Theatre, 16. 
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concretizes the places of indetermination in the dramatic text.273  This process could be 
regarded as a transcodification from literal text to physical stage scenes.  Later, directors, 
designers, actors and other members in theatre would follow the performance text to rehearse 
and perform.  In the performance, the audience would receive signs from the stage and, at 
the same time, their responses could potentially influence the performance as well.  Even 
after the performance, the audience would continue to influence the theatre in the form of box 
office, review, etc. 
 
 
Fig.3.2.1 Brief theatre communication 
 
These detailed semiological studies discussed above have provided practical and 
down-to-earth approaches to scrutinize scenography in a systemic and comprehensive frame.  
However, since theatre semiotics is not specifically designed for the scenography studies, 
scenography semiotics, a revision of theatre semiotics, is designed for the study on simple 
stage in this research. 
 
                                                        
273 Fernando de Toro, Theatre Semiotics : Text and Staging in Modern Theatre, trans. John Lewis (Toronto ; 
Buffalo: University of Toronto Press, 1995), 47. 
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Research Methodology: Scenography Semiotics 
To meet the specific requirements of the research, the researcher develops scenography 
semiotics on the basis of semiotics and theatre semiotics.  Scenography semiotics is the 
application of semiotics to scenography.274  It covers almost all scenography-related factors 
within the process of theatre communication.  According to the phases of theatre 
communication, the scenography semiotics classifies all factors into three main categories, 




Fig.3.2.2 Analytical frame of scenography semiotics 
 
 
                                                        
274 In nature, scenography was a sign system as well.   
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The first category is the context of scenography, which can be regarded as a precondition 
before the performance (Fig.3.2.3).  It includes four different aspects: namely social context, 
theatre concept, dramatic text, and director and designer’s theme. 
 
Fig.3.2.3 The frame of context category 
 
Social context refers to the political, economic and cultural condition of a society.  Since 
theatre is a product of the time, its visual form, scenography, is greatly influenced by the 
political, economic and cultural preference of the time.  The rise and fall of a certain style of 
scenography is the obvious result of social context.  Theatre concept refers to the main 
understanding of theatre in general.  It is the understanding of theatre, including its function, 
style and theme.  The shift of theatre concept has always been accompanied by the shift of 
scenography.  The scenography of modern Chinese drama, for example, shifts from realistic 
stage to non-realistic or neo-realistic stage within 100 years because of the changes of theatre 
concepts.  Dramatic text refers to the script of a drama.  It is regarded as the “first theme” 
of theatre because almost every drama would begin with a dramatic text.  The theme and 
scenario of the dramatic text exert direct and important impact on each and every aspects of 
scenography, such as style, arrangement, etc.  Director and designer’s theme refers to the 
director’s and designer’s personal understanding of scenography, theatre and society.  It is 
termed as the “second theme” and differs greatly from the first theme of dramatic text.  In 
avant-garde theatre, it is the director’s theme rather than script theme that masters the 
scenography and performances.  Since avant-garde directors and scenographers try to 
innovate and resist the existing theatre concepts, their second theme could be very different 




The second category is about the sign system during performance (Fig.3.2.4).  Due to the 
attribute of stage signs, it includes three sub-categories, namely signifier, signified and 
signifier-signified relationship.   
 
Fig.3.2.4 The frame of sign system category 
 
The signifier sub-category includes all visual factors in theatre.  Since scenography is the 
design for performing, it includes objects/actors and movements.  Scenography semiotics 
classifies these visual factors into two aspects, elements and arrangement.   
 
The aspect of elements pays attention to objects and actors.  Scenography semiotics 
classifies these elements into six aspects, namely theatre type, scenery, property, body, 
costume and lighting.  Theatre type refers to the different types of theatre spaces, such as 
proscenium stage, thrust stage, arena stage, traverse stage and flexible stage.275  Theatre type 
can directly influence the theatre communication and stage-audience relationship by its form, 
scale and attribute.  Avant-garde theatre often starts with innovation in theatre types.  
Scenery refers to the physical constructions that provide the specific acting environment for a 
play.276  The scenery could possibly consist of 2D paintings, 3D constructions or even empty 
spaces.  Avant-garde theatre often pays attention to the meaning and function of scenery.  
                                                        
275 Michael Holt, Stage Design and Properties (London: Phaidon Press Ltd, 1993), 23. 
276 Robert Cohen, Theatre, 3rd ed. (Mountain View, Calif.: Mayfield, 1994), 492. 
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Property refers to the furniture and objects used in drama.277  Avant-garde theatre would 
always create original ways to arrange and use properties in performance.  Body refers to the 
actor’s body, which is essential to theatre.  Some scholars even argue that theatre is a place 
to exhibit what a human body is, what it does and what it is capable of.278  Avant-garde 
theatre emphasizes the control of body and the use of body to express meanings.  In some 
cases, bodies can even function as properties.  Costume refers to the clothes, headdress and 
accessories worn by the actors.  It serves both the ceremonial and illustrative functions.279  
Avant-garde theatre regards costume not only as a sign of the character’s social status or 
personality, but also as a sign of philosophical meanings.  Lighting refers to the arrangement 
or type of light in theatre.  It is the basic condition for modern theatre and is used for 
illumination or dramatic effect.280  Avant-garde theatre emphasizes the use of lighting to 
create mood, atmosphere, beauty and meanings.   
 
Theatre is not static, so the aspect of arrangement pays more attention to track and mode of 
movements.  Three issues, namely performance area, time-space transformation and 
stage-audience relationship, draw the most attention.  Performance area refers to the area 
which is used to perform.  In avant-garde theatre, actors do not have to perform in onstage 
areas; sometimes, they could perform in audience areas or even offstage areas.  The 
extension of performance area is a noticeable phenomenon in avant-garde theatre.  
Time-space transformation refers to the way that changes time and space in the drama.  
Although closing curtains is known as a symbol of time-space transformation in realistic 
theatre, the transformation could be more smooth and flexible in non-realistic theatre, 
especially in avant-garde theatre.  In order not to interrupt theatre rhythm, avant-garde 
theatre makes effort to develop the mode of time-space transformation.  Stage-audience 
relationship refers to a placement of the stage and audience, which could influence both 
                                                        
277 Ibid., 491. 
278 Simon Shepherd, Theatre, Body and Pleasure (London ; New York: Routledge, 2006), 1. 
279 Cohen, Theatre, 424. 
280 Ibid., 418. 
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transmission and reception of the performance.281  It is so important that avant-garde theatre 
often devotes itself to change, improve or even revolt from the relationship.  It pays attention 
to the distance and the boundary between stage and audience.  It also emphasizes the form 
and role of stage and audience. 
 
Unlike the signifier sub-category, which pays attention to the visible aspects of scenography, 
the signified sub-category focuses on the invisible aspects of scenography, meanings of 
scenography.  Theatre studies suggest that scenography has multilayer meanings.  McAuley 
in his book, Space in Performance: Making Meaning in the Theatre, reveals that the meanings 
of theatre space consist of fictional layer and thematic layer.282  In addition, Hu declares that 
scenography could also express the atmosphere, mood and aesthetics of theatre. 283  
Acknowledging the present studies on scenography meanings, the signified sub-category of 
this research consists of three layers: namely fictional layer, expressive layer and thematic 
layer.  Fictional layer refers to the layer that denotes the fictional environment of theatre.  
It shows or implies the place and context in which the story takes place.  It is the most 
fundamental layer of the meaning of scenography, be it in realistic theatre or non-realistic 
theatre.  Expressive layer refers to the layer that denotes atmosphere, mood and aesthetics of 
scenography.  It is well-known that theatre does not only tell a story but also expresses mood, 
creates atmosphere and exhibits beauty.  In non-realistic theatre, it is easy to observe that 
lighting creates various mood, atmosphere and beauty via expressive layer.  Thematic layer 
refers to the layer that denotes the theme of scenography.  It is no doubt that scenography 
conveys themes, which are ideas that dramatist, director, designer and actors try to 
communicate with the audience.  The theme plays a globalizing function and brings together 
all the scenography systems.284  In avant-garde theatre, directors and designers are inclined 
to create director theme (second theme) which is related but different from the dramatist’s 
                                                        
281 Pavis, Dictionary of the Theatre : Terms, Concepts, and Analysis. 
282 Gay McAuley, Space in Performance : Making Meaning in the Theatre, Theater--Theory/Text/Performance 
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1999), 25. 
283 Theatre Institute of Chinese National Academy of Arts(中国艺术研究院戏曲研究所), ed. Collection of Stage 
Art (舞台美术文集), 204. 
284 McAuley, Space in Performance : Making Meaning in the Theatre, 25. 
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theme (first theme).  This is why the same script would often produce different and varying 
performances when directed by different directors.  Due to this reason, the research should 
pay more attention to the director’s theme rather than dramatist’s theme to understand the 
theme of scenography, although the latter is of equal importance. 
 
Last but not least, the signifier and signified relationship sub-category focuses on the issue of 
how the signifier and signified connected.  The connection between them in theatre could be 
unfixed.  In non-realistic dramas, Chairs, for example, could denote mountains, ramparts or 
bridges in one drama.285  The flexible connection between the signifier and the signified is a 
common phenomenon in avant-garde theatre and, in some cases, would create original 
meanings via loose signifier-signified relationship. 
 
The third category is about feedback to the scenography after performance (Fig.3.2.5).  It 
consists of the audience’s response, which refers to the box office and comments from the 
audience, and the review, which refers to the academic reviews published in books, journals, 
newspapers, etc.  Feedback is a very important criterion to judge whether a drama is 
successful or not.  It is so influential that it could change scenography and theatre a lot even 
after the debut.  It is also helpful for the audience to understand theatre better. 
 
Fig.3.2.5 The frame of feedback category 
 
In conclusion, scenography semiotics has decomposed large and complex scenography 
systems into many analyzable aspects in a systemic and comprehensive way.  The 
multi-layer frame of scenography semiotics suggests its capability to reveal both visible and 
invisible information, relationships and meanings of scenography.  
                                                        
285 Gao Yaojing(高耀旌), "Discuss "One Table Two Chairs" And "Space Design" On Xiqu Stage(略论戏曲舞台
“一桌两椅”──“空间设计”)," Drama(戏文), no. 02 (1997). 
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The Application of Scenography Semiotics in the Research 
In each case study, the main research question is: how do critical simple stages of Chinese 
avant-garde theatre since the late 1990s criticize Chinese consumer society in terms of design. 
This can be further divided into two sub-questions.  They are: (1) What are the design 
features of the critical simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre since the late 1990s? (2) 
How are these design features manipulated to criticize Chinese consumer society? 
 
Fig.3.2.6 Workflow of the analysis (brief diagram) 
 
According to these two research sub-questions, the research would be operated in two steps 
(Fig.3.2.6).  In the first step, according to the frame of scenography semiotics, the research 
would examine context, signifier and feedback categories to reveal the signified and 
signifier-signified relationship categories of simple stage.  Thereafter, the research would 
summarize the global design features of the simple stage according to the previous findings.  
By scrutinizing both individual and global, both signifier and signified, a comprehensive 
global design features of the simple stage would be revealed via scenography semiotics.  
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In the second step, according to the global design features (which includes both the signifier 
and signified categories), the research would reveal global signified and explicate its 
criticalness to the society on three layers, which are fictional, expressive and thematic layers 
according to scenography semiotics.  It should be noted that highlighting the global signified 
is important.  This is because every work of design or arts is difficult to be critical merely by 
its signifier layer; on the contrary, only by conveying the signified beneath the signifier, the 
work becomes critical.  Due to this reason, the signified layer of simple stage is the main 
channel to convey criticalness.  Thus, if the global signified has been revealed first, it is 
more promising to discern criticalness of simple stage.  Finally, the research would 
scrutinize the global signified to reveal the complicated critical design concepts, strategies 
and techniques adopted by simple stage. 
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3.3 Research Materials 
The research on the critical simple stages is performance-centered rather than text-centered, 
so reading scripts will not be enough.  In fact, the research requires the researcher to attend 
performances, watch dramas and talk to director/designers, etc.  Due to the nature of the 
research, the research materials consist of: (1) plenty of primary materials which were 
collected in theatres in Beijing, Shanghai, Hangzhou and Singapore during 2008 to 2010; (2) 
abundant secondary materials, such as video clips, scripts, reviews, etc. 
 
Primary Materials (from Field Works) 
The primary materials are evidently important because they not only provide evidences for 
the research but also develop the researcher’s vision and understanding of scenography, 
theatre, theatre practitioners and audience.  The primary materials were mainly collected in 
field works of the research in Beijing, Shanghai, Hangzhou and Singapore during 2008 to 
2010.  Since National Theatre of China (NTC) and Beijing People’s Art Theatre (BPAT) are 
the main state-level troupes in China and have many acknowledged avant-garde directors, the 
field work mainly focuses on these two troupes.  In the fieldwork, the researcher followed 
NTC and attended their rehearsals and formal performances in National Centre for the 
Performing Arts (the best theatre in China), Shanghai Centre Theatre, Shanghai Dramatic Arts 
Centre and Zhejiang Public Art Little Theatre.  During the period, the researcher was invited 
to observe the performances from rehearsal to final show.  The researcher also attended 
meetings in which the director and his designers discussed the design solutions for 
performances.  Besides, the researcher also observed several performances staged by BRAT, 
Lai Shengchuan’s Performance Workshop, The Bridge Project, Black and White Troupe in 
Beijing, Shanghai, Hangzhou and Singapore.  In addition, the researcher joined a 
scenography seminar in College of Chinese Opera and also visited a scenographer studio.  
The fruitful fieldwork brought the research abundant primary materials, including more than 
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1,100 photos which recorded the scenography and the whole process of rehearsal and 
performances, many daily notes which recorded rehearsals and performances in details, many 
recordings which recorded interviews with the director, scenographers, lighting designers, 
lighting operators, actors, stage managers and theatre managers. 
 
Secondary Materials 
Besides primary materials, various secondary materials have been collected by the researcher.  
Since a performance could not last forever, the researcher has to rely on a lot of secondary 
materials, including (1) videos of dramas, (2) stage photos, (3) posters, (4) pamphlet, (5) 
interview records, (6) scripts, (7) books, (8) journals, (9) theses, (10) drama reviews, (11) 
news, (12) scenography drafts, (13) theatre plans, (14) websites, (15) blogs, (16) BBS, etc.  
All these secondary materials have helped to reconstruct the performances to a large extent.  
It should be highlighted that among these secondary materials, videos of dramas are the most 
indispensible because they could almost record the whole performance.  Although some 
small details might be missing in the clips, it is still the best medium to reproduce the 
performance.  Due to this reason, the researcher has collected about 150 videos of modern 
Chinese dramas.  Amongst them, about 40 videos are videos of Chinese avant-garde theatre 
after the 1990s, most of which are directed by acknowledged directors in BPAT or NTC, such 
as Lin Zhaohua, Meng Jinghui, Tian Qinxin, Ren Ming, Li Liuyi and Wang Xiaoying.  The 
videos of Chinese theatre collected by the research include: 
Absolute Signal (绝对信号) 
Absolutely Hurt (绝对伤害) 
Accidental Death of an Anarchist (一个无政府
主义者的意外死亡) 
Aesop (伊索) 
Alexander Galin (回归) 
All Beijingners (全是北京人) 
Antiques (古玩) 
At Sea (在茫茫大海上) 
The Balcony (阳台) 1993. 
Beijing Master (北京大爷) 
Beijingers (北京人) 
Being a Man (生为男人) 
Blessed Family (全家福) 
Born at the Best Time(生逢其时) 
Boundless Love (风月无边) 
The Butcher (屠夫) 
Buzhi Qiusi Zai Shuijia (不知秋思在谁家) 
Cai Wenji (蔡文姬) 
The Caine Mutiny Court-Martial (哗变) 
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Caomang Yingxiong (草莽英雄) 
A Capital Crime (死罪) 
The Caucasian Chalk Circle (高家索灰阑记) 
Change (蜕变) 
Che Guevara (切·格瓦拉) 
Cherry Orchard (樱桃园) 
Chessman (棋人) 
Cingame (洋麻将) 
Classmate Zhao Ping (赵平同学) 
The Club (足球俱乐部) 
Contracted Marriage (合同婚姻) 
Coriolanus (大将军寇流兰) 
Cube (魔方) 
Cutting Wrist (断腕) 
Death of a Salesman (推销员之死) 
Der Besuch Der Alten Dame (贵妇还乡) 
The Desire under the Elms (榆树下的欲望) 
A Doll's House (玩偶之家) 
Don Quixote (唐吉诃德) 
Elderly B on the Wall (挂在墙上的老 b) 
Emperor Qinshihuang and His Son (秦皇父子) 
Even the Wise Is Not Free from Error (智者千虑
必有一失) 
Fa Zidu (伐子都) 
Faust (浮士德) 
Fengkuang Guonianche 
The Filed of Life and Death (Korean Version) 
(《生死场》韩国版) 
The Filed of Life and Death (生死场) 
First-Time Close Contact (第一次的亲密接触) 
Fishing Men (鱼人) 
Fogey (老顽固) 
Four-Section Compound with Back Yard (带后
院的四合院) 
Gala Hutong (旮旯胡同) 
Gemen Zheteng Ji (哥们折腾记) 
Girl in Greenhouse (花房姑娘) 
Gossip Street (坏话一条街) 
The Government Inspector (钦差大臣) 
Green House (绿房子) 
Guan Hanqing (关汉卿) 
Guandong Daji (关东大集) 
Hamlet (哈姆雷特) 
Head without Tail (关于爱情归宿的最新观念) 
Huoshen Yu Qiunv (火神与秋女) 
I Love Peach Blossom (我爱桃花) 
I Love Xxx (我爱 xxx) 
In This Family (在这个家庭里) 
Irony and Humor (讽刺与幽默) 
Irony of Fate (命运的拨弄) 
It Still Rains (雨还会下) 
The Japanese Soldier I Know (我认识的鬼子兵) 
Ji Er Jia Mei Xiu (几尔加美休) 
A Kind of Poison (有一种毒药) 
The Late Christopher Bean (油漆未干) 
Left Bank (左岸) 
Li Bai (李白) 
Lights from Tens of Thousands of Homes (万家
灯火) 
Linghun Chuqiao (灵魂出窍) 
Live, Lively (生，活) 
Longing for the Secular World (思凡) 
Lotus (莲花) 
Love Fool (情痴) 
Love Is Colder Than Death (爱比死更冷酷) 
Maid (女仆) 
A Man's Confession (男人的自白) 
Marriage (结婚) 
The Master of Builder (建筑大师) 
Men and Women of Sentiments (性情男女) 
Men Keeping Pet Birds (鸟人) 
Merchant of Venice (威尼斯商人) 
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The Merry Wives of Windsor (温莎的风流娘儿
们) 
Ming:Tales of Ming Dynasty (明--明朝那些事
儿) 
More Than Joy and Luck (吉庆有余) 
My Dad My Father (俺爹我爸) 
Neighbours (左邻右舍) 
The Orphan of the Zhao's (Korean Version) (《赵
氏孤儿》韩国版) 
The Orphan of the Zhao's (Lin Zhaohua)(赵氏孤
儿) 
The Orphan of the Zhao's (Tian Qinxin)(赵氏孤
儿) 
A Parody (故事新编) 
Peach Blooms at the Posthouse (驿站桃花) 
Peach Blossom Fan (桃花扇) 
People's Enemy (人民公敌) 
Red Rose and White Rose (红玫瑰与白玫瑰) 
The Restaurant (天下第一楼) 
Rhinoceros in Love (恋爱的犀牛) (1999) 
Rhinoceros in Love (恋爱的犀牛) (2003) 
Rhinoceros in Love (恋爱的犀牛) (2008) 
Richard the Third (理查三世) 
Rickshaw Boy Xiangzi (骆驼祥子) 
Romulus the Great (罗穆洛斯大帝) 
Ruan Lingyu (阮玲玉) 
Saint Confucius (圣人孔子) 
Schweyk in the Second World War (二战中的帅
克) 
The Seagull (海鸥) 
Soul Games (心灵游戏) 
Southward Courtyard on Northern Lane (北街南
院) 
Storm (狂飙) 
The Story of a Q (阿 q正传) 
Sunrise (日出) 
Teahouse (茶馆) 
Teahouse (茶馆) (1999) 
The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot (三姐
妹·等待戈多) 
The Threepenny Opera (3毛钱歌剧) 
Thunderstorm (雷雨) (1993) 
Thunderstorm (雷雨) (1979) 
Thunderstorm (雷雨) (2004) 
Thunderstorm(雷雨)(1997) 
Tiger-Shaped Tally (虎符) 
Toilet (厕所) 
Twelfth Night (第十二夜) 
Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life (两只狗的生活
意见) 
Uncle Gouer's Nirvana (狗儿爷涅槃) 
The Victors (死无葬身之地) 
Waiting for Godot (Meng Jinghui)(等待戈多) 
Waiting for Godot (Ren Ming) (等待戈多) 
Weddings and Funerals (红白喜事) 
White Deer Prairie (白鹿原) 
A Wild Field (原野) 
Wildman (野人) 
Xian Heng Inn (咸亨酒店) 
Xiaojing Hutong (小井胡同 ) 
Xiaozhen Fengqing (小镇风情) 
Zhou Enlai (周君恩来). 
Zhuang Zhou Tests His Wife (庄周试妻) 
Zhuo Dao Ren (捉刀人 ) 
 
In addition, literature and interviews which record the director or designer’s intentions are of 
great importance to the research.  It is true that the simple stage itself is the best evidence 
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and clue for the research; however, due to the complexity and ambiguity of simple stage, the 
researcher should decode the evidence with the director’s hints so that the interpretation of the 
evidence would be more convincing.  There are two ways to collect the directors’ intentions: 
in field work and secondary materials.  Although the researcher does record some of the 
director’s words in the field work, it is not sufficient enough to support the reserarch from 
various angles.  Due to the limitation, the researcher has to rely on many reliable secondary 
materials, such as published books, journals, pamphlet, newspapers, TV programs and 
website.  Some selected books and papers which record director’s intentions of the most 
famous avant-garde directors, such as Lin Zhaohua, Meng Jinghui and Tian Qinxin, are listed 
below:  
Lin Zhaohua. "The Vitality of Theatre (戏剧的生命力)." Literature and Art Studies (文艺研究), no. 3 
(2001): 76-84. 
Lin Kehuan, ed. Lin Zhaohua's Directorial Art (林兆华的导演艺术). Harbin: North Literature and Art 
Press, 1992. 
Meng Jinghui, ed. Archives of Avant-garde Theatre (先锋戏剧档案). Beijing: The Writers Publishing 
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3.4 Case Selection 
Criteria for Case Selection  
Since scenography is the visual representation of theatre, the quality of theatre is always 
closely related to the quality of scenography.  Thus, it is reasonable that a representative 
avant-garde theatre has more potential to provide a representative scenography of avant-garde 
theatre.  Due to this reason, selecting the representative simple stage should begin with 
selecting representative Chinese avant-garde theatre.  Thus, in order to comprehensively and 
effectively examine how critical simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre since the late 
1990s criticize Chinese consumer society in terms of design, the researcher sets up five 
criteria to select a certain amount of representative Chinese avant-garde theatre at the first 
stage of case selection. 
 
First, the selected Chinese avant-garde theatre should debut no earlier than 1998. 286  
Although Chinese avant-garde theatre emerged in the early 1980s and flourished in the early 
1990s, it was hardly been constrained by consumer society during that period.287  However, 
in 1997, because of the constraints of the market, famous avant-garde director Mou Sen had 
to quit Chinese avant-garde theatre.  His departure was considered as an end of the period 
which purely pursued theatre ideal.288  Because Chinese consumer society has exerted 
increasingly overwhelming influences on the Chinese avant-garde theatre since then, Zhou 
regards 1998 as the beginning of a new period to Chinese avant-garde theatre.289  During the 
period, Chinese theatre and theatre participants have been directly encountered with consumer 
society.  The Chinese avant-garde theatre, on the one hand, is constrained by Chinese 
consumer society and, on the other hand, never stops criticizing the consumer society.  The 
                                                        
286 If a drama has different versions which are very different with each other, they are considered as different 
dramas.  In addition, since one drama could be performed tens or even hundreds of times and lasted for years or 
decades, the study regards the debut as the birth of a drama. 




inherent contradictory makes the Chinese avant-garde theatre since the late 1990s a very 
interesting issue.  Since this research focuses on the criticalness of simple stages of Chinese 
avant-garde theatre to Chinese consumer society, the period between the late 1990s to present 
has become the most representative, controversial and mysterious period.  Thus, the research 
has chosen the Chinese avant-garde theatre which debuts no earlier than 1998 as research 
cases.  It should be noted that due to the limitation on debut time, the theatre works of the 
well-known Chinese director Mou Sen, who has almost quitted Chinese avant-garde theatre 
since 1997, are not the subject of the research and would not be discussed in the thesis. 
 
Second, the selected Chinese avant-garde theatre should be directed or performed by the 
Beijing troupes.  Since the late 1990s, although a lot of avant-garde theatre has appeared in 
China, due to the limitation of a Ph.D. research, this research has to focus on the most 
representative works among them, most of which are directed or performed by Beijing 
troupes.  Capital Beijing is the centre of Chinese avant-garde theatre because of its abundant 
theatre resources.  It has many advantages.  First, the most famous and acknowledged 
Chinese avant-garde directors, such as Lin Zhaohua and Meng Jinghui, run their theatre 
studios in Beijing.  Second, the most famous Chinese troupes, such as Beijing People’s Art 
Theatre and National Theatre of China, are in Beijing.  Third, the most famous Chinese 
theatres, such as National Centre for the Performing Arts and Capital Theatre, are located in 
Beijing.  Fourth, the most famous Chinese theatre academy, The Central Academy of Drama, 
and the most important Chinese art research institute, China Art Academy, are also located in 
Beijing.  These advantages attract and nurture the best Chinese directors, scenographers, 
actors and critics.  Thus, the Chinese avant-garde theatre directed or performed by Beijing 
troupes could be considered as the most represented cases in China. 
 
Third, the form of the selected Chinese avant-garde theatre should be simple stage.  
Although it is self-evident, it is still important to understand what simple stage really means.  
It should be noted that simple stage is not equivalent to minimum stage, although they may 
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overlap at times.  Simple stage is defined as a type of simplified stage that shuns detailed 
naturalism and showy spectacle by reducing its form to bare elements and subscribing to the 
idea that less can create more.290  Simple stage is a qualitative term and can only be mastered 
by both its form and spirit. 
 
Fourth, the selected Chinese avant-garde theatre should relate to Chinese consumer society in 
some ways.  If the dramatic theme is relevant with consumer society, the scenography would 
more likely react to the society directly.  The avant-garde theatre can relate to the Chinese 
consumer society by various methods, such as by theatre topics and scenarios, or by 
dramatist’s theme, director’s theme and designer’s theme, etc.  They can also relate to 
Chinese consumer society by different manners, such as accepting, enhancing, reflecting, 
resisting or evading.  By relating themselves to Chinese consumer society, these dramas 
consciously or unconsciously infuse their reactions to the society into performances.  Thus, 
these dramas have become the most important, representative and effective cases to study the 
relationship between the simple stage and Chinese consumer society. 
 
Fifth, the selected Chinese avant-garde theatre should be either reputable or controversial.  
Reputable case refers to a kind of avant-garde theatre that has good reputation in the academy 
or market.  It includes dramas which have been widely acknowledged by the academy or 
dramas that have been awarded important prizes, and dramas with good box office or have 
been performed for hundreds of times.  Thus, the research would pay special attention to the 
works of the most famous Chinese avant-garde directors since the late 1990s, such as those of 
Lin Zhaohua, Men Jinghui and Tian Qinxin.291  In addition, the research would also cover 
some very popular dramas, such as Zhang Guangtian’s Che Guevara.  Nevertheless, due to 
the revolutionary nature of avant-garde theatre, controversial cases should also draw the 
attention.  Controversial cases refer to a kind of drama that would arouse great controversy 
                                                        
290 Feinsod, The Simple Stage : Its Origins in the Modern American Theater, xiii-xxi. 
291 Guo Yujie (郭玉洁), ed. One-Way Street 002: Is Avant-Garde Dead? (单向街 002: 先锋已死?) (Ningxia: 
Ningxia People's Press,2010), 3. 
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in academy or market.  Some of these cases have great value to the research.  For instance, 
although The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot was not successful in terms of box office, it 
brought up great controversy in academy.  These controversial cases are actually 
indispensible to the research. 
 
Selected Cases  
The five criteria would help to select the most representative and influential Chinese 
avant-garde theatre relevant to both simple stage and Chinese consumer society.  Following 
the criteria, the researcher has chosen about 20 representative avant-garde dramas.  All of 
selected the cases debut after 1997, are directed or performed by the Beijing troupes, use 
simple stage, are related to Chinese consumer society, and are reputable or controversial.  
The directors, titles and debut time of the represented dramas, and some specific reasons to 






















1998 The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot 
(三姐妹·等待戈多) 
Lin Absurd Good Bad 
1998 Accidental Death of an Anarchist  
(一个无政府主义者的意外死亡) 
Meng Ironic Good Good 
1998 Waiting for Godot 
 (等待戈多) 
Ren Absurd Bad Bad 
1999 Rhinoceros in Love (1999) 
(恋爱的犀牛) (1999) 
Meng Modern Normal Good 
2000 Boundless Love 
(风月无边) 
Lin Historical Normal Good 
2000 Che Guevara 
(切·格瓦拉) 
Zhang Revolution Good Good 
2002 Head without Tail  
(关于爱情归宿的最新观念) 
Meng Modern life Normal Normal 
2003 The Orphan of the Zhao's  
(赵氏孤儿) 
Lin Historical Normal Good 
2003 The Orphan of the Zhao's  
(赵氏孤儿) 
Tian Historical Good Normal 
2003 I Love Peach Blossom  
(我爱桃花) 
Ren Historical & 
modern 
Normal Good 
2003 Rhinoceros in Love (2003) 
(恋爱的犀牛) (2003) 
Meng Modern life Normal Good 
2007 Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life 
(两只狗的生活意见) 
Meng Modern life Normal Good 
2007 Red Rose and White Rose 
(红玫瑰与白玫瑰) 
Tian Modern Normal Good 
2008 Rhinoceros in Love (2008) 
(恋爱的犀牛) (2008) 
Meng Modern Normal Good 
2008 Love Is Colder Than Death 
(爱比死更冷酷) 
Meng Adaption Good Bad 
2008 Ming:Tales of Ming Dynasty 
(明:明朝那些事儿) 
Tian Historical Normal Normal 
2010 Don Quixote  
(唐吉诃德) 
Meng Adaption Normal Good 
 (Lin = Lin Zhaohua, Meng= Meng Jinghui, Ren= Ren Ming, Tian= Tian Qinxin, Zhang= Zhang Guangtian).  
 






Primary and Secondary Materials of Selected Cases 
After selecting the representative cases of Chinese avant-garde theatre according to the five 
criteria, the researcher managed to attend formal performance or watch video of each selected 
case (Fig.3.4.1, 3.4.2).  During the process, the researcher collected thousands of stage 
photos, and many videos of the selected cases. 
 
     
Fig.3.4.1 Some tickets of the performances which the researcher attended 
           
Fig.3.4.2 Some examples of the performance videos collected by the researcher  
 
Take the selected case Rhinoceros in Love (2008) for example.  With the director’s and 
scenographer’s permission, the researcher investigated both the rehearsal and formal 
performance in 2009.  The investigation was fruitful: about 200 stage photos, several records 
(which recorded interviews with director, scenographer, lighting designer, stage director, stage 
manager, etc.), a research diary and some pamphlets were collected (Fig.3.4.3-3.4.7, next 
page).  
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Fig.3.4.3 Investigation                 Fig.3.4.4 Stage photos                          
   
Fig.3.4.5 Records                        Fig.3.4.6 Research diary                  Fig.3.4.7Pamphlet 
 
 
To those selected cases which were performed before 2007, the researcher managed to collect 
reliable primary and secondary materials related to the performance.  Take The Three Sisters, 
Waiting for Godot, which was performed in 1998, for example.  The researcher flied to 
Beijing and Shanghai to collect the video and stage photos of the performance (Fig.3.4.8, 
3.4.9, next page).  In addition, the researcher interviewed the scenographer of the drama and 
recorded the whole interview (Fig.3.4.10, next page).  The researcher also collected script, 
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journals, news and reviews related to the drama (Fig.3.4.11-3.4.13).  In summary, the 
materials collected by the research (no matter the primary or secondary materials) are reliable 
and abundant.  
 
   
Fig.3.4.8 Video                            Fig.3.4.9 Stage photos                     
                   
Fig.3.4.10 Personal interview                 Fig.3.4.11 Designer’s explication   
  
Fig.3.4.12 News                            Fig.3.4.13 Review
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Chapter 4 Critical Simple Stages of Chinese Avant-garde Theatre 
since the Late 1990s 
4.1 Preliminary Analysis on the Simple Stages of the Selected Cases  
The main research question is that how critical simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre 
since the late 1990s criticize Chinese consumer society in terms of design.  For the sake of 
clarity, the main research question is divided into two sub-questions: (1) What are the design 
features of critical simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre since the late 1990s?  (2) 
How are these design features manipulated to criticize Chinese consumer society?292 
 
To answer these two sub-research questions, the researcher adopts scenography semiotics to 
analyze the abundant materials related to the selected cases (including videos, stage photos, 
script, interview record, news, reviews, pamphlet, and so on).  Following the analytical 
frame of scenography semiotics, the researcher examines each case and puts the results into 
an analytical table.  An example of the analytical table is shown in Table 4.1 (see more 
examples in Appendix A).  The table (Tab.4.1, next page) shows the results of the analysis 
on the selected case Rhinoceros in Love (2003).  According to the frame of scenography 
semiotics, every item of the scenography has been examined and recorded in the table.  As a 
result, all the important information and analytical results related to context, signifier system, 
the signified and review are listed in the table.  In the end, the researcher concludes the 





                                                        
292 It has been explained in Chapter 2.4 Research Aim, Significance and Limitation. 
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Context Social context Chinese consumer society, 
good box office 
Theatre concept Anti-realism 
 
Dramatic text Story in contemporary Chinese 
city 
Director & designer’s 
theme 
Essentialized scenography 
Signifier Theatre type Little theatre, 
proscenium theatre 
Scenery Essentialized  
(mirror wall) 
Property Essentialized  




(expression & gesture) 
Costume Neutral  
(color & style) 
Lighting Plain, calm  
(white & blue) 
Performance area Whole stage 





Signified Fictional layer 
 











Essentialized form of consumer 
society, mock consumer society 
Signifier-signified relationship Flexible 
Feedback Audience/Review Reflective (“it makes me to 
understand myself today more 
clearly.”—by Lanyi) 
 
Tab.4.1 Analytical frame of scenography semiotics and results of analysis on the scenography of Rhinoceros in 
Love (2003)293 
(See more examples in Appendix A) 
 
 
                                                        
293 See more detailed analysis in Chapter 4.2.2 Case Study: Essentialized Critical Simple Stage in Rhinoceros in 
Love.  In that chapter, the thesis has explained, for example, why the mirror wall, package, ribbon and radiator on 
the stage could essentialize Chinese consumer society to some extent. 
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It should be noted that the keywords of design features of the simple stages are not coined by 
the researcher.  Some keywords, such as absurd and rough, are derived from the 
acknowledged scenography/theatre styles.294  For example, Ren Ming’s Waiting for Godot 
belongs to the theatre genre called the theatre of the absurd.295  Its scenery and properties, 
such as an upside-down tree on the stage, shows an obvious absurd feature.  Thus, the 
research directly borrows the term “absurd” as the main design keyword of the scenography.  
However, pursuing innovative styles, some avant-garde directors and scenographers change 
or mix the established styles a lot.  In these cases, directors and scenographers sometimes 
name or describe their new styles with their own terms.  For instance, the scenography of 
The Orphan of the Zhaos (directed by Tian Qinxin) is a mixture of expressionism and Chinese 
xieyi (写意) aesthetics.296  Since it would be partial to term it as expressionist stage or xieyi 
stage, director Tian calls it as “intense stage”.297  In these cases, the researcher borrows 
directors’ and scenographers’ own terms, such as “intense” and “essentialized”, to describe 
the design features of the scenography.298 
 
Compiling all the analytical tables of the selected cases (see some examples in Appendix A), 
the researcher obtains all the detailed results of the analysis on the simple stages of the 
selected Chinese avant-garde theatre.  These results provide concrete and comprehensive 
information to analyze the criticalness of the simple stages.  In order to show the results of 
                                                        
294 Absurd is derived from the theatre genre called the theatre of the absurd.  Rough is derived from Peter 
Brook’s concept of rough theatre. Esslin, The Theatre of the Absurd. Brook, The Empty Space. 
295 The theatre of the absurd “strives to express its sense of the senselessness of the human condition and the 
inadequacy of the rational approach by the open abandonment of rational devices and discursive thought.” Esslin, 
The Theatre of the Absurd, 16. 
296 See detailed analysis in Chapter 4.5 Intense Critical Simple Stage. 
297 Li Xiaomeng (李小萌), "Display an Intense Stage (展现极致舞台)," in Tian Qinxin's Drama Field (田沁鑫的
戏剧场), ed. Tian Qinxin (田沁鑫) (Beijing: Peking University Press, 2010). 
298 Keyword “intense” appeared in a newspaper interview with director Tian Qinxin.  When explicating the stage 
of The Orphan of The Zhaos, director Tian said, “I prefer intensity.”  She explicated, “Theatre is a beautiful 
dream.… When I make the dream real, I prefer to create intensity which is impossible in daily life.”  Later, a 
journalist titled the interview with Tian as Display an Intense Stage.(See more in Li Xiaomeng (李小萌), "Display 
an Intense Stage (展现极致舞台)," in Tian Qinxin's Drama Field (田沁鑫的戏剧场), ed. Tian Qinxin (田沁鑫) 
(Beijing: Peking University Press, 2010))  Keyword “essentialized” appeared in a researcher’s interview with 
Scenographer Zhang Wu.  When talking about the scenography of Rhinoceros in Love (2003), he explicated that 
he made efforts to “make the stage more essentialized in the drama”; moreover, he further emphasized that “the 
essentialized stage was what they insisted on in the drama”. (Personal interview with Zhang Wu in Shanghai, 1 
June, 2009) 
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the analysis more clearly, the researcher lists all the keywords of design features of the 








































































































































































































From the detailed analyses based on scenography semiotics (Appendix A) and the 
compilation of the design keywords (Tab.4.2 (Part A, B)) of the selected cases, the researcher 
finds that some simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre are critical of Chinese consumer 
society.  The selected Chinese avant-garde dramas which adopt critical simple stages as 
scenography include:  
1.The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot (三姐妹·等待戈多), 
2.Accidental Death of an Anarchist (一个无政府主义者的意外死亡),  
3.Waiting for Godot (等待戈多),  
4.Rhinoceros in Love (1999) (恋爱的犀牛)(1999), 
5.Boundless Love (风月无边), 
6.Che Guevara (切·格瓦拉), 
7.The Orphan of the Zhao's (Tian) (赵氏孤儿), 
8.Rhinoceros in Love (2003) (恋爱的犀牛) (2003), 
9.Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life (两只狗的生活意见) 
10.Rhinoceros in Love (2008) (恋爱的犀牛) (2008),  
11.Love Is Colder Than Death (爱比死更冷酷). 
 
Moreover, the researcher also finds that some critical simple stages share obvious similar 
design features.  For instance, the simple stages of The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot (三
姐妹·等待戈多) and Waiting for Godot (等待戈多) are both characterized by absurdity, 
simplicity and criticalness.  In order to show the similar critical simple stages clearly, the 
researcher puts them into a table and arranges them into corresponding rows (Tab.4.3, next 
page).  As a result, the researcher finds that: scenography of the three versions of Rhinoceros 
in Love (1999, 2003, 2008) are characterized by essentialized critical simple stage; 
scenography of Accidental Death of an Anarchist, Che Guevara and Two Dogs’ Opinions 
about Life are characterized by rough critical simple stage; scenography of Boundless Love 
is characterized by nostalgic critical simple stage; scenography of The Orphan of the Zhao's 
(Tian)and Love Is Colder Than Death are characterized by intense critical simple stage; 
scenography of The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot (Lin) and Waiting for Godot are 
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Tab.4.3 Classification of critical simple stages according to their design features  
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Thus, according to analyses based on scenography semiotics (Appendix A), the compilation 
of the design keywords (Tab.4.2 (Part A, B)) and classification of the simple stages (Tab.4.3), 
the researcher finds five types of critical simple stages.  The researcher names them after 
their respective design keywords.299  These five types are essentialized critical simple stage, 
rough critical simple stage, nostalgic critical simple stage, intense critical simple stage 
and absurd critical simple stage.  Although all the five types in the table (Tab.4.3) are 
critical simple stages, they are different in their own ways in terms of simplicity and 
criticalness.  They are, in nature, five unique types of critical designs in the forms of simple 
stages.  By combining their individual intentions with different aspects of simplicity, the 
critical simple stages express their unique criticisms on Chinese consumer society via various 
approaches. 
 
In this chapter, five types of critical simple stages would be fully analyzed in five 
corresponding sub-chapters.  Every sub-chapter would answer two research sub-questions 
step by step.  To be specific, every sub-chapter would (1) introduce some basic concepts, 
selected case and sub-chapter aims, (2) introduce context of the selected case, including 
background, dramatic text and brief descriptions of scenography, (3) scrutinize scenography 
according to scenography semiotics and reveal design features of the scenography (for the 
first sub-question), (4) reveal how these design features are manipulated to criticize Chinese 
consumer society (for the second sub-question), (5) conclude the design features and the 
methods which facilitate criticisms on Chinese consumer society. 
                                                        
299 See how the design keywords are named by the research on the previous part of Section 4.1. 
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4.2 Essentialized Critical Simple Stage 
4.2.1 Introduction 
The first type of the critical simple stages of Chinese Avant-garde theatre (since the late 1990s) 
found by the research is essentialized critical simple stage.  The term “essentialized” is 
derived from an interview with the avant-garde scenographer Zhang Wu, who is the famous 
Chinese avant-garde director Meng Jinghui’s long-term partner.300  In the interview, he told 
the researcher that some of his scenography, such as that of Rhinoceros in Love (2003 & 
2008), aimed to be “essentialized”.301  Essentialize means “to express or extract the essential 
form of”.302  Arts often have something to do with essentialized forms, because one 
responsibility of arts is to explore the essence and truth of the world.303  Theatre and 
scenography, as a category of arts, also take the responsibility for revealing the essence and 
truth.304  Some Chinese theatre artists are aware of the responsibility of arts and theatre as 
well.  Meng Jinghui, for instance, is fascinated by the essentialized simple stage.  His 
drama, Rhinoceros in Love, is the case in which he creates the essentialized simple stage.  
When Meng’s partner, Scenographer Zhang Wu, explicated the scenography of Rhinoceros in 
Love to the researcher, he said that they made efforts to “make the stage more essentialized in 
the drama”; moreover, he further emphasized that “the essentialized stage was what they 
insisted on in the drama”.305  On Meng and Zhang’s stage, essentialization and simplicity 
could be noticeably observed. 
 
However, without grasping underlying meanings of essentialized simple stage, some 
audiences merely pays attention to new forms of the stage which looks unrealistic and 
                                                        
300 A personal interview with Scenographer Zhang Wu in Shanghai (1 June, 2009) 
301 A personal interview with Scenographer Zhang Wu in Shanghai (1 June, 2009) 
302 Merriam-Webster, Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 396. 
303 E. H. Gombrich, The Story of Art, 16th ed. (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1995), 15-37. 
304 As Critics Shen said, “Theatre should turn the inside of everything out.”  See more in: Meng Jinghui (孟京辉), 
ed. Archives of Avant-Garde Theatre (先锋戏剧档案) (Beijing: The Writers Publishing House,2000), 370. 
305 A personal interview with Scenographer Zhang Wu in Shanghai (1 June, 2009) 
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theatrical, so they often misunderstand and devalue the essentialized simple stage.  For 
example, Huang mistakenly commented that Meng’s essentialized simple stage was merely a 
depthless spectacle which was an accomplice of consumer society.306  He thought that 
Meng’s essentialized simple stage merely met audience’s visual desires and lacked 
criticalness.307  Nevertheless, in this sub-chapter, the analysis on the representative cases of 
the essentialized simple stages would prove him wrong.  Moreover, the analysis would 
reveal that Meng and Zhang’s essentialized simple stage is actually highly critical of Chinese 
consumer society. 
 
The research would take various versions of Rhinoceros in Love, which were respectively 
directed by Meng in 1999, 2003 and 2008, as the representative cases (Fig.4.2.1, 4.2.2, 
4.2.3).308  Among three versions, the 2003 version is the most representative case which 
typifies Meng’s essentialized critical simple stage and would be paid great attention to.  
Meanwhile, since three versions of the drama are linked to each other to some extent, the 
research would also pay some attention to the 1999 and 2008 versions to support the research 
topic.  
  
   
Fig.4.2.1 Rhinoceros in Love (1999)  Fig.4.2.2 Rhinoceros in Love (2003)  Fig.4.2.3 Rhinoceros in Love (2008)  
 
                                                        
306 Huang Hailing (黄海令), "Discuss on Spectaclization of Meng Jinghui's Drama (论孟京辉戏剧的奇观化)." 
307 Ibid. 
308 The scenography of the 1999 version was designed by Zhao Hai.  The scenography of the 2003 and 2008 
version were designed by Zhang Wu. 
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4.2.2 Case Study: Essentialized Critical Simple Stage in Rhinoceros in Love309 
The aims of the sub-chapter are, first, to reveal design features of the essentialized critical 
simple stage of Rhinoceros in Love (2003), and, second, to reveal how the essentialized 
critical simple stage criticized Chinese consumer society. 
4.2.2.1 Context 
The debut of the second version of Rhinoceros in Love (2003) was in 2003.  It was directed 
by Meng Jinghui and was performed by National Theatre of China (NTC).  It has developed 
three versions (version 1999, 2003 and 2008) and has been performed for more than 200 
times since 1999.310  Meng didn’t expect a great economic success by the drama, but he 
accidentally made it one of the most profitable and well-known avant-garde theatre in China 
in 2000s.311  It was the first Chinese avant-garde theatre which got profits from the market 
since the early 1990s.  
 
Rhinoceros in Love narrates a love story in a modern Chinese city.312  The hero, Malu, is a 
zookeeper who carefully takes care of a rhino.  He thinks he himself has many similarities 
with the rhino, such as stubbornness.  One day, Malu falls in love with the heroine, 
Mingming, but Mingming falls in love with an artist who dislikes her.  In order to win 
Mingming’s heart, Malu does whatever he can: he sends flowers, writes poetry, learns English, 
fights the rival in love, and gives a great sum of money to her.  However, Mingming is so 
stubborn that she still refuses to accept Malu and decides to leave the city.  Finally, 
preventing Mingming from leaving him, Malu kidnaps her.  In order to prove his sincere 
love, he kills his favorite rhino and gives Mingming the heart of the rhino, which is a symbol 
of himself and his greatest love. 
                                                        
309 The writing of the analysis on representative cases would follow the analytical frame of scenography semiotics. 
See the structure of scenography semitotics in Fig.3.2.2 and Tab.4.1. 
310 Zhao Li (赵丽), "The Box Office of Rhinoceros in Love Was Not Less Than That of Secret Love for the Peach 
Blossom Spring (《恋爱的犀牛》票房不输《暗恋桃花源》),"  http://ent.rednet.cn/c/2009/04/21/1748214.htm. 
311 Ibid. 
312 Meng Jinghui (孟京辉), ed. Archives of Avant-Garde Theatre (先锋戏剧档案), 277-326. 
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Fig.4.2.4 Simple stage of Rhinoceros in Love (2003)     Fig.4.2.5 Simple Stage of Rhinoceros in Love (2003)  
 
All the fictional environments depicted by the script are some common places, such as an 
ordinary home in city, a terrace of building, rhinoceros’ house in zoo, etc.313  However, the 
stage of the drama was unrealistic and simple (Fig.4.2.4, 4.2.5).  From the stage photo, it 
could be seen that background of the whole stage space was in dark.  The scenery mainly 
consisted of a large mirror wall with a red curtain at one side.  In front of the mirror wall, 
there was a small, shallow and whitewashed pool.  Near the pool, several radiators were 
arranged in lines at the edges of the stage.  At centre of the stage, the ground was planar, 
light-colored and empty.  Only a few medium-sized properties, such as table and chairs, 
were placed or removed during the performance.  The simple stage of the drama seemed 
very different from the fictional environment in the script.   
 
4.2.2.2 Design Features of Essentialized Critical Simple Stage in Rhinoceros in 
Love (2003) 
Before demonstrating how and why the essentialized critical simple stage of Rhinoceros in 
Love (2003) could criticize Chinese consumer society, the researcher examines and concludes 
main design features of the essentialized critical simple stage.  Following the scenography 
semiotics, the analysis would show that the essentialized critical simple stage of Rhinoceros 
in Love (2003) was mainly characterized by (1) essentialized scenery, (2) essentialized and 
                                                        
313 Ibid., 281-87. 
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representative property, (3) neutral costume, (4) depersonalized performance, and (5) abstract 
and calm lighting.   
 
Essentialized and Simple Scenery 
     
Fig.4.2.6 Mirror wall and reflections                  Fig.4.2.7 Stains on mirror wall  
 
The script of Rhinoceros in Love was completed in 1999 and was published in 2000.314  
According to the script, the story happens in various common places of a modern Chinese city, 
such as someone’s home, animal house in zoo, etc.  In the script, the description of the 
fictional environment is simple.  In the second act, for instance, the script merely depicts the 
environment in a short sentence: 
        In Malu’s home; Daxian is playing cards; Heizi and Malu are sitting aside.315 
In the third act, the description of environment is even briefer.  The script merely writes: 
        In rhinoceros’ house.316 
Obviously, all these fictional environments in the script are common places in daily lives; 
however, these fictional environments were not visualized realistically by the director and the 
scenographer.  In fact, the director and the scenographer turned the scenery of Rhinoceros in 
Love (2003) into a large mirror wall which measured about 4 meters high and 8 meters wide 
(Fig.4.2.6).  The mirror wall was composed of 12 pieces of large mirrors and reflected both 
stage and auditorium.  It was noticeable that when actors were performing, their reflections 
in the mirror could be easily caught by the audience.  It was also noticeable that the mirror 
                                                        
314 Ibid., 326. 
315 Ibid., 281. 
316 Ibid., 287. 
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wall was full of stains and spots (Fig.4.2.7, previous page).  These two features of the mirror 
wall were not accidental; on the contrary, they were manipulated to create a critical space 
which essentialized Chinese consumer society from four perspectives.   
     
Fig.4.2.8 Hang Lung Square      Fig.4.2.9 Hang Lung Square               Fig.4.2.10 Jing Guang Centre 
 
First, the mirror wall was the scenographer’s essentialized representation of modern Chinese 
consumer society.  As mentioned above, Scenographer Zhang explicated to the researcher 
that “the stage of Rhinoceros in Love (2003) was essentialized”.317  He further explicated 
that his essentialized stage was actually inspired by contemporary Chinese society.318  He 
said, “The Chinese society stimulates me and arouses my feelings and emotions.  I collect 
them and represent them by my own unique thoughts.”319  The scenery of Rhinoceros in 
Love (2003) undoubtedly showed that Scenographer Zhang finally chose mirror wall as the 
essentialized representation of Chinese consumer society.  His choice was reasonable and 
insightful.  In the contemporary Chinese consumer society, mirror wall (a sort of glass 
façade) has been widely applied to Chinese shopping malls, shopping centers and office 
buildings since the 1990s (Fig.4.2.8-4.2.10).320  The mirror wall or glass facade was an 
important form which developed the aesthetics and ideology of consumer society.  
According to Buck-Morss, mirror wall enhanced dream images and desires of the consumer 
                                                        
317 A personal interview with Scenographer Zhang Wu in Shanghai (1 June, 2009) 
318 A personal interview with Scenographer Zhang Wu in Shanghai (1 June, 2009) 
319 A personal interview with Scenographer Zhang Wu in Shanghai (1 June, 2009). 
320 Wang Youjia (王又佳), "The Sign Consumption of Architecture Form: Discussion on the Contemporary 
Chinese Architecture Form in Consumer Society (建筑形式的符号消费:论消费社会中当代中国的建筑形式)" 
(Ph.D., Tsinghua University, 2006). 
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society.321  It did not only make a consumerist city look like an aestheticized “paradise”, it 
also create auras which made commodities look like desirable fetishes.  It reinforced and 
endorsed the aesthetics and ideology of consumerism.  To some extent, it had become an 
essence of Chinese modernity and consumerism.322  Moreover, due to ubiquitous uses of the 
mirror wall in contemporary Chinese cities, the mirror wall had become a sign of Chinese 
consumer society to some extent.  Thus, by creating a mirror wall on the stage, the 
scenographer “exhibited” the essence and sign of Chinese consumer society in theatre to a 
large extent. 
 
Second, the mirror wall was a metaphor which expressed the director’s and scenographer’s 
negative attitudes to the Chinese consumer society.  Although in reality, most glass facades 
of shopping malls and office buildings were usually as clean as crystal, it was interesting to 
find that the mirror wall on the stage was badly smeared.  Since many large-scaled stains 
were left on the mirror wall, the mirror wall lost its glorious and pleasant appearance.  
Someone might consider the smear as a result of careless works of cleaners and workers; in 
fact, it was wrong.  It was proved by Scenographer Zhang’s explication.  Although the 
script never mentioned mud at all, Zhang intentionally used mud as a special metaphor to 
express that “life was like a muddy hole”.323  Via the dirty mirror wall, he made actors’ 
reflections looked like muddy men who lived in a muddy world (Fig.4.2.7).  He undoubtedly 
expressed his great discomfort with the consumer society by staining the symbol of the 
consumer society.  Meanwhile, he also created an image of the life of consumer society in 
his mind.  It was really difficult to say which world was truer: the spectacular world outside 
the mirror or the muddy world in the mirror.  Thus, the dirty mirror wall became an 
essentialized and metaphoric representation of the director’s and scenographer’s negative 
                                                        
321 For example, Buck-Morss wrote, “In the nineteenth century, capital cities throughout Europe, and ultimately 
throughout the world, were dramatically transformed into glittering showcases, displaying the promise of the new 
industry and technology for a heaven-on-earth…” Buck-Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing : Walter Benjamin and 
the Arcades Project, 81. 
322 Wang Youjia (王又佳), "The Sign Consumption of Architecture Form: Discussion on the Contemporary 
Chinese Architecture Form in Consumer Society (建筑形式的符号消费:论消费社会中当代中国的建筑形式)". 
323 In an interview, Zhang said, “Life was like a muddy hole” to a journalist.  Chen Xiangyang (陈湘阳), "Stage 
and Lighting Are Avant-Garde (舞台灯光也前卫)," Shenzhen Economic Daily (深圳商报), Nov. 13 2003. 
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attitudes towards the consumer society.   
 
    
Fig.4.2.11 Rhinoceros in Love (1999)                Fig.4.2.12 The False Mirror, by Rene Magritte 
 
Third, the mirror wall was a metaphor which expressed the director’s and scenographer’s 
understanding of the truth of Chinese consumer society.  The clue to understand this point 
was hidden in the previous version of Rhinoceros in Love, the 1999 version (Fig.4.2.11).  
Rhinoceros in Love (1999), directed by Meng, used almost the same script.  In the 1999 
version, the scenery was obviously minimized to a figure which resembled the famous 
surrealistic painting The False Mirror, by Rene Magritte (Fig.4.2.12).  Citing The False 
Mirror, the scenery was infused with profound meanings derived from the original work, 
which attempted to say that human eyes were just like a false mirror which could grasp only 
the image rather than the nature of world.324  The theme of The False Mirror was related to 
the nature of consumer society.  In his important book Consumer Culture and 
Postmodernism, Featherstone stated that the consumer society confronted people with lots of 
dream-images which spoke to desires, and aestheticized and de-realized reality.325  To him, 
consumer society widened the range of contexts and situations in which such behavior was 
deemed appropriate and acceptable.326  He approved of Baudrillard’s contemplation that in 
the contemporary society, the distinction between reality and image vanished.327  According 
to Featherstone, consumer society replaced reality with images which could be either real or 
                                                        
324 Jacques Meuris, Magritte (New York: Artabras, 1990), 84. 
325 Featherstone, Consumer Culture and Postmodernism, 67. 
326 Ibid. 
327 Ibid., 67. 
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fake.  Advertisement was an example which produced many fake “realities”.  Due to the 
reason, by citing The False Mirror, the scenery of 1999 version approached the nature of 
consumer society rather than imitated the external surface of it.  It created an essentialized 
and critical space of consumer society which was didactic to the audience.  In 2003, 
following and developing the scenery of 1999 version, Rhinoceros in Love (2003) turned The 
False Mirror into a real giant mirror.  Comparing to the static image in The False Mirror, the 
mirror wall produced images more directly and uncannily.  In the mirror wall, the images of 
the scene, the theatre, the lighting, the actors and the audience coexisted with the reality.  It 
was interesting to find that the sceneries in 1999 version and 2003 version were so subtly and 
skillfully related.  No matter the inexistent mirror in 1999 version or the substantial mirror in 
2003, they were all metaphors which revealed the truth of consumer society.  
 
Fourth, the mirror wall created an alienation effect which facilitated contemplation on the 
essentialized stage.328  It could be seen that in front of the mirror wall, every actor performed 
by two sides, which were the side facing the audience and the side facing the mirror.  When 
a substantial actor was speaking to the audiences, his reflection, which was his back, seemed 
to talk to many other audiences at the same time.  At the moment, the speaking actor and 
“speaking” reflection created an alienation effect, which to Brecht, facilitated audiences’ 
critical attitudes.  According to an audience’s comment that the mirror wall “helped him to 
understand the characters better”, the alienation effect actually made the audiences more 
meditative and critical.329  Moreover, the mirror wall did not only make the audience more 
critical of the characters on stage, it also made the audience more critical of themselves.  
Meng used to say, “Theatre is a holy and charming site.  We see the reflections of our spirit, 
soul, body, sense, thinking and everything on the stage which was like a huge mirror.”330  In 
                                                        
328 Alienation effect is the principle idea in Brecht’s theory of drama, which requires the audience to retain a 
degree of critical detachment from play and performance.  It intends to activate the audience’s critical, intellectual 
attitude. 
329 Lan Yi (蓝翼), "Review on Rhinoceros in Love: Fierceness and Weakness in Insistance (《恋爱的犀牛》剧评:
坚持中的凌厉与软弱),"  http://bbs.duanyihong.net/bbs/redirect.php?fid=14&tid=183&goto=nextnewset. 
330 Meng Jinghui (孟京辉), ed. Archives of Avant-Garde Theatre (先锋戏剧档案), 371. 
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the Rhinoceros in Love (2003 & 2008), he made the metaphoric mirror in his remarks into a 
real mirror.  Although the audience could see themselves in the mirror wall only at the 
moment when the audience area was lightened (Fig.4.2.13), they sensed and contemplated on 
their existence in the mirror during the performance.  Like one audience wrote after the 
performance, “… it (the mirror wall) makes me to understand myself today more clearly.”331  
His words showed that the mirror wall did not immerse the audience into the drama but 
engendered their contemplations on themselves.  Meng and Zhang obviously preferred the 
idea of mirror wall.  In Meng’s another avant-garde theatre Love is Colder Than Death 
(2008), they used the similar “mirror wall” again.  When the stage area was unexpectedly 
dimmed and the audience area was lightened, the glass wall between the stage and auditorium 
turned into a “mirror” suddenly (Fig.4.2.14).  By encountering the audience with their own 
reflections, Meng once more made the stage an alienated and introspective space, which 
facilitated contemplations. 
 
    
Fig.4.2.13 Audience’s reflections in mirror wall          Fig.4.2.14 Audience’s reflections in glass wall 
 
In a word, the analysis reveals that the mirror wall (scenery) was a multiple and essentialized 
representation of Chinese consumer society, which grasped the representative form of the 
consumer society, expressed artists’ attitudes to the consumer society, revealed the nature of 
the consumer society and enhanced the audiences’ meditative attitudes to the stage. 
 
                                                        
331 Lan Yi (蓝翼), "Review on Rhinoceros in Love: Fierceness and Weakness in Insistance (《恋爱的犀牛》剧评:
坚持中的凌厉与软弱)." 
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Essentialized and Representative Properties 
Besides the scenery, the director and scenographer also added some special properties which 
had never appeared in the script of Rhinoceros in Love.  These special props included a 
“well-packed” gift, some silk ribbons and some radiators.  When explaining his design 
concept, Scenographer Zhang said to the researcher, “What I represent are things in my mind.  
I don’t directly copy the society....  Like making wines, what I produce may be very different 
from ingredients or even opposite to the ingredients.”332  What he said was true.  The 
research found that these properties were also essentialized representations of Chinese 
consumer society rather than some superficial copies of the reality.  
   
Fig.4.2.15 Malu received a gift with package           Fig.4.2.16 Malu was surrounded by useless packages 
 
The first essentialized representation was a “well-packed” gift from heroine Mingming, who 
relentlessly played a trick on the hero Malu (Fig.4.2.15).  Receiving the gift with great 
expectation, Malu unwrapped the gift eagerly; however, as soon as he unwrapped a layer of 
the package, he found another layer inside.  After unwrapping tens of layers of the package, 
he had already been surrounded by the excessive and useless packages (Fig.4.2.16).  At last, 
he found that besides useless layers of the package, there was nothing inside at all.  The 
exaggerated package reflected a typical phenomenon in consumer society that package had 
actually been detached from commodity and became a deceptive surface.333  Although the 
similar situation happened in daily life again and again, people became numb and even got 
                                                        
332 A personal interview with Scenographer Zhang Wu in Shanghai (1 June, 2009). 
333 Wolfgang Fritz Haug, Critique of Commodity Aesthetics : Appearance, Sexuality, and Advertising in Capitalist 
Society (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1986), 49-54. 
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used to it.  However, the director and scenographer sharply grasped the phenomenon and 
defamiliarized it by exaggeration.334   Via the exaggerated and theatrical package, the 
deceptive nature of the consumer society was revealed and mocked. 
   
Fig.4.2.17 Silk ribbons covered characters’ eyes      Fig.4.2.18 An image on pamphlet of Rhinoceros in Love 
 
The second essentialized representation was some white silk ribbons which looked fine and 
delicate (Fig.4.2.17).  In the drama, these ribbons were used to bind actor’s and actress’s 
eyes in some occasions.  When being bound, the actor and actress became the blind.  The 
metaphoric scene tried to reveal that although people had eyes, they were sometimes blinded 
by “delicate” desires, such as love, money, commodity, etc.  The metaphoric scene was also 
highlighted in the pamphlet of the drama (Fig.4.2.18).  On a photo in the pamphlet, a group 
of actors bound their eyes by themselves numbly.  The metaphor (embodied in the silk 
ribbons) obviously criticized and enlightened the contemporary who were trapped in the 
similar situations without awareness. 
 
The third essentialized representation was some radiators, which were iron-made appliances 
producing heat in winter (Fig.4.2.19, next page).  Although radiators were common in 
northern China, they seemed both familiar and strange when they were arranged in lines on 
the stage.  When explaining the intention of doing so, Zhang explicated, “Radiator is 
something usual.  It is supposed to be something which warms the people; however, it looks 
                                                        
334 Defamiliarization (or ostranenie in Russian) is an important feature of Russian formalism.  It is an artistic 
technique which makes the familiar thing “strangely unfamiliar” so that it would actually slow down the act of 
perception and promote perception of the familiar. 
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like cool iron.”335  Zhang’s explication implied his interests in the contradictory nature of the 
normal things.  Meanwhile, Director Meng was also interested in contradictory and 
irrelevant elements.336  He claimed that what he preferred was the contradiction on stage.337  
Due to their realization of and preference for the contradictory nature, they highlighted the 
contradictory and alienation effect by arranging so many radiators as the dominant properties 
on the stage.  Via the stage, they tried to reveal their critical understandings of the universal 
nature of the society and the world, which was the ubiquitous contradiction.  Thus, the 
radiators became a metaphor embodying the understandings of the essence of society. 
 
From the analysis of the properties, it could be seen that all these impressive properties did 
not try to simulate the superficial spectacle of the consumer society; on the contrary, these 
properties expressed the director’s and scenographer’s understandings of the essence of the 
society. 
   
Fig.4.2.19 A line of radiators                       Fig.4.2.20 Desaturated and neutral costumes 
 
Neutral Costume & Depersonalized Performance 
In addition, costumes in the drama were intentionally made to be neutral to achieve the 
essentialized effect.  In the drama, most actors and actresses, including the hero Malu, only 
dressed desaturated costumes, such as pure white, grey and black costumes (Fig.4.2.20).  
                                                        
335 Chen Xiangyang (陈湘阳), "Stage and Lighting Are Avant-Garde (舞台灯光也前卫)." 
336 Meng Jinghui (孟京辉), ed. Archives of Meng Jinghui's Avant-Garde Theatre (孟京辉先锋戏剧档案), 257. 
337 Sina, " Interview with Meng Jinghui by Sina: Score Rhinoceros in Love 90 Points (孟京辉新浪访谈: 给恋爱
的犀牛打 90分),"  http://ent.sina.com.cn/s/m/2003-10-30/1040224119.html. 
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Besides, the styles of the costumes were so ordinary that there were almost no impressive 
features on them.  Since the costumes with neutral colors and styles showed no theatrical 
features at all, the actors on the stage seemed no different with normal passers-by in reality.  
The blur boundary between the drama and the reality made every character on the stage one 
of the ordinary people in the present society.  Like the dramatist of the drama Liao said, 
“The situations, careers and experiences of the characters in the drama were not concrete.”338  
The actor actually become the representative or, in nature, the sign of the ordinary people.  
To some extent, it was the neutral costumes that abstracted the actors and made them signs of 
the contemporary.   
 
   
Fig.4.2.21 Actors’ same expressions                  Fig.4.2.22 Actor’s same gestures 
 
Besides the neutral costume, the actors’ performances, which were obviously depersonalized, 
also achieved a sign effect.  It could be found that when actors appeared as a group of people, 
they looked almost the same: they stared at the same direction without focuses; they spoke in 
the same tone; they stood in the same gesture; they walked in the same rhythm (Fig.4.2.21, 
4.2.22).  On the stage, they were totally depersonalized and looked just like some 
mass-produced products lacking personalities.  The performance seemed to imply the truth 
that although different in the appearance, the inside of these characters had been greatly 
homogenized or even emptied by the consumer society.  In order to make the performance 
more didactic to the audience, the director had some additional requirements to the actors.  
                                                        
338 Liao Yimei (廖一梅), "Some Thoughts on Rhinoceros in Love (关于恋爱的犀牛的几点想法)," in Rhinoceros 
in Love (恋爱的犀牛), ed. National Theatre of China (Beijing: 2009). 
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Actor Duan, who played the role of Malu, said, “Director Meng required me to act like myself 
but not totally myself.  Sometimes Malu was Malu, but sometimes Malu was not a concrete 
figure.  In some situations, Malu represented more Malus and became a sign and a spirit.”339  
The explication and the depersonalized performance revealed that the actors and actresses on 
the stage actually tried to make the characters some symbolic figures that were deprived of 
any specific identities.  Via the depersonalized performance and neutral costumes, every 
actor on the stage could be identified with the intimate normal people in daily life by the 
audiences.  Due to the sign effect, what happened on the stage was no more a fake dramatic 
event but a condensed reality which was close and related to the audience.  Thus, the 
homogeneous and empty characters on the stage, that were actually signs of the contemporary 
in consumer society, became more didactic to the contemporary audience. 
 
Abstract and Calm Lighting 
   
Fig.4.2.23 Bright and desaturated lighting             Fig.4.2.24 Blue and calm lighting 
 
The abstract and calm lighting of the drama also facilitated the essentialized effect of the 
stage.  At most of the time during the performance, the lighting was almost bright and 
desaturated (Fig.4.2.23).  It was so plain that it essentialized the characters by the pureness 
of the lighting.  The lighting designer Tan said, “What the stage represents are the generality 
of modern cities.  The style of the scenography is not realistic.  Due to the reason, the 
lighting should be both delicate and abstract.  Different from the lighting used in common 
                                                        
339 CCTV 10, People: Meng Jinghui (人物:孟京辉) (Beijing: CCTV 10). 
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commercial performance, the lighting in the drama was refreshing.”340  What he said was 
true.  In Rhinoceros in Love, the lighting which appeared in a plain and static way created an 
abstract and calm atmosphere.  The atmosphere did not provide the audiences with sensory 
stimulations; on the contrary, it provided them a contemplative space with minimal 
stimulations.  Even if the lighting was saturated blue in some situations, it still pursued calm 
atmosphere instead of spectacular visual effects (Fig.4.2.24, previous page).  Due to the 
abstract and clam lighting, the communication of the essentialized meanings of the stage was 
not harmed and the critical stage space was well preserved. 
 
4.2.2.3 Essentialized Critical Simple Stage and Criticisms on Chinese Consumer 
Society  
Director Meng classified Rhinoceros in Love into the category which “contemplated on the 
society”.341  His remark was justified by the stage of the drama, which seemed simple in 
terms of form but critical and profound in terms of meanings.  The analysis would reveal 
that the design features of the stage enabled the signified to criticize consumer society via 
fictional layer, expressive layer and thematic layer.  The criticism on each layer embodied 
different content, perspective and degree of criticisms. 
 
Fictional Layer: A Miniature Chinese Consumer Society 
On fictional layer, the stage of Rhinoceros in Love (2003) created a miniature Chinese 
consumer society by capturing various typical signs of the consumer society.  The large 
mirror wall (the main scenery), which was the typical and ubiquitous symbol of the spectacle 
of modern Chinese consumer society, created a representative environment of the consumer 
society.  The mirror wall visually turned the stage space into the space of a modern city.  
Since there was no specific detail implying which city it was exactly, the stage space actually 
                                                        
340 Chen Xiangyang (陈湘阳), "Stage and Lighting Are Avant-Garde (舞台灯光也前卫)." 
341 Meng Jinghui (孟京辉), ed. Archives of Meng Jinghui's Avant-Garde Theatre (孟京辉先锋戏剧档案), 321. 
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represented a nameless city, which was, in nature, an abstract sign of modern consumer 
society.  Being the sign, the stage space acquired generality and became a miniature of the 
social context outside theatre.  Besides the scenery, the properties, such as some funny 
subway hanging straps, also showed that the stage space was the miniature of modern city 
(Fig.4.2.20).  The ordinary costumes and depersonalized performances implied that the 
actors on the stage were nameless people in the consumer society, who were signs of the 
contemporary.  Via these various perspectives, a selected but integral miniature of the 
Chinese consumer society was set up on the stage.  The miniature became an abstraction of 
the consumer society.  The abstraction essentialized the form of the Chinese consumer 
society.   
 
Expressive Layer: Coldness, Dirtiness and Criticisms on Chinese Consumer Society 
Expressive layer consisted of atmospheric aspect and aesthetic aspect.  At the atmospheric 
aspect, the director and scenographer created cold atmosphere to express their feelings about 
Chinese consumer society.  When talking about the atmosphere of Rhinoceros in Love, 
Scenographer Zhang said, “I felt that the story should happen in a cold space in terms of 
emotion.”342  Director Meng also said, “The stage should look sharp and hard.”343  As a 
result, they used the cool mirror wall, cold radiators, calm lighting, overall desaturated stage 
color system to create a cold and hard atmosphere.  The expression of the cold atmosphere 
could also be found in Meng and Zhang’s another avant-garde drama called Love is Colder 
Than Death (2008) (Fig.4.2.25, next page).  In the drama, a large cool glass wall was set up 
between the stage and auditorium (Fig.4.2.26, next page).  All the actors performed with 
indifferent expressions and rigid gestures in a purely white and simple space.  The whole 
stage and performance created a chill feeling in terms of emotion.  The expression of the 
unpleasant coldness in Love is Colder Than Death was similar to that in Rhinoceros in Love 
(2003).  Actually, it was not a coincidence.  Meng used to explicate that he wanted to 
                                                        
342 Chen Xiangyang (陈湘阳), "Stage and Lighting Are Avant-Garde (舞台灯光也前卫)." 
343 Sina, " Interview with Meng Jinghui by Sina: Score Rhinoceros in Love 90 Points (孟京辉新浪访谈: 给恋爱
的犀牛打 90分)." 
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represent huge estrangement between contemporary people.344  The coldness and hardness 
were actually the expression of Meng’s perception of Chinese consumer society.  Consumer 
society has not only changed the way of consumption but also the relationships between the 
society and the members.345  In contemporary consumer society, the classic Chinese morality 
which used to sustain the traditional society for thousands of years, such as ren (仁, 
benevolence) and yi (义, righteousness), seems to be suppressed by money worship.346  
Interests rather than morality seem to dominate relationships between individuals and society 
to a large extent.  The morbidity makes the social members indifferent with others or society.  
As a result, the relationship between people becomes unpleasant and distant.  Sensing the 
estrangement pervasive in the society, Meng revealed and exaggerated estrangement in his 
dramas.347  By confronting the audience with the unpleasant coldness, Meng forced the 
audiences to feel and sense his terrible feelings about estrangement.  The unpleasant cold 
atmosphere was, in nature, Meng’s and Zhang’s criticisms to the Chinese consumer society 
via emotional channel.   
       
Fig.4.2.25 Love is Colder Than Death                Fig.4.2.26 Glass wall in Love is Colder Than Death 
 
                                                        
344 Wang Fei (王菲), "Love Is Colder Than Death: Meng Jinghui's Drama Could Be Watched Like Movies (《爱比
死更冷酷》孟京辉的话剧能当电影看),"  
http://www.ce.cn/kjwh/ylmb/ylpl/200811/11/t20081111_17337622.shtml. 
345 Yang Xiaoguang (杨晓光), "The Influence of Culture Consumption on Development of Chinese Culture (文化
消费对中国文化发展的影响)" (Ph.D., Jilin University (吉林大学), 2006). 
346 Ren (仁, or benevolence) and Yi (义, or righteousness) are basic classic Chinese morality.  Take yi for example.  
Yi, as a core value in Confucianism, is “the very principle which should make a person's conduct morally 
acceptable to others and which should justify the morality of human action.”  In traditional Chinese culture, ren 
and yi are acclaimed highly.  
347 Meng Jinghui in his interview after the performance of Love is Colder Than Death, he said he wanted to show 
the estragement between people.  See more in: Wang Fei (王菲), "Love Is Colder Than Death: Meng Jinghui's 
Drama Could Be Watched Like Movies (《爱比死更冷酷》孟京辉的话剧能当电影看)." 
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Fig.4.2.27 Opening ceremony of Beijing Olympic Game  Fig.4.2.28 Thunderstorm (2004) 
 
Besides, at the aesthetic aspect, the stage also resisted the aesthetics of consumer culture.  
Since the early 1990s, the consumer culture, which prefers over-aestheticization, has changed 
Chinese aesthetics to a large extent.348  Many symptoms of aesthetics of consumer culture 
have occurred in the society.  For instance, the Chinese starts to embrace the 
over-aestheticized daily life in the advertisement; Chinese women begin to dress like the 
models in fashion magazines.  Besides daily life, the aesthetics of consumer culture has also 
exerted great influences on Chinese art, such as theatre, movie, TV programs and even the 
opening ceremony of Olympic Games (Fig.4.2.27).  Take the famous Chinese drama 
Thunderstorm (2004) for example (Fig.4.2.28).  The stage photo showed that the props of 
Thunderstorm were extremely delicate in finishing and details.  The western-styled sofa on 
the stage, for example, was fabricated with exquisitely carved embossment and luxurious 
patterned fabric.  The costumes of actresses also looked fine and sensuous.  The heroine’s 
costume, for instance, was a glossy cheongsam with exquisite textures.  The excessive 
fineness of the props and costumes in Thunderstorm was a typical symptom of the aesthetics 
of consumer culture, which prefers over-aestheticization.  However, the stage of Rhinoceros 
in Love (2003) seemed to resist the aesthetics of consumer society.  It could be found that the 
essentialized critical simple stage actually looked plain and dirty globally.  For instance, the 
desaturated color system of the stage hardly produced any excessive fineness or visual 
overload to please the audiences’ eyes.  Even the mirror wall, which usually reflects the 
“beauty” of consumer society, was also greatly stained on the stage.  Although the mirror 
                                                        
348 Featherstone, Consumer Culture and Postmodernism.  
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wall was capable of “aestheticizing” the stage and matching it with the aesthetics of consumer 
culture, Meng and Zhang refused to revive its “aesthetic value”.  The stage clearly showed 
that Meng actually used plainness and dirtiness to resist the over-aestheticization in the 
consumer society.  In his latter theatre works, he even developed the plainness and dirtiness 
of the stage to a type of aesthetics, which was the aesthetics of roughness.349  It would be 
well explained in the next sub-chapter.350 
 
Thematic Layer: Essentialized Representation and Strategic Resistance to Consumer 
Society 
On thematic layer，accompanied by the meanings created by the fictional and expressive layer, 
the stage revealed the nature of Chinese consumer society in the director’s and scenographer’s 
minds.  Meng used to say, “A true vivid theatre close to life would not clumsily simulate life.  
It would not numbly create emotion.  It would not boringly reproduce reality to meet the 
morbid curiosity of human beings.”351  The analysis on the scenography reveals that rather 
than clumsily imitating the appearance of the Chinese consumer society, Meng and Zhang 
concisely explored and represented the truth of consumer society.  They collected various 
subtle observations and understandings of the consumer society and exhibited them 
essentially and comprehensively on the stage.  Things on the simple stage, such as the 
muddy mirror wall, radiators, package, and so on, were not only theatrical signs of the drama, 
but also essentialized signs of the reality.  They forcefully expressed Men and Zhang’s 
criticisms that consumer society, to them, was only a contradictory, cold, dirty, deceptive and 
blind world rather than a “paradise”.  Like Critics Liang commented after the performance, 
“In the drama, the power of theatre, which surpasses the reality and discloses the truth, 
emerges.”352  The simple stage became a concise but sharp representation of the truth of 
                                                        
349 The aesthetics of roughness is the aesthetics which acclaims the value of directness, disorder, force and 
resistance.   
350 In 4.3 Rough Critical Simple Stage, the aesthetics of roughness would be discussed. 
351 Meng Jinghui (孟京辉), ed. Archives of Avant-Garde Theatre (先锋戏剧档案), 373. 
352 Liang Fenglian (梁凤莲), "Insist on the Goodness in Heart: Enlightenment from Poetics and State of 
Rhinoceros in Love ( 把心中的美好坚持下去: 感悟话剧《恋爱中的犀牛》的诗意和境界 )," Southern Country 
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Chinese consumer society.  By revealing the truth, the essentialized critical simple stage 
embodied criticalness to the Chinese consumer society. 
 
Besides reflecting on the nature of consumer society, the essentialized critical simple stage 
also fought back against the consumer society in relentless ways.  Although the consumer 
society is featured by a great many of commodity fetishes which exist ubiquitously in the 
society, the director and scenographer suppressed most of the commodity fetishes and left 
only few of them on the stage.  However, even a few “survived” fetishes on the stage, such 
as the mirror wall and the package, did not function as something to be appreciated; on the 
contrary, they functioned as something to be attacked, mocked and profaned.  Take the 
mirror wall for example.  Mirror has some special features which could enhance dream 
images and desires of the consumer society.  For instance, mirror is an important material 
which could make a consumerist city look like an aestheticized “heaven-on-earth”.353  It 
could create auras which make commodities-on-display look like desirable fetishes.354  In 
addition, it could also make people more narcissistic and turn a human body into a consumer 
object.355  Due to these features, mirror has actually been turned into an idol in consumer 
society.  Thus, when the giant mirror wall was set up on the stage, it just looked like a huge 
idol of consumer society which awaited worship from people.  However, the director and 
scenographer relentlessly and rudely put mud on the idol (the mirror wall) in front of its 
contemporary worshipers (the audience who were loyal participants of consumer society).  
Due to the stain, the idol lost its aura and was executed in public.  It was a great defiance and 
insult to the idol and the worshipers of consumer society.  In addition to the mirror, package, 
which was another typical idol in consumer society, was intentionally exaggerated and 
mocked as well.  In these two examples, a similar strategy could be found.  At the 
beginning, the stage seemed to meet the tastes of consumer society; however, via very subtle 
                                                                                                                                                               
Red Bean (南国红豆), no. 04 (2009). 
353 Buck-Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing : Walter Benjamin and the Arcades Project, 78-86. 
354 Ibid. 
355 Jean Baudrillard, "The Finest Consumer Object: The Body," in The Consumer Society: Myths & Structures 
(London: Sage Publications Ltd., 1998). 
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but uncanny changes in a few details, the meaning of the stage suddenly turned against the 
consumer society.  Adopting this strategy, the director and scenographer directly resisted the 
Chinese consumer society and confronted the unprepared audience with the criticisms to the 
Chinese consumer society.  
 
4.2.3 Conclusions 
Essentialized critical simple stage is the first type of critical simple stages of Chinese 
avant-garde theatre (since the late 1990s) found by the research.  The essentialized critical 
simple stage achieves criticalness via revealing essentialized meanings embodied in simplicity.  
Three versions of Rhinoceros in Love are representative cases of the type.  Take Rhinoceros 
in Love (2003) for example.  The research reveals that its simple stage was characterized by 
(1) essentialized scenery, (2) essentialized and representative property, (3) neutral costume, (4) 
depersonalized performance, and (5) abstract and calm lighting.  The essentialized critical 
simple stage of Rhinoceros in Love (2003) did not try to imitate the ephemeral and superficial 
spectacles of Chinese consumer society; instead, it revealed the director’s and scenographer’s 
understandings of the nature of Chinese consumer society via essentialized forms.  It also 
revealed the nature of members of consumer society via essentialized characters and 
performances.  Besides, it resisted the aesthetics of consumer culture via dirtiness of the 
stage.  It should be noted that the nature of the society revealed by essentialized critical 
simple stage is mainly based on objective reflections.  This is very different from the absurd 
situation revealed by absurd critical simple stage (the fifth type), which is mainly based on 
intuitive reflections.356   
 
In addition, the essentialized critical simple stage tried to enhance critical effects of the simple 
stage in two ways.  First, it enhanced the criticalness by turning the stage into a sign of 
reality.  Composed by essentialized scenery and props, neutral costumes and depersonalized 
                                                        
356 In sub-chapter 4.6 Absurd Critical Simple Stage, the point has been explained. 
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performances, the simple stage became a miniature and essential sign of Chinese consumer 
society.  The close relationship between the stage and reality made the critical stage didactic 
to the reality.  Second, the essentialized critical simple stage also enhanced contemplative 
atmosphere in theatre.  In order to intensify the critical effect of the stage, it kept on creating 
alienation effect (such as the alienation effect created by mirror wall) and calm atmosphere 
(such as calm lighting) to facilitate audiences’ critical reflections.  Rather than immersing the 
audiences in excessive sensual pleasures, the essentialized critical simple stage left the 
audience undisturbed in a contemplative theatrical space. 
 
Moreover, the essentialized critical simple stage also revealed the director’s and 
scenographer’s insightful and strategic resistance to Chinese consumer society from various 
aspects.  The resistance was insightful because it was towards the core of the consumer 
society rather than the superficial spectacles of it.  For instance, the minimum of the simple 
stage was a resistance to surplus and excess in consumer society; the dirtiness of the stage 
was a resistance to over-aestheticization in consumer society; the mockery of mirror wall and 
package were resistance to the “idols” of consumer society, and so on.  Meanwhile, the 
resistance was also strategic.  From the smeared mirror wall and exaggerated package on the 
stage, it could be told that director and scenographer actually took a subtle way to resist.  To 
be specific, they seemed to follow the tastes of consumer society as if they were supporters at 
beginning (for example, they set up huge mirror wall, an idol of consumer society, on stage); 
then, they made subtle changes on the stage and suddenly turned the meanings of the stage 
completely against consumer society (for example, they smeared the mirror and profaned it in 
public); finally, they compelled the audiences (who were actually agents and believers of 
consumer society) to face, appreciate and contemplate on the resistance to consumer society.  
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4.3 Rough Critical Simple Stage 
4.3.1 Introduction 
The second type of the critical simple stages of Chinese Avant-garde theatre (since the late 
1990s) found by the research is rough critical simple stage.  Rough refers to “coarse or 
rugged in character or appearance”.357  Rough theatre, a term appearing in Peter Brook’s 
influential book The Empty Space, is characterized by the roughness.358  Brook describes the 
term by a set of qualitative characters.  To him, the rough theatre can include salt, sweat, 
noise and smell.359  It can be played on carts, on wagons, on trestles or anywhere.360  It 
allows audiences to stand, drink, sit round tables, join in and answer back.361  It is close to 
the people and does not pick and choose.362  It unashamedly makes joy and laughter; 
moreover, it produces rebellion and opposition, which are military energies.363  In a word, it 
is anti-authoritarian, anti-traditional and anti-pretended.364  
 
     
Fig.4.3.1 Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life  Fig.4.3.2 Accidental Death of an Anarchist Fig.4.3.3 Che Guevara 
 
In China, rough theatre exists widely in rural areas, universities, underground clubs and public 
theatres.  It has become an important phenomenon in Chinese avant-garde theatre and drawn 
more and more academic and public attentions.  Like Dramatist Liao says, she only watches 
two kinds of dramas nowadays: one is the kind which is first-class; the other one is the kind 
                                                        
357 Merriam-Webster, Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 1016. 




362 Ibid., 74. 
363 Ibid., 78-79. 
364 Ibid., 76. 
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which is rough, primitive, sincere and forceful.365  Among so many Chinese rough dramas 
since the late 1990s, Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life, Accidental Death of an Anarchist and 
Che Guevara (Fig.4.4.1-4.3.3, previous page) are the most well-known.  Two Dogs’ 
Opinions about Life, for example, has been performed around 500 times in China since its 
debut.366  Although the Chinese rough dramas have different themes, such as revolution and 
social criticism, their scenography unexpectedly shares common features, which are 
roughness and simplicity.   
 
Some audiences are inclined to relate rough simple stage with cheap design or inferior design.  
They complain that the rough scenography seems “undersigned” and, thus, lacks deep 
meanings.367  However, it is a big misunderstanding.  Take the work of National Theatre of 
China (NTC), Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life, for example.  When explicating the concept 
of the rough stage, Director Meng and his actors claimed that they made great efforts to use 
the most poor and primitive status to express their emotions and showed the audiece 
something sincere.368 Director Meng also claimed that the drama was a “resistance to the 
mainstream”.369  According to him, the rough stage was absolutely not “undesigned” or 
meaningless.  After analyzing some representative dramas, the research would reveal the 
true value of rough stage and show how rough simple stage was used to create the stage 
critical of Chinese consumer society.  In the thesis, the research would mainly focus on one 
representative rough critical simple stage of Chinese avant-garde theatre, which is Two Dogs’ 
Opinions about Life.  Meanwhile, it would also pay some attentions on the another 
successful drama, Accidental Death of an Anarchist, to support the research topic. 
                                                        
365 Gao Yin (高音), History of Drama in Beijing at New Periods(北京新时期戏剧史 ), 320-21. 
366 Ren Hongwei (任宏伟), ""Two Dogs" Became the King of Little Theatre (两只狗成为小剧场话剧之王)," 
Chengdu Business Daily (成都商报), June 4 2010. 
367 Mitu Zhifan Zhong (迷途知返中), "Two Dogs, No Attitudes: Review on Two Dogs' Opinions About Life (两只
狗 没意见: 评两只狗的生活意见),"  http://www.bjry.com/bbs/Detail.asp?ID=14553&BoardID=8&CurPage=1. 
368 Huang Rui (黄锐), "Interview: Three Masters One Drama, Meng Jinghui's New Drama in Which Actors 
Performed Dogs Won Good Comments  (访谈 : 三个硕士一台戏 ,孟京辉新剧人演狗获好评 ),"  
http://yule.sohu.com/20070613/n250544995.shtml. 
369 Meng Jinghui (孟京辉), ed. Archives of Meng Jinghui's Avant-Garde Theatre (孟京辉先锋戏剧档案), 321. 
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4.3.2 Case Study: Rough Critical Simple Stage in Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life 
The aims of the sub-chapter are, first, to reveal the design features of the rough critical simple 
stage of Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life, and, second, to reveal how the rough critical simple 
stage was manipulated to criticize Chinese consumer society. 
 
4.3.2.1 Context 
The debut of Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life was in 2007.  It was mainly produced by Meng 
Jinghui, Chen Minghao, Liu Xiaoye and Zhang Wu.  Meng regarded it as a satire which 
criticised the contermporary society; however, the drama unexpectedly won good reputation 
in the public and succeeded in box office.370  During 2007 to 2010, the drama was played for 
500 times in many Chinese cities, such as Beijing, Shanghai, Hangzhou, Chengdu, etc.371  It 
is a representative example of the Chinese rough theatre, which is also a kind of Chinese 
avant-garde theatre. 
 
The drama narrates two rural dogs’ experiences in a contemporary Chinese city.372  Two 
dogs, Wangcai and Laifu, leave countryside and try to fulfill their dreams in the city.  
However, city life is not as good as what they imagine.  In order to survive in the city, they 
lead a difficult life: they perform tricks on streets; they are adopted by the rich; they are kept 
in jail; they take part in talent show; they accept the job as safeguards.  Facing injustice and 
morbidity of the city life which are too absurd for them, they have many opinions about city 
life.  Finally, they realize that city life is not what they really want and go back their rural 
home.   
 
The scenario was simple, so was the scenography of Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life 
                                                        
370 Ren Hongwei (任宏伟), ""Two Dogs" Became the King of Little Theatre (两只狗成为小剧场话剧之王)." 
371 Ibid. 
372 In the drama, two actors played the role of two dogs. 
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(Fig.4.3.4, 4.3.5).  Simple stage is not equivalent to the stage which is minimal in quantity; 
in fact, according to Feinsod, simple stage also refers to the stage which is poor, bare and 
rough in quality.373  According to the definition, the scenography of Two Dogs’ Opinions 
about Life was also a kind of simple stage.  The stage photos showed that the scenography 
was obviously rough and simple in appearance.  On the stage, two painted backdrops were 
used as the main scenery.  In front of the backdrops, a door frame, two chairs and some 
musical instruments were arranged on the left forestage.  A sofa, a microphone frame, some 
house models, tyres, oil drums and lights were arranged on the right forestage.  When acts 
changed, the curtain was not closed and the whole stage remained almost the same.  The 
stage was so visually rough that some audiences disappointedly commented that the stage 
seemed not to be designed at all.374  Disagreeing with audience’s comments, Director Meng 
claimed that he actually took the drama “most seriously”.375  The contradiction between 
audience’s comment and director’s statement draws the attention.  Analyzing concrete 
materials carefully, the chapter would reveal that the rough critical simple stage was 
intentionally designed to express director’s and his colleagues’ criticisms on contemporary 
Chinese consumer society. 
  
      
Fig.4.3.4 Simple stage of Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life           Fig.4.3.5 Actor performed in auditorium 
                                                        
373 Feinsod, The Simple Stage : Its Origins in the Modern American Theater, xiii-xxi. 
374 Mitu Zhifan Zhong (迷途知返中), "Two Dogs, No Attitudes: Review on Two Dogs' Opinions About Life (两只
狗 没意见: 评两只狗的生活意见)." 
375 Ren Hongwei (任宏伟), ""Two Dogs" Became the King of Little Theatre (两只狗成为小剧场话剧之王)." 
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4.3.2.2 Design Features of Rough Critical Simple Stage in Two Dogs’ Opinion 
about Life 
Before showing why the rough critical simple stage of Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life could 
criticize Chinese consumer society, the research examines main design features of the stage.  
Following the scenography semiotics, the research would show that the rough critical simple 
stage of Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life was mainly characterized by (1) rough, simple, direct 
and nationalized scenery, (2) rough, plain, direct and nationalized property, (3) rough and 
intimate stage-audience relationship, (4) rough costume, and (5) plain lighting. 
 
Rough, Simple, Direct and Nationalized Scenery 
The script of Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life has only a few descriptions about the scenery.  
When introducing the main fictional environment of the story, which is Beijing, the writer 
writes briefly in the script: 
Laifu: The city is big; … 
… 
Laifu: Bird nest is for the Olympic Games; theatre is like egg shell; … (Fig.4.3.6, 4.3.7)376 
… 
Laifu: Mansions are good; villas are with gardens; interiors are extravagant.377 
 
   
Fig.4.3.6 National Stadium, Beijing (bird nest)   Fig.4.3.7 National Centre for Performing Arts, Beijing (egg shell) 
                                                        
376 “Bird nest” refers to National Stadium in Beijing, China.  Theatre with “egg shell” refers to National Centre 
for Performing Arts in Beijing, China.  
377 Meng Jinghui (孟京辉), ed. Archives of Meng Jinghui's Avant-Garde Theatre (孟京辉先锋戏剧档案), 279. 
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Fig. 4.3.8 Two figures on backdrop          Fig. 4.3.9 A chaotic landscape painted with ink 
 
However, contrasted to the splendid Beijing in Laifu’s lines, the scenery of Two Dogs’ 
Opinions about Life was quite rough and plain.  The whole scenery mainly consisted of only 
two backdrops.  The yellowish and worn backdrops which were hung on the crossbars were 
far from delicate in terms of texture.  Besides the texture, the painting on the backdrops 
looked rough as well.  One of the backdrops depicted two abstract human figures who 
struggled to swim in the water (Fig.4.3.8).  The scene reflected the difficult situation of two 
people’s/dogs’ life.  The painting was completed by techniques of traditional Chinese ink 
painting.  The human figures which consisted of a few continuous rough lines looked like 
children’s work.  Since the figures which turned back to the audience were abstract and 
anonymous, they were signs of a group of people who had similar destiny rather than two 
specific people.  The other backdrop which painted a chaotic and vague landscape was also 
completed by techniques of traditional Chinese ink painting (Fig.4.3.9).  The painting which 
was covered with ink spots and brushes looked rough, dirty and ambiguous.  Although 
techniques of traditional Chinese ink paining could produce very delicate and poetic visual 
effects, Scenographer Zhang was obviously more interested in the rough effect produced by 
the techniques.  Zhang said to the researcher that “the style of the paintings was based on the 
aim of the drama that making a plain and direct drama.”378  Due to the aim, he chose the 
simplest effect to represent the landscape and characters’ situation.  To him, “drawing 
directly on backdrops and hanging them on the stage were the simplest and the most direct 
                                                        
378 A personal interview with Scenographer Zhang Wu in Shanghai (1 June, 2009) 
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way”.379  Since the drama had many scenes which covered from countryside to city, from jail 
to condominium, Zhang “intended to draw ten backdrops and hung them in sequence at the 
beginning”.380  However, his colleagues “regarded this design too complicated for a plain 
drama”.381  Thus, he finally decided to “reduce ten backdrops to only two”.382  Zhang’s 
design intention revealed that roughness of the scenery was the effect he pursued.  In order 
to represent the roughness, he even "painted the scenery in a rough environment which could 
facilitate his expression and imagination of roughness.  Like Zhang said, he intentionally 
“painted the backdrop on a square under the sun”.383  He directly poured water on the 
backdrop and painted “with passion and heat”.384   
 
The rough and national character could also be observed in the way how the backdrops were 
used.  First, the way to use the backdrops was rough.  Both the backdrops hung on the 
crossbar high and low and the extruded points of the crossbar created a casual and impression.  
Moreover, when changing the scenes, actors just casually and directly pulled the backdrops 
from one side to the other in front of the audience.  Zhang said that “changing scenes in such 
a way matched his imagination of a simple and direct stage”.385  The way to use the 
backdrop made the scenery applicable to almost all kinds of theatres, no matter proscenium 
theatre or little theatre.  According to the main actor Liu Xiaoye’s words, these two 
backdrops were “the only things the troupe brought with in tour performances”.386  Second, 
the way to use the backdrops was also traditional and national.  Director Meng used to say, 
“I find that Chinese opera is not completely boring.  At the moment, some underlying 
dispositions which belong to Chinese tradition and classic emerge from my body.  I realize 
that the dispositions in my blood cannot be gotten rid of.”387  In the drama, some techniques 
                                                        
379 A personal interview with Scenographer Zhang Wu in Shanghai (1 June, 2009) 
380 A personal interview with Scenographer Zhang Wu in Shanghai (1 June, 2009) 
381 A personal interview with Scenographer Zhang Wu in Shanghai (1 June, 2009) 
382 A personal interview with Scenographer Zhang Wu in Shanghai (1 June, 2009) 
383 A personal interview with Scenographer Zhang Wu in Shanghai (1 June, 2009) 
384 A personal interview with Scenographer Zhang Wu in Shanghai (1 June, 2009) 
385 A personal interview with Scenographer Zhang Wu in Shanghai (1 June, 2009) 
386 A personal interview with Actor Liu Xiaoye in Hangzhou (17 May, 2009) 
387 Zhang Lu (张璐), "Director Meng Jinghui's Amateur Status (孟京辉导演的业余状态)," Chinese Theatre (中
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of using the backdrops derived from Chinese opera.  For example, on a Chinese opera stage, 
two doors which are covered by delicate curtains and located on both sides of shoujiu (守旧, 
backdrop) function as the stage entrance and exit (Fig.4.3.10).  Raising the curtain directly in 
front of the audience, the operatic actors enter or leave the stage via these doors (Fig.4.3.11).  
In Two Dogs’ Opinions about life, the actor obviously used the same technique and entered 
the stage through the backdrop, which is a sort of curtain as well (Fig.4.3.12, 4.3.13).  Liu 
Xiaoye, the main actor who used to learn how to perform Chinese opera, claimed that one of 
the tasks of the drama was to “nationalize the stage and performance”.388  His claim matched 
the national characters found in the scenery and revealed that the “casual” use of the scenery 
was full of purposes of nationalization. 
 
   
Fig.4.3.10 A typical theatre of Chinese opera           Fig. 4.3.11 A door with curtain as exit in Chinese opera 
   
Fig.4.3.12 Actor entered stage through backdrop (1)     Fig.4.3.13 Actor entered stage through backdrop (2) 
 
                                                                                                                                                               
国戏剧), no. 6 (1999). 
388 A personal interview with Actor Liu Xiaoye in Hangzhou (17 May, 2009) 
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In short, from the texture, content, technique, design concept and making procedure of the 
scenery, it could be concluded that the scenery was characterized by noticeable roughness, 
plainness, directness and national characters.  Although rough in appearance, the scenery 
was a careful design which matched the director’s and scenographer’s intention that making a 
direct and national drama. 
 
Rough, Plain, Direct and Nationalized Properties 
        
Fig.4.3.14 Rough house models on stage                 Fig.4.3.15 A picture of Beijing buildings in magazine  
 
The script only contains a few descriptions about properties.  Most properties on the stage, 
such as house model, chair, sofa, tyre and oil drum, were not mentioned by the script at all.  
These properties actually served as supplements to the fictional environment of the drama.  
Similar to the scenery of the drama, these properties had nothing to do with the “splendid” 
Beijing described in the script; on the contrary, most of the properties on the stage were 
largely rough and plain.  The house model was a representative example (Fig.4.3.14).  The 
script writes: 
  Laifu: Mansions are good; villas are with gardens; interiors are extravagant.389 
In contrast to the script, only several small house models about one meter high were arranged 
at back of the stage.  In the drama, these house models represented the landscape of a 
modern Chinese city, Beijing; however, they were actually very different from the 
magnificent spectacles of Beijing appearing in dominant advertisements, fashion magazines, 
TV programs and movies etc (Fig.4.3.15, 4.3.16).  On the contrary, the naive style of the 
                                                        
389 Meng Jinghui (孟京辉), ed. Archives of Meng Jinghui's Avant-Garde Theatre (孟京辉先锋戏剧档案), 279. 
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house model, which had a simple triangle roof and a square window, reminded the audience 
of typical house images in Children’s paintings.  For instance, these house models greatly 
resembled the houses in a painting drawn by a 9 years old Chinese student (Fig.4.3.17).390  It 
did not mean that Scenographer Zhang copied children’s painting; in fact, it implied that 
Zhang recalled and showed the plainest representation of houses in his mind, which had 
nothing to do with disguise.  Not only the style, but the material of house models was rough 
as well.  They were actually made of cardboard which came from abandoned package.  
Taking a close look at the models, it could be found that the craft was also rough.  Exposed 
and disordered tapes on the surface implied that prop makers made no effort to conceal 
roughness.  Both the rough material and craft made the house models lack of aestheticized 
surface of a modern Beijing in media.  In addition, the decreased size and chaotic 
arrangement of the models harmed the magnificence and delicacy of the modern Beijing in 
media once more. 
 
  






                                                        
390 The picture is drawn by a 9 years old Chinese student, Zhang Zixuan. See link: 
http://www.art-child.com/school/art/enjoy/qgethsx/200907/138362.html 
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In addition to the house models, the rest of the properties, such as chairs, sofa and door 
frames, were also rough and plain in terms of material and style (Fig.4.3.18).  The chair, for 
instance, was made of lousy wood and was full of marks and scratches (Fig.4.3.19).  It was 
the most ordinary and functional style which had no decorations at all.  Before the 
performance, the troupe did not even re-paint the chair to make it look better.  The manager 
who organized the performance in Hangzhou said, “Roughness and plainness were exactly the 
effects the troupe asked for.” 391   Besides, since these properties were actually not 
incongruent with each other, juxtaposition of all of them added extra roughness and disorder 
to the stage as well. 
 
   
Fig.4.3.18 Rough and chaotic props                        Fig.4.3.19 A rough and normal chair as prop 
     
Fig.4.3.20 A band on the stage                Fig.4.3.21 A band in Chinese opera performance 
 
The band which was directly arranged on the forestage was also noticeable (Fig.4.3.20).  In 
most occasions, there is no band in contemporary Chinese dramas because all the music and 
sound effects has been recorded and programmed by acoustic systems before a performance.  
                                                        
391 A personal interview with Manager Fu Jie in Hangzhou (17 May, 2009) 
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Even if there is a band in theatre, it will be normally invisible to the audience, because they 
are placed in orchestra pit.  However, a band with musical instruments appeared at a 
noticeable position of the stage in the drama.  It is known that in traditional Chinese opera, a 
band can be placed on forestage or side of the stage, so the band is visible to all the audience 
and becomes a part of an operatic performance (Fig.4.3.21, previous page).  The rough 
critical simple stage obviously borrowed the idea of onstage band from traditional Chinese 
opera and nationalized the theatre form.  However, nationalization was not the only purpose.  
By arranging the band in a nationalized/exposed way, the rough critical simple stage seemed 
to show the truth of stage and the truth of sound.  Since the stage exposed every component 
(no matter visual or acoustic component) to the audience, it seemed to show that the stage had 
nothing to hide from the audience.  Via these approaches, the rough critical simple stage 
revealed its greatest directness and sincerity.  Thus, arranging band on the stage, on the one 
hand, nationalized the drama and, on the other hand, enhanced the direct and plain effect. 
 
   
Fig.4.3.22 Rough stairs       Fig.4.3.23 An actor on stairs    Fig.4.3.24 Actors walked through audiences 
 
Last but not the least, two rough stairs could be found in front of the apron (Fig.4.3.22).  
Although the stairs made of cheap wood by rough craft looked plain, their functions were 
physical and, more importantly, psychological.  On physical level, it facilitated the actors to 
walk on and off the stage naturally and safely, so, to some degrees, it helped to extend the 
performance area to the whole theatre, including the auditorium (Fig.4.3.23).  Some 
audiences might argue that the stairs were dispensable because the actors could climb on the 
stage even without stairs; however, their argument was partial because they failed to 
recognize the subtle but important psychological functions of the stairs.  It is known that the 
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proscenium stage is much higher than the ground of the first row.  The height of the stage is 
not only physical but also psychological.  On the one hand, lifted stage seems to remind the 
audience of aura of stage, which is related to sacred and mysterious nature of stage.  On the 
other hand, it seems to remind the audience of deception of stage, which is related to fictive 
and fake nature of stage.  In a word, to ordinary audience, stage is neither intimate nor real.  
However, the rough stairs in the drama seemed to alleviate the aura and deception of the stage.  
The rough stair was different from red carpet which heightened the rank of its destination; on 
the contrary, due to its roughness, the stairs devalued its destination, the stage.  In addition, 
stair is also a tool and symbol to link, so it could psychologically connect the fictive stage 
with the real world and homogenize them.  Due to these reasons, on psychological level, the 
stage space and theatre space were equalized by the rough stairs to some extent.  Since the 
aura and deceptive nature of the stage were alleviated, the stage space was believed to be 
more intimate and sincere to the audience. 
 
From the analysis on different types of properties, it could be concluded that the properties of 
the rough critical simple stage were rough in appearance; however, the roughness created 
various effects, including directness, sincerity, intimacy and nationalization. 
 
Rough and Intimate Stage-audience Relationship 
Stage-audience relationship in the drama was rough but intimate.  Opposite to mainstream 
dramas which clearly divides theatre space into two parts (stage space and audience space), 
Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life made effert to eliminate the division.  The creator of the 
drama said, “We used our plainest and the most primitive states to express our feelings.  We 
hoped to cease boundaries between the audience and us.”392  Like he wished, two actors 
extended the performance area to the whole theatre during the performance: they stepped 
down the stage, walked through the audiences, talked to the audiences and even mocked them 
                                                        
392 Huang Rui (黄锐), "Interview: Three Masters One Drama, Meng Jinghui's New Drama in Which Actors 
Performed Dogs Won Good Comments  (访谈: 三个硕士一台戏,孟京辉新剧人演狗获好评)." 
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(Fig.4.3.24, previous page).  Brook’s expectation that rough theatre could be mixed with salt, 
sweat, noise and smell became true in the drama.393  The roughness of the interaction 
between the actors and the audience made the drama more intimate and sincere to the 
audience.  The close interaction diminished heterogeneity of the stage and auditorium in 
terms psychological views to some extent.  Thus, the audiences, auditorium and reality were 
not psychologically screened by the “fourth wall” any more.394  Being exposed to the drama, 




Although the script had no description about two dogs’ costumes at all, the director and 
scenographer picked some rough costumes for the actors who played the roles of two dogs.  
The costumes in the drama looked rough in terms of color, style, texture and way of dressing.  
Take Wangcai’s costume for example (Fig.4.3.25, next page).  In the drama, Wangcai wore a 
deep grey western-styled jacket, a colorful tie, a light grey T-shirt, a light brown camouflage 
pants and a pair of large black trekking shoes.  The color of the costume was largely dull 
except the tie.  In addition, the texture and style of the costume looked rough and 
inharmonious.  The way he dressed the jacket was also improper.  All the characteristics of 
the costume showed a rough, disordered and inharmonious effect.  It is known that costume 
is one of the most important signs of characters in drama; moreover, it is also one of the most 
important signs of people in consumer society.395  T-shirt and camouflage trousers are typical 
costume of a Chinese migrant worker (农民工), who is in the lowest social class in a city.  
By wearing the rough costumes which were unconsciously identified with poor social status, 
the actors eliminated the “aura of performers” and lowered themselves to a mean level.396  It 
                                                        
393 Brook, The Empty Space, 73. 
394 According to Elizabeth S. Bell, the fourth wall is the imaginary “wall” at the front of the stage in a traditional 
three-walled box set in a proscenium theatre, through which the audience sees the action in the world of the play.  
Thus, the stage and audience area are heterogeneous: the stage space is fictive, but the audience area is realistic.  
The audience seemed to be screened by the fourth wall from hazards in the drama. 
395 Featherstone, Consumer Culture and Postmodernism, 84. 
396 Walter Benjamin, "The Work of Art in the Age of Its Technological Reproducibility," in Walter Benjamin: 
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is common that the performers who had no “aura” were closer to the audience emotionally; in 
addition, the characters which had low status were closer to most of the audience, who had 
the similar status.  As a result, the actors/characters seemed more sincere and realistic to the 
audience.  The costume helped to achieve the drama creators’ aim that making a sincere and 
direct drama.397 
 
     
Fig.4.3.25 Rough and inharmonious costumes          Fig.4.3.26 Plain light and exposed lighting instrument 
 
Plain Lighting 
The lighting in the drama looked plain and rough (Fig.4.3.26).  Almost no saturated lighting 
was used during the performance.  The main color of the lighting resembled the yellowish 
color of the most ordinary incandescent lights.  The way to use the lightings was also simple 
and direct.  The lightings were merely manipulated to lighten every corner of the stage 
directly.  In addition, some lighting instruments were directly placed on the apron and 
exposed to the audience.  When one scene ended, the lightings were simply turned off to 
darken the stage.  The whole lighting system seemed so plain that it hardly created any 
spectacular theatrical effects at all.  Like an audience commented, “The lighting of the drama 
seemed to merely illuminate the stage”.398  As a result, the plain lighting which played no 
visual tricks at all also showed directness and sincerity to the audiences. 
                                                                                                                                                               
Selected Writings, Volume 3: 1935-1938, ed. Howard Eiland and Michael W. Jennings (Cambridge, Massachusetts; 
London, England: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press 2002), 101-30. 
397 Guo Jia (郭佳) and Cui Jun (崔峻), "Actors of Two Dogs' Opinions About Life Subvert Academic Ways of 
Performance (两只狗的生活意见主演颠覆学院派表演方式),"  
http://yule.sohu.com/20070528/n250262328.shtml. 
398 Mitu Zhifan Zhong (迷途知返中), "Two Dogs, No Attitudes: Review on Two Dogs' Opinions About Life (两只
狗 没意见: 评两只狗的生活意见)." 
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4.3.2.3 Rough Critical Simple Stage and Criticisms on Chinese Consumer Society 
The rough critical simple stage of Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life was not a result of inferior 
design or financial shortage; in fact, Meng clearly stated that “Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life 
was the type which resisted mainstream”.399  The analysis on the signified would reveal that 
the design features of the rough critical simple stage enabled the signified to criticize Chinese 
consumer society via fictional layer, expressive layer and thematic layer.   
 
Fictional Layer: Rough but True Image of the Society 
   
Fig.4.3.27 Interior of a Beijing hotel in magazine         Fig.4.3.28 Shabby areas in Beijing in Beijing Bicycle 
 
On fictional layer, the story happens in Chinese consumer society.  In contemporary China, 
beautified spectacles of consumer society have been pervasive since the late 1990s.  The 
spectacles of the society have been shown everywhere, in advertisements, movies, TV 
programs, fashion magazines, etc (Fig.4.3.27).  Since the overwhelming media exaggerate 
the spectacles to some extent, the aestheticized spectacles seem to replace the imperfect 
reality.  As a result, the life in Chinese consumer society looks splendid, promising and 
perfect to the public.  However, some Chinese avant-garde artists refuse to depict fake 
spectacles of the society; on the contrary, they choose to depict an anti-spectacle society.  
The Chinese movie Beijing Bicycle, for example, intentionally shot people’s lives in some 
shabby areas of Beijing (Fig.4.3.28).  Paying attention to these “forgotten” corners of 
Chinese consumer society, the avant-garde artists reveal a series of problems/confusions 
emerging in the consumer society and express social criticisms.  The similar strategy could 
                                                        
399 Meng Jinghui (孟京辉), ed. Archives of Meng Jinghui's Avant-Garde Theatre (孟京辉先锋戏剧档案), 321. 
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also be found in the rough critical simple stage of Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life.  In the 
drama, what was represented by the rough critical simple stage was a dark corner of the 
society.  The rough backdrops, props, costumes and lightings all self-evidently showed that 
the rough critical simple stage had nothing to do with the beautified spectacles.  In fact, it 
depicted another perspective of Chinese consumer society which was intentionally concealed 
by media.  If media told a dream-like story of consumer society from a beautified but 
unrealistic perspective, the rough critical simple stage actually exposed the truth of the society 
from a dark but true perspective.  The stage which was a collage of a real consumer society 
in two dogs’ eyes represented a truer and more sincere image of the society.  The truer 
perspective of the consumer society was didactic to the audiences.  To enhance didactic 
effects, the rough critical simple stage also made effort to diminish physical and 
psychological boundaries between the stage and auditorium.  By extending the performance 
area, the intimate stage enabled the fictive drama to permeate into the reality and even 
homogenize them.  As a result, the fictive drama became more honest and sincere, so the 
criticisms in the drama became more forceful and realistic.  In a word, opposing to the 
spectacles of consumer society outside theatre, the direct, undisguised and intimate stage 
space inside theatre forceful questioned the truth of consumer society outside theatre.   
 
Expressive Layer: Depressing, Cathartic Atmosphere and Aesthetics of Roughness 
Expressive layer mainly consists of two aspects, namely atmosphere and aesthetics.  The 
atmosphere of the stage was both depressing and cathartic.  According to the main creator 
and actor Liu, “Although the drama seemed comic in appearance, it was and should be a 
serious tragedy inside.  It depicted the tragic life of nobodies.”400  His explication of the 
motive of the drama inferred that the atmosphere of the drama was depressing.  According to 
the analysis on the components of the scenography, the stage which consisted of dirty 
backdrops, poor house models, chaotic and rough tyres, oil drums and plain lighting did not 
show anything prosperous, pleasant, delicate or attractive.  Compared to enthusiastic 
                                                        
400 A personal interview with Actor Liu Xiaoye in Hangzhou (17 May, 2009) 
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atmosphere of a city in media, the shabby and disordered city scene on the stage created a 
depressing atmosphere.  However, when the drama went on, the depressing atmosphere 
seemed to accumulate and lead to another mood, catharsis.  Catharsis is “a release of 
emotional tension, as after an overwhelming experience, that restores or refreshes the 
spirit”.401  When two dogs in the drama met more and more depressing and morbid 
phenomena of the consumer society, the atmosphere of the stage suddenly turned.  At the 
moment, majority of the stage fell into complete darkness (Fig.4.3.29).  Only the actors and 
musicians who were crazily singing and playing rock-and-roll were intensely lightened.  The 
backdrops were flushed with light repeatedly according to the strong rhythm of the music.  
The strong visual and audio effects suddenly turned the rough critical simple stage to an 
underground rock-and-roll concert.  The anger in the theatre seemed to be kindled and 
released by deafening rock-and-roll, dazzling lights and intense performances.  The 
roughness of the stage seemed to provide power and site for catharsis.  An audience realized 
and commented on the cathartic atmosphere of the drama that, “I almost see Meng Jinghui, 
who used to be an angry young man (愤怒青年), reappeared on the contemporary stage 
(Fig.4.3.30).”  He also wrote, “In Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life… (Meng Jinghui) 
expressed human attitudes via two dog’s perspectives; (Meng Jinghui) expressed his 
discontent with the morbid phenomena in the society and expressed his catharsis.”402  
Through the cathartic atmosphere, director and his colleagues expressed and released their 
anger about the contemporary Chinese society at a maximum degree in the public. 
          
Fig.4.3.29 The stage looked like underground concert          Fig.4.3.30 Review in Beijing Youth Daily             
                                                        
401 The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 4th ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 2006). 
402 Yang Shen (杨申), "Mocking Needs Technique and Courage (讽刺与恶搞需要技术和勇气)," Beijing Youth 
Daily (北京青年报) 2007 May 22. 
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At the aesthetic aspect, the stage pursued the aesthetics of roughness which resisted dominant 
aesthetics of Chinese consumer society.  The analysis on the stage components has revealed 
that the stage was rough, plain, direct and undisguised.  Audience also had the same feeling 
and commented that “the stage was rough”.403  One of the audiences even felt greatly 
disappointed and commented, “I never expected Meng to make such a rough simple stage”.404  
However, the roughness was exactly what director and scenographer strived to achieve indeed.  
Meng said, “Although the things looked rough, they were carefully created by techniques.  
Although they were not as beautiful as a real rock-and-roll concert on surface, they looked 
like Haoyun Club (豪运酒吧), out of which sharpness of underground sound and smell of 
sweat directly dashed.”405  He further explicated that although all the things, such as lighting 
and scenery, were rough in appearance, they embodied what he tried to represent: an 
obviously true stage.406  He claimed that he even planned to use completely plain lighting 
and empty space as the stage of Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life.407  From Meng’s words, the 
concept of the aesthetics of roughness could be discerned.  The aesthetics of roughness could 
also be discerned in creators’ initial conception about the drama.  Chen, one of the creators 
of this drama, explained that he and his colleagues decided to “express sincerely and 
primitively in the drama”.408  He added, “To us, the simpler the drama is, the better it is; the 
simpler the stage is, the better it is.”409  Due to this conception, Director Meng concluded 
that they would and should design a simple stage with “rough texture”.410  The similar 
aesthetics could also be observed in Meng’s avant-garde theatre Accidental Death of an 
                                                        
403 Da Yiliu (达以刘), "Two Actors Rush into the World, Two Dogs Look at the World (两根戏棍闯江湖,两只狗
狗看世界),"  http://yule.sohu.com/20070528/n250262432.shtml. 
404 Mitu Zhifan Zhong (迷途知返中), "Two Dogs, No Attitudes: Review on Two Dogs' Opinions About Life (两只
狗 没意见: 评两只狗的生活意见)." 
405 Haoyun Club was a rock-and-roll club in Beijing.  It attracted many Chinese rock-and-roll stars and fans.  It 
was the place where new rock-and-roll songs were given birth to.  Huang Rui (黄锐), "Interview: Three Masters 
One Drama, Meng Jinghui's New Drama in Which Actors Performed Dogs Won Good Comments  (访谈: 三个
硕士一台戏,孟京辉新剧人演狗获好评)." 
406 Ibid. 
407 Da Yiliu (达以刘), "Two Actors Rush into the World, Two Dogs Look at the World (两根戏棍闯江湖,两只狗
狗看世界)." 





Anarchist (Fig.4.3.2, previous page).  In the drama, the stage which had no curtains was 
surrounded by three high and rough grey corrugated metal walls.  It looked so empty that 
only a few shabby properties, such as chairs and bricks, were arranged on the stage.  On the 
left side of the stage, a large cloth depicting an icon of Dario Fo, the writer of Accidental 
Death of an Anarchist, was hung.  On the ground, whole stage was covered by a large rag.  
Some lighting instruments were directly exposed to the audiences.  The whole stage looked 
rough, bare and disordered.  Meng said, “I intentionally made some parts of the stage rough 
in order to achieve an aesthetic effect.”411  According to Meng’s statements and practices in 
various dramas, it could be inferred that he did not refuse to pursue aesthetics; on the contrary, 
he eagerly pursued another kind of aesthetics, namely the aesthetics of roughness.   
 
The aesthetics he pursued did not come from nowhere; in fact, it was derived from at least 
three aesthetic theories, namely theory of poor theatre, theory of Chinese opera and theory of 
Brecht’s epic theatre.  Liu said, “It is Grotowski’s concept of poor theatre that influences the 
drama”.412  Poor theatre is a set of aesthetic system which is “founded on an extreme 
economy of stage resources (sets, props and costumes) and filling the remaining void with 
high-intensity acting”.413  It is obvious that the empty stage, rough props and plain lightings 
in the rough critical simple stage had close relationship with the aesthetics of poor theatre.  
In addition, aesthetics of Chinese opera is obviously another source.  Chinese opera is both 
classic and folk.  Up to now, it is still a genre of folk arts popular in rural areas.  Meng said, 
“I appreciate charm from folk elements.”414  The way to use the backdrop and the band in 
the rough critical simple stage showed that Meng adopted Chinese folk elements.  Besides, 
the exposed lighting instruments were typical techniques of Brecht’s epic theatre, in which 
“the alienation-effect is exploited to encourage the audience to take an objectively critical 
                                                        
411 Li Shengxian (李胜先), "Meng Jinghui: Create Big Waves in Little Theatre (孟京辉:小剧场里掀大浪)," 
China & The World Cultural Exchange (中外文化交流), no. 2 (1999). 
412 A personal interview with Actor Liu Xiaoye in Hangzhou (17 May, 2009) 
413 Pavis, Dictionary of the Theatre : Terms, Concepts, and Analysis, 278. 
414 Meng Jinghui (孟京辉), ed. Archives of Meng Jinghui's Avant-Garde Theatre (孟京辉先锋戏剧档案), 318. 
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view of what was going on on stage rather than empathizing or identifying with” the stage.415  
In short, the aesthetics of roughness did not mechanically copy one source of aesthetics; in 
fact, the aesthetics of roughness absorbed any aesthetics which could facilitate representations 
of directness and sincerity.  Absorbing three aesthetic theories, Meng developed the 
aesthetics of roughness, which resisted the beautified appearance and acclaimed the value of 
roughness, directness, disorder, force and resistance.  Thus, the aesthetic principle in the 
rough critical simple stage was opposite to that of consumer society, which values 
over-aestheticization, dream-like perception and sensory overload.416  From the reaction of 
the disappointing audience, it could be observed that the aesthetics of roughness offended the 
agents and believers of the aesthetics of consumer society.417  However, it was by offending 
in such a direct and public way, the director and his colleagues clearly expressed their 
contemplations and questions on the aesthetics of Chinese consumer society. 
 
Thematic Layer: Antithesis of the Beautified Chinese Consumer Society 
Both the fictional layer and expressive layer have already implied that on thematic layer, the 
scenography resisted the beautified Chinese consumer society by sincerely creating an 
antithesis.  Meng clearly stated that Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life belonged to the type 
which resisted mainstream.418  In fact, to him, the mainstream which avant-garde theatre 
resists is not only mainstream theatre.  He explicates that avant-garde theatre should also be 
resistant to mainstream society.419  He thinks that avant-garde theatre could be social 
critiques done by artists, conscientious social members and intellectuals.420  To him, his 
resistance is to express his own intense attitudes to society, life, world and period.421  Thus, 
his drama resists a broad spectrum of mainstream, including mainstream society, institution, 
                                                        
415 Macey, The Penguin Dictionary of Critical Theory, 113. 
416 Featherstone, Consumer Culture and Postmodernism. 
417 As mentioned before, one of the audiences felt greatly disappointed and commented, “I never expect Meng to 
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ideology and aesthetics. 
 
In terms of scenography, the resistance of the drama to Chinese consumer society was 
fulfilled by making use of rough critical simple stage in three aspects.  First, the rough 
critical simple stage was used to express a sincere attitude to majority of the audiences, who 
were unconscious followers of consumerism and the target group Meng tried to enlighten.  
In the drama, showing great sincerity, the rough critical simple stage dissected and exhibited 
every component of stage in front of the audiences.  The exposed lighting instruments and 
band, which were usually concealed from the audiences in mainstream theatre, were the best 
evidences.  Meanwhile, to create intimacy with the audience, the rough critical simple stage 
tried to diminish the aura of stage which existed in most mainstream theatre.  The use of the 
rough backdrops, house models, stairs and lightings were some obvious examples.  Among 
the examples, the rough stairs which connected the stage space and audience space both 
physically and psychologically were the most noticeable evidence.  The stairs lowered the 
hierarchy of stage space so that the stage seemed more honest and intimate to the audiences.  
The sincerity and intimacy of the rough critical simple stage enabled the audience to identify 
with the drama.  Like an audience commented, “Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life has many 
close relations with life.  For instance, poverty and starvation are what normal people would 
confront in real life.”422   
 
Second, the rough critical simple stage appeared as an antithesis of the beautified Chinese 
consumer society, which brought contemplations on the consumer society.  Meng stated that 
the representation of a resistant drama should abandon something mild and adopted 
something unpleasant.423  The rough critical simple stage was the evidence in which Meng 
put his statement into practice.  On the stage, the drama exhibited some unpleasant truth of 
consumer society, which was the antithesis of the beautified images of consumer society in 




media.  It reminded people that the consumer society was not really as good as it looked like 
in media.  In reality, the true consumer society also includes ugly antithesis in which morbid 
phenomena happen and disperse.  The rough scenery, rough properties, rough costumes, 
anti-spectacle, depressing atmosphere and anti-aestheticized space in the drama were all 
representations of the antithesis of the beautified consumer society.  The exhibition of the 
antithesis was enlightening to the audience.  After the performance, one audience 
commented that “the stage reveals the scarf of city life which is veiled by an aestheticized 
surface”.424  Her words showed that exhibiting the antithesis of the beautified consumer 
society did facilitate audience’s contemplation on the truth of consumer society.   
 
Third, the rough critical simple stage was used to stimulate, accumulate and release resistant 
emotions to Chinese consumer society.  It is known that roughness could raise certain 
psychological implications, such revolution, resistance and anger.  Many works of art, such 
as theatre, sculpture and painting make use of roughness to express the meanings of 
revolution and resistance.  Take another popular contemporary Chinese avant-garde theatre 
Che Guevara for example.  The stage of the drama took a similar rough form to evoke an 
emotion of revolution, toughness and anger (Fig.4.3.3).  In Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life, 
the rough critical simple stage evoked a series of emotions to audiences by the rough, 
disordered and inharmonious representations of the status quo.  An audience commented that 
“Meng does not only express his anger via dogs… Accompanied by him, the audiences 
intensively release their discomfort with the morbid social phenomena.” 425  From the 
comments, it could be seen that the rough critical simple stage did stimulate and evoke the 
audience’s anger.  Another audience also commented, “The two dogs are normal people, just 
like us.  The life is difficult… Many young people are full of ideals; however, the reality 
                                                        
424 Tao Zi (陶子), "Two Dogs' Opnions About Life and Bad Boys in Bad Society (两只狗的生活意见与不良社会
的坏孩子),"  http://yule.sohu.com/20070528/n250262238.shtml. 
425 Yang Daoquan (杨道全), "Review of Two Dogs' Opinions About Life (两只狗的生活意见观后感),"  
http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_50b9a4420100b6yl.html  
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makes ideals unreachable.”426   His comment suggested that the process of evocation, 
accumulation and release also raised criticisms on the consumer society to some extent.   
 
4.3.3 Conclusions 
Rough critical simple stage is the second type of the critical simple stages of Chinese 
avant-garde theatre (since the late 1990s) found by the research.  The rough critical simple 
stage achieves criticalness via showing roughness embodied in simplicity.  Two Dogs’ 
Opinions about Life, Accidental Death of an Anarchist and Che Guevara are representative 
cases of the type.  Take Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life for example.  The research reveals 
that its simple stage was characterized by (1) rough, simple, direct and nationalized scenery, 
(2) rough, plain, direct and nationalized property, (3) rough and intimate stage-audience 
relationship, (4) rough costume, and (5) plain lighting.  Rough critical simple stage used its 
rough form, sincere attitude and direct techniques to reveal the dark and concealed truth of 
consumer society.  It showed that the consumer society was not as perfect as it pretended to 
be.  Unveiling the truth which was almost an antithesis of the aestheticized appearance of 
consumer society, the rough critical simple stage evoked audiences’ contemplations.  
Meanwhile, from the aspect of aesthetics, it followed and developed the aesthetics of 
roughness, which valued roughness, directness, disorder, force and resistance, to resist the 
aesthetics of consumer culture, which pursued an excessive fineness, richness and 
over-aestheticization.  The aesthetics of roughness was actually derived from aesthetics of 
poor theatre, Chinese opera and epic theatre.  As a result, the rough critical simple stage 
diminished the aura of stage; moreover, it evoked resistant and cathartic emotions to diminish 
the aura of consumer society.  Due to these reasons, the rough critical simple stage was only 
rough in terms of surface rather than aesthetics, techniques and depth.   
 
                                                        
426 Chui Yan (炊烟), "Little Theatre Drama Two Dogs' Opinions About Life Debuted Yesterday (小剧场话剧两只
狗的生活意见昨日首演),"  http://yule.sohu.com/20070516/n250059219.shtml. 
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Although both the rough critical simple stage in Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life and the 
essentialized critical simple stage in Rhinoceros in Love opposed consumer society, they took 
different strategies.  In short, the rough critical simple stage completely resisted every 
aspects of consumer society, including its spectacle, aesthetics, and so on.  Meanwhile, the 
director stimulated the audiences to accumulate and release anger.  However, the 
essentialized stage strategically borrowed the symbols of consumer society and distained 
them in the public.  The audiences watched how the director expressed his anger and 
catharsis on the stage. 
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4.4 Nostalgic Critical Simple Stage 
4.4.1 Introduction 
The third type of the critical simple stages of Chinese Avant-garde theatre (since the late 
1990s) found by the research is nostalgic critical simple stage.  Nostalgia is a “wistful or 
excessively sentimental yearning for return to or of some past period or irrecoverable 
condition”.427  It is a universal human emotion which has been widely shared by many 
cultures.  In Chinese culture, this kind of emotion is named as huai jiu (怀旧, nostalgia), 
which means missing the past.  The relationship between nostalgia and design is close.  
Searching key words “nostalgic design” by Google, the researcher finds more than two 
million results on the internet.  There is even a design company called NostalgiaDesigns.428   
 
   
Fig.4.4.1 Boundless Love         Fig.4.4.2 The Orphan of the Zhaos  Fig.4.4.3 Ming: Tales of Ming Dynasty 
 
It is true that many nostalgic designs are just some replicas of “old things” which meet 
people’s longing for the past; however, to some Chinese scenographers, nostalgic design is a 
strategy to facilitate reflections on the present.  This design strategy has become more and 
more noticeable in China since the 1990s, especially in Chinese “new historical dramas”.429  
These dramas were so popular that in 1990s and 2000s they flourished in almost all media, 
such as theatre, TV, movie, literature, etc.  Boundless Love (Fig.4.4.1), The Orphan of the 
Zhaos (directed by Lin Zhaohua) (Fig.4.4.2) and Ming: Tales of Ming Dynasty (Fig.4.4.3) 
were some representative historical dramas during the period.  Their stages were obviously 
                                                        
427 Merriam-Webster, Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary. 
428 NostalgiaDesigns,  http://www.nostalgiadesigns.com/index.htm. 
429 Haiping Yan, ed. Theater and Society : An Anthology of Contemporary Chinese Drama, Asia and the Pacific 
(Armonk, N.Y.: M.E. Sharpe,1998). 
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featured by nostalgia and simplicity.  Sociology and theatre studies have paid great attention 
to the issue of nostalgia and published abundant works, such as Imagined Nostalgia by Dai 
and The Contemporary Chinese Historical Drama, by Wagner, etc.430  In contrast to the 
attention from other academic fields, design studies seem indifferent to the issue.  As a 
matter of fact, in some of the “new historical dramas”, nostalgic design is not a design 
strategy which merely copies the past; on the contrary, it shows a great complexity and 
criticalness.   
 
Amongst the contemporary Chinese nostalgic scenography, the nostalgic critical simple stage 
of Boundless Love draws the attention.  The analysis on the simple stage of Boundless Love 
would show how the nostalgic simple stage could evoke criticisms on the Chinese consumer 
society. 
 
4.4.2 Case Study: Nostalgic Critical Simple Stage in Boundless Love  
The aims of the sub-chapter are, first, to reveal the design features of the nostalgic critical 
simple stage of Boundless Love, and, second, to reveal how the nostalgic critical simple stage 
was manipulated to criticize the Chinese consumer society. 
4.4.2.1 Context 
Boundless Love was performed in a proscenium theatre in Beijing by Beijing people’s Art 
Theatre in 2000.  The box office of the drama was so successful that it earned one million 
RMB (about 0.15 million USD) within a week.431  The drama depicts the rise and fall of 
Chinese dramatist Li Yu and his attitude towards life in the 17th century.432 
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Fig.4.4.4 Second act of Boundless Love               Fig.4.4.5 Third act of Boundless Love 
 
The stage photos showed that the scenography was simple (Fig.4.4.4, 4.4.5).  For instance, 
although the dramatic event in the second act was supposed to happen in a boat on the river, 
there was no sign of boat or river on the stage at all.  On the contrary, the stage was so empty 
that only one backdrop, one screen and several stools appeared in the stage space.  Besides 
the scenery, some actresses’ costumes were also so special that they reminded the audience of 
traditional Chinese opera, a traditional genre of Chinese theatre originating in 12th century.433  
All the unusual phenomena actually suggested a complicated nostalgic simple stage which 
has not been fully understood by design studies.  
 
4.4.2.2 Design Features of Nostalgic Critical Simple Stage in Boundless Love 
Before demonstrating why the nostalgic critical simple stage of Boundless Love could 
criticize the Chinese consumer society, the research examines and concludes main design 
features of the nostalgic critical simple stage.  Following the scenography semiotics, the 
research would reveal that the nostalgic critical simple stage of Boundless Love was 
characterized by concise and extensive adoption of (1) classic Chinese arts and (2) classic 
Chinese ideology, aesthetics and history which were embodied in classic Chinese arts.   
 
                                                        
433 Wu Guoqin (吴国钦), Discussion on Traditional Chinese Opera and Other Things (论中国戏曲及其他) 
(Hunan: Yuelu Publishing House (岳麓书社), 2007). 
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It should be noted that although the frame of scenography semiotics seems to disappear in this 
sub-chapter, it still guides the analysis just like what it does in former sub-chapters.  Since 
the thesis mainly regards the methodology as an insightful way to analyze scenography rather 
than a mechanical way to present the results of analysis, the clumsy frame of scenography 
semiotics dissolves in the writing in this sub-chapter.  However, all the elements of the 
scenography semiotics, such as scenery, property, body/performance, costume, stage-audience 
relationship, signified, signifier-signified relationship and audience reaction, still exist in the 
writing.  Moreover, these elements of scenography semiotics have been carefully grouped 
and rearranged in the writing so that the research topic can be clearly supported. 
 
Nostalgic Critical Simple Stage and Traditional Chinese Painting 
    
Fig.4.4.6 Model of Chinese boat in Ming & Qing Dynasty  Fig.4.4.7 Traditional Chinese painting in the third act  
 
The script of Boundless Love does not mention any fictional environments related to 
traditional Chinese painting.  For example, in the third act, the script merely writes: 
 The boat floats on the river (Fig.4.4.6).434 
However, Director Lin and Scenographer Yi did not create a realistic Chinese boat at all; 
instead, they borrowed a traditional Chinese painting to form the scenery (Fig.4.4.7).  The 
ink painting mountain on backdrop was actually a segment of traditional Chinese painting 
Spectacles of Xiaoxiang in Song Dynasty (960-1279).  Besides, in some other acts, more 
traditional Chinese paintings could be found.  For instance, the women band on backdrop 
(Fig.4.4.5) was a segment of the Chinese painting Night Revels of Han Xizai, painted in Five 
                                                        
434 Liu Jinyun (刘锦云), Collected Plays by Jinyun (锦云剧作集), 389. 
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Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms (907-979) (Fig.4.4.8); the painting of peonies on screen 
(Fig.4.4.4) was a segment of traditional Chinese painting in Song Dynasty (960-1279).435 
 
Fig.4.4.8 Night Revels of Han Xizai, painted in Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms (907-979) 
 
Borrowing these Chinese paintings, the stage actually borrowed the aesthetics and cultural 
meanings within the works as well.  Traditional Chinese painting is famous for its 
characteristic of xieyi (写意), which depicts the “essence rather than the appearance of 
things”.436  Not only exclusive to Chinese paintings, xieyi is also considered as the main 
aesthetics of overall tradition Chinese arts, such as Chinese opera.437  Merely by “exhibiting” 
Chinese painting, the representative agent of xieyi, the unique traditional Chinese aesthetics 
could be visually perceived at first sight.  From the vague mountains and clouds with spirits 
instead of details, the audience could easily grasp the Chinese aesthetics without any textual 
explanations.  It is a direct and effective method to reveal traditional Chinese aesthetics.  
Moreover, Chinese painting is not only an aesthetic production but also a cultural production 
combining history, insight and emotion.  From this point of view, every Chinese painting in 
the drama was born to go beyond a signifier which merely represented fictional environments 
of the play; in fact, they should also represent certain atmospheres, moods and meanings.  
The scenographer clearly grasped this view and made full use of it.  The painting, Night 
Revels of Han Xizai, was such a case (Fig.4.4.8).  It is a famous Chinese painting depicting 
an official’s indulgent nightlife.  In the painting, the official is so frustrated that he revels in 
wine, music and dance at night.438  The third act borrowed the story of the painting to 
express the hero’s frustration in a cultural way.  Only by understanding the culture of the 
painting, the inner frustration of the hero, which is in the disguise of outward revel, could be 
                                                        
435 A personal interview with Scenographer Yi Liming in Beijing (8 Jan, 2010) 
436 Huang Zuolin, "On Mei Lanfang and Chinese Traditional Theatre." 
437 Ibid. 
438 Shan Guoqiang (单国强), "Gu Hongzhong's Night Revels of Han Xizai (顾闳中韩熙载夜宴图卷),"  
http://www.dpm.org.cn/shtml/117/@/8126.html. 
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fully grasped.  Since the painting also has allegoric meanings, citing the painting rendered 
the hero and his life in the drama allegoric.  In this way, the drama no more depicted a life of 
an individual living in the past, but revealed general living conditions of all human beings at 
the present.  As a result, the meaning and depth of the drama were greatly extended by the 
design.  Thus, it could be concluded that the nostalgic critical simple stage did not cite 
Chinese paintings for “exhibiting” antiques; instead, it intellectually revived the aesthetics 
and meanings within these works. 
 
Nostalgic Critical Simple Stage and Traditional Chinese Poetry 
    
Fig.4.4.9 Utopian scenery in the fourth act              Fig.4.4.10 Costume & prop of Chinese opera  
 
Besides traditional Chinese paintings, the nostalgic critical simple stage also adapted the 
works of traditional Chinese poetry to create a traditional utopian and aesthetic space.  In the 
fourth act, the script describes the fictional environment in an extremely brief way: 
  Li Yu arrives at his family cemetery.439  
However, in the performance, the brief description in the script was expanded to the scene 
consisted of some yellow flowers and the backdrop with ink painting mountains (Fig.4.4.9).  
The scene soon reminded the audience of a famous traditional Chinese idyllic poem, Drinking.  
The poem, Drinking, was written by Chinese literatus Tao Yuanming in Jin Dynasty 
(265-420), which was more than 1,500 years ago.  The poem depicts the literatus’ reclusive 
life and his thinking about the reclusion and the world.  The poem writes,  
                                                        
439 Liu Jinyun (刘锦云), Collected Plays by Jinyun (锦云剧作集), 407. 
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Within the world of men I make my home, 
Yet din of house and carriage there is none; 
You ask me how this quiet is achieved— 
With thoughts remote the place appears alone. 
While picking asters neath the Eastern fence, 
My gaze upon the Southern mountain rests; 
The mountain views are good by day or night, 
The birds come flying homeward to their nests. 
A truth in this reflection lies concealed, 
But I forget how it may be revealed.440 
From the lines, it could be seen that the literatus expresses his pursuit for an idyllic life which 
is close to nature and far from secularity.  To him, the great spiritual satisfaction is from his 
appreciation of the nature rather than the luxurious material life.  His poem constructs a 
Chinese utopia and this utopia has been carried on from generation to generation.  Many 
great Chinese literati in Chinese history acclaim this utopia and regard it as an alternative to 
the unpleasant reality.441  In Boundless Love, the scenographer once again inherited this 
tradition and made use of the ancient utopia.  By visualizing the most famous idyllic lines 
“While picking asters neath the Eastern fence, my gaze upon the Southern mountain rests”, 
the nostalgic critical simple stage aroused the ancient but lasting Chinese utopia in the stage 
space.  Not only did the nostalgic critical simple stage create the stage form deriving from 
the poem, but also created the stage style which followed the essence of the poem.  Like the 
poem, the stage was austere, concise and idyllic.  Only the most idyllic and suggestive 
elements, such as yellow flowers and ink painting mountains, were placed on the empty stage.  
As a result, “less is more” effect was achieved.  The utopia behind the lines had been tacitly 
and poetically revealed by the nostalgic critical simple stage. 
 
 
                                                        
440 Tao Yuanming(陶渊明). Drinking(饮酒). Translated by Yang Xianyi and Dai Naidie. 
441 Gao Jianxin (高建新), Tao Yuanming: The Son of the Nature (自然之子-陶渊明) (Huhehaote: Neimenggu 
University Press, 2003). 
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Nostalgic Critical Simple Stage and Traditional Chinese Opera 
In addition to some non-theatrical arts, the nostalgic critical simple stage also adapted a 
traditional genre of theatre, traditional Chinese opera, to create a traditional aesthetic space.  
The adaptation of traditional Chinese opera was mainly achieved by two methods: 
play-within-the-play and assimilation.   
 
The first method was to use play-within-the-play structure to incite traditional Chinese opera 
intactly.  Play-within-the-play refers to “a play that is presented by characters that are 
already in a play.” 442   Many famous plays contain such plays-within-plays, such as 
Chekhov’s The Seagull, Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream, and Lai Chuansheng’s 
Secret Love for the Peach Blossom Spring, etc.443  In Boundless Love, the dramatist devised 
a play-within-the-play structure to seamlessly connect two distinct genres, modern Chinese 
drama and traditional Chinese opera.  To be specific, the dramatist devised some deliberate 
plots to enable the fictional heroine, who was a traditional Chinese opera actress, to perform 
the authentic opera directly.  By this method, the original props, costumes and performances 
of traditional Chinese opera accessed to modern Chinese drama directly.  For example, in the 
fifth act, the actress, who used to learn traditional Chinese opera in 1980s, performed with 
costumes with long sleeves, headdress with luxurious decorations, and makeup with 
conventional patterns (Fig.4.4.10, previous page).444  Besides, some symbolic props of 
traditional Chinese opera were also kept on the stage exactly.  For instance, the chair covered 
by the patterned silk, which is an essential convention of traditional Chinese opera, was 
placed around the actress.  At a surface level, all these noticeable features of traditional 
Chinese opera engendered a genuine traditional aesthetic space. 
 
Different from the first method, which merely borrowed the form of traditional Chinese opera, 
                                                        
442 Cohen, Theatre. 
443 Ibid. 
444 Yu Si (余思), "Boundless Love and Emotional People: Criticism on Boundless Love, the Drama of Beijing 
People's Arts Theatre (风月无边人有情——观北京人艺新戏《风月无边》)." 
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the second method assimilated both the form and aesthetics of traditional Chinese opera.  
The director of Boundless Love, Lin Zhaohua, has paid attention to traditional Chinese opera 
since 1980s.  He admires the aesthetic principle and free artistic spirit of traditional Chinese 
opera.445  He claims that not only the surface, but the aesthetics of traditional Chinese opera 
should be assimilated by modern Chinese drama. 446   By studying and practicing, he 
concludes that “the aesthetic principle of traditional Chinese opera is void”.447  To him, it is 
because of the void that a limited stage could represent unlimited space and get great 
freedom.448   
 
According to his reflection on the aesthetics of traditional Chinese opera, Director Lin and 
Scenographer Yi changed the fictional environment in the script.  Take the second act for 
example (Fig.4.4.4).  The script writes: 
Tanghui (堂会) opera is performed on the boat.  There is a performance on the bow.   
 Sounds of the performance can be heard.  The scene is inside a cabin of the boat.449 
In contrast to the boat and cabin in the script, the director and scenographer actually created a 
void stage.  To be more specific, the stage they created was void in two senses: empty space 
and empty signified.   
 
First, at a surface level, the stage was an empty space.  Although the plot was supposed to 
happen in a grand boat on a river, director and scenographer did not make any effort to 
visualize the boat or even the frame of the boat on the stage.  In fact, the stage was so void 
that only five props, which were one armchair, two stools, one screen and one backdrop, were 
placed on the illuminated area of the stage.  Both the minimized props and their layout 
suggested a close relation with traditional Chinese opera.  It is known that the key stage 
structure of traditional Chinese opera is minimized and concluded as “one table and two 
                                                        





449 Liu Jinyun (刘锦云), Collected Plays by Jinyun (锦云剧作集), 389. 
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chairs, curtain and backdrop”.450  It means that as few as three props are enough for a formal 
performance of traditional Chinese opera.  In addition, the way to arrange these props is 
constrained to some conventional paradigms.  Baziyi (八字椅) paradigm, for example, is a 
pattern which places a table in the middle and aligns two chairs symmetrically around the 
table (Fig.4.4.11).451  Scenographer Yi also claimed, “Table and chairs should not be 
considered as a part of scenography but the very nature and essence of traditional Chinese 
opera.”452  Due to these reasons, the scenography followed both the minimum principle and 
the paradigm principle.  Comparing the layout of the second act with Baziyi paradigm, the 
audience could find great similarities (Fig.4.4.12).  Despite a few minor differences, the core 
elements of the paradigm, chairs or stools, were faithfully kept on the stage.  The layout of 
the chairs, stools and a screen (a kind of backdrop) also obeyed the paradigm firmly.  By 
adapting the paradigm to a minor degree, the design preserved the aesthetics of traditional 
Chinese opera, void of the space.   
  
Fig.4.4.11 Baziyi paradigm                           Fig.4.4.12 Layout of the second act 
 
Second, at a semantic level, it was a space with empty signified.  Realistic stage represents a 
specific physical location in which plots happens.  Because of this, scenery has to be 
changed when the locations of the plots change.  However, in traditional Chinese opera, the 
stage is a neutral space, which is suitable for all the different scenes in one drama.  This kind 
of stage space doesn’t depict the environments of any different scenes in details; instead, it is 
a space with empty signified unless the actors and events semanticize the meaning into it.  
                                                        
450 Zhao Yingmian (赵英勉), ed. Chinese Traditional Opera Stage Design (戏曲舞台设计(戏曲卷)). 
451 Ibid. 
452 A personal interview with Scenographer Yi Liming in Beijing (8 Jan, 2010) 
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This theatrical technique, which is also the essence of traditional Chinese opera, was grasped 
by the scenography of Boundless Love.  Although the backdrop depicted some vague 
mountains with clouds, which was derived from a Chinese painting Spectacles of Xiaoxiang 
in Song Dynasty (960-1279), it remained the same no matter how the fictional locations 
changed.453  The stage space seemed not to assign to a fixed location but exist as an empty 
signifier which awaited to be semanticized by performance and lines.  As a result, the stage 
achieved another kind of aesthetics of traditional Chinese opera, void of the signified.  Thus, 
by creating a void space in both spatial and semantic senses, the nostalgic critical simple stage 
assimilated both the form and aesthetics of traditional Chinese opera. 
 
4.4.2.3 Nostalgic Critical Simple Stage and Criticisms on Chinese Consumer 
Society 
The analysis on the sign system (scenery, property, costume, lighting and performance) 
revealed that the nostalgic critical simple stage adopted various kinds of traditional Chinese 
arts.  However, exhibiting traditional Chinese works of arts was not the purpose of the stage.  
According to Director Lin and Scenographer Yi’s concepts that “theatre should communicate 
with the contemporary and facilitate contemplations on status quo”, the nostalgic simple stage 
of Boundless Love should not be an “antique show”.454  The further analysis on the fictional, 
expressive and thematic layer would reveal criticalness of the stage. 
 
Fictional Layer & Expressive Layer: Classic Chinese Aesthetic and Utopian Space 
Borrowing, adapting and assimilating various traditional Chinese arts, the nostalgic critical 
simple stage actually tried to create an integral rather than a discrete classic Chinese aesthetic 
and utopian space.  The analysis has revealed that the whole stage was not a replica of a 
certain place in a certain period, but a collage of traditional Chinese arts from very different 
historical periods.  In other words, the stage did not mean to signify an explicit physical 
                                                        
453 Mi Youren (米友仁), "Spectacles of Xiaoxiang (潇湘奇观图),"  http://www.dpm.org.cn/. 
454 A personal interview with Scenographer Yi Liming in Beijing (8 Jan, 2010) 
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location; in fact, the scenography had actually reached the aesthetic level.  Like 
Scenographer Yi explained to the researcher, Boundless Love was an aesthetic drama; it was 
the aesthetic aspects that guided the scenography.455  His words revealed that what he valued 
was not the works of art themselves but integral Chinese aesthetics within them.  He further 
explicated that “Boundless Love was a literati theatre”, which was a coinage derived from 
literati painting (a genre of traditional Chinese painting).456  Like the literati painting, which 
appreciates the integral aesthetics of poem, calligraphy, painting and seal, “literati theatre” 
values an integral and high aesthetics from various kinds of arts.457  He concluded this 
integral aesthetics as shiqing huayi (诗情画意), which means a quality suggestive of poem or 
painting.  The name of the aesthetics has self-evidently revealed its close relation with 
traditional Chinese paintings and poetry.  Since the appreciation of this quality rests in the 
nation’s collective consciousness and unconsciousness, citing the masterpieces of traditional 
arts might be the most tacit and effective way to arouse the integral classic aesthetics.  It 
might be the main reason why scenographer borrowed so many works of traditional Chinese 
art to revive the classic Chinese aesthetics and utopia in stage space. 
 
Besides creating an integral aesthetic and utopian space on stage, the scenographer also 
impressively confronted the stage space with the audience by innovative theatrical skills.  
The stage-audience relationship is a very unique characteristic of theatre.  The 
stage-audience relationship refers to a placement of the stage and audience, which can 
influence both transmission and reception of the performance.458  It is so important that 
avant-garde theatre often devotes itself to change, improve or even revolt the stage-audience 
relationship.  In Boundless Love, scenographer did not miss the opportunity to improve the 
stage-audience relationship by classic Chinese aesthetics.  This time, he chose water as the 
media to fulfill his experiment.  Water, in Chinese aesthetics, has its very specific beauty and 
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457 Lin Mu (林木), Discussions on Chinese Literati Paintings (论文人画) (Shanghai: Shanghai People's Art Press, 
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poetic romance.  Both traditional Chinese painting and poetry have passion and tradition to 
depict water in artistic ways.  Following the tradition, Scenographer Yi considered “the 
water in Boundless Love as poetic instead of physical”.459  He was eager to extend the 
aesthetic and utopian atmosphere on stage to the whole theatre, no matter performance area or 
spectator area.  Finally, he succeeded by hiding a big tank of water beneath the forestage 
(Fig.4.4.13).  As a result, when lighting focused on the water, the reflections of the lighting 
and ripples shimmered inside the theatre hall (Fig.4.4.14).  It seemed to extend the aesthetic 
stage space to the whole theatre space.  The distance between spectator and performer, no 
matter in physical or psychological sense, was largely shortened.  The “wall” between the 
performance area and spectator dissolved in the poetic Chinese aesthetic atmosphere.  Thus, 
the audience was exposed to classic Chinese aesthetics and utopia more directly.   
 
   
Fig.4.4.13 A tank of water beneath the forestage         Fig.4.4.14 Shimmering reflections of ripples 
 
 
In conclusion, by citing and innovating, the nostalgic critical simple stage transformed 
physical stage space into an integral Chinese aesthetic space and confronted the audience with 
the space.  The classic aesthetic and utopian atmosphere permeating in theatre created an 




                                                        
459 A personal interview with Scenographer Yi Liming in Beijing (8 Jan, 2010) 
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Thematic Layer: Traditional Chinese Critical Method, Classic Chinese Ideology and 
Criticisms on Chinese Consumer Society 
The nostalgic critical simple stage confronted the audience today with classic Chinese 
aesthetics and utopia; however, the main purpose of doing so was not to miss the past, but to 
contemplate the present.  The idea was supported by Scenographer Yi, who told the 
researcher that “theatre should facilitate audience’s reflection on the status quo”.460   
 
In nature, Boundless Love followed a very traditional Chinese critical method, which hardly 
criticizes the present directly but takes history as a mirror.  As early as one thousand years 
ago, Chinese intellectual believed that rereading the nation’s past helped to examine the 
current situation and revitalize the lost merits.461  Boundless Love was written and directed 
under the same tradition of criticism.  It belonged to a category of dramas called “new 
historical dramas”, which was invented by Chinese intellectual in China in 1920s.462  This 
category of dramas employs historical materials which are allegorically relevant to the 
contemporary social situation.463  Like Director Tian Qinxin stated, the historical drama 
could “facilitate the audiences to contemplate on sickness of the contemporary more critically 
because of distance (between the past and present)”.464  The purpose of the historical drama 
is to reflect on the present rather than return to the past.  Take Boundless Love for example.  
The drama was about a Chinese dramatist Li Yu, who lived in the 17th Century.  Although 
living in a pre-consumerist society three hundred years ago, Li had a “modern” character from 
which the audience today could see their projections.465  On one hand he disputed money, 
but on the other hand he could not live without it; while he had spiritual pursuits, he indulged 
himself in material life.  His contradictory attitudes about money, ideal, life and love were 
similar to that of the contemporary people in Chinese consumer society.  Li was like a mirror, 
in which the audiences today could introspect themselves and contemplate the present 
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462 Ibid. 
463 Ibid. 
464 Tian Qinxin (田沁鑫), Tian Qinxin's Drama Field (田沁鑫的戏剧场), 21. 
465 Cai Minghong (蔡明宏), "Zhitan Fengyue Zenmexing (只谈风月怎么行)." 
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Chinese consumer society.  Moreover, Scholar Xue commented that Li’s characters and 
experiences could remind the contemporary Chinese intellectuals of their own embarrassing 
situations.466  Xue wrote, “In our society, all the sublimity and ideal have lost their glories.  
Many intellectuals try hard to search for their beliefs, but finally they find nothing.  Many of 
them cannot refuse tempts from money.  As a result, on the one hand, they value nobility; on 
the other hand, they pursue money.  On the one hand, they disparage new-rich; on the other 
hand, they themselves are disparaged by noble people.” 467   Li seems to become a 
representative of the contemporary Chinese intellectuals to some extent.  Thus, when 
examining Li’s concepts and behaviors in the drama, the Chinese intellectuals could be more 
aware of their own morbid and controversial concepts and behaviors in the present Chinese 
consumer society.   
 
  
Fig.4.4.15 Curse of the Golden Flower                Fig.4.4.16 Curse of the Golden Flower   
 
Although many mainstream Chinese historical dramas and movies seem to take realistic 
scenography as main style nowadays, these “realistic” stages are not truly realistic.  Take the 
movie, Curse of the Golden Flower (满城尽带黄金甲), for example (Fig.4.4.15, 4.4.16).  
Curse of the Golden Flower was a commercial movie directed by Zhang Yimou (张艺谋) in 
2006.  Although the movie was about a historical Chinese story, the backgrounds, props, 
costumes and make-ups in the movie were extremely luxurious, delicate and 
over-aestheticized.  In nature, all the backgrounds, props and costumes in the movie were 
                                                        




fake antiques twisted by aesthetics and ideology of the contemporary Chinese consumer 
society.  They themselves have become spectacles of the Chinese consumer society; they 
have also become symptoms of the Chinese consumer society.  Since they actually follow 
and enhance the system of Chinese consumer society, they have nothing to do with social 
critique and become accomplices of the Chinese consumer society. 
 
Compared with the luxurious “realistic” scenography in Curse of the Golden Flower, the 
nostalgic simple stage of Boundless Love was obviously more capable of criticizing the 
Chinese consumer society.  Scenographer Yi believed that “theatre should bring the 
contemporary audiences contemplations on their status quo”.468  He told the researcher that, 
to him, “Expressing the theme to the audience at first sight is the aim of scenography.”469  In 
other words, to him, critical theme of the drama should “be represented via scenography in a 
visual and effective way”.470  Following this design concept, he refused to adopt a realistic 
stage; instead, he infused the Chinese classic aesthetics, shiqing huayi (诗情画意), into the 
simple stage to make the stage critical.  To be specific, shiqing huayi is not a shallow taste in 
the past; on the contrary, it embodies Chinese classic ideology which highly commends good 
morality and broad knowledge.471  It has been pursued by ancient Chinese literati, who were 
key contributors to classic Chinese culture, for hundreds of years. 472   Shiqing Huayi 
aesthetics, together with utopian Chinese poetry and allegoric Chinese paintings, revived the 
noble Chinese classic ideology that a perfect person should go beyond material/mundane life 
and pursue spiritual achievement.473  As a result, the nostalgic simple stage of Boundless 
Love became a stage where Chinese classic ideology was embodied and highlighted.   
 
Reviving Chinese classic ideology enabled the nostalgic simple stage to be critical of the 
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contemporary Chinese consumer society.  It is known that the Chinese classic ideology is 
often regarded as a legacy from gu (古, or ancient times).  In Chinese culture, gu, which is 
an antonym of jin (今, or present), normally represents an ancient, moral and prosperous 
period in Chinese history.474  There is a Chinese idiom called renxin bugu (人心不古), which 
means that the contemporaries fail to follow the good conventions of the ancient society and, 
thus, become mean.475  The meaning of gu (or ancient times) in the idiom clearly reveals that 
in Chinese culture, the ancient society is normally considered as a better society prevailing the 
contemporary society.  Due to this reason, the classic ideology of the ancient society is often 
regarded as a noble and moral ideology which is didactic to the flawed contemporary society.  
By using the nostalgic simple stage embodying classic ideology to surround the fictive hero 
Li Yu, who is an incarnation of the ideology of the contemporary Chinese consumer society, 
the scenographer directly contrasted the contemporary ideology of the Chinese consumer 
society with the classic ideology of the ancient society.  Since the ideology of the Chinese 
consumer society focuses too much on excessive material life and ignores the truth, ideal, 
morality and love, it is obvious flawed when compared with the Chinese classic ideology.  
As a result, the contrast, which was strategically designed by the scenographer, reminded the 
audiences of the noble Chinese classic ideology and pushed the audiences to reflect on the 
flawed ideology of the Chinese consumer society.  Audiences’ comments proved the 
scenographer’s strategy effective.  After the performance, a journalist commented, “The 
contemporary society is too superficial…Watching the drama (Boundless Love) is like 
drinking Chinese tea.… The contemplation that Boundless Love brings to us goes beyond the 
drama.”476  His words revealed that in Boundless Love, the past effectively functioned as a 
mirror of today and stimulated audience’s contemplation both emotionally and intellectually.  
                                                        
474 It should be noted that gu (or ancient times) does not refer to a certain dynasty in Chinese history.  It actually 
refers to an ancient and ideal period when the whole Chinese society reached a high standard in terms of morality 
and economy.  To the Chinese, gu (or ancient times) is actually a symbol of a Chinese utopian society in the 
ancient times. Due to this reason, the scenographer did not have to borrow signs from a specific period to create 
the stage; instead, he could borrow any selected signs which embodied the classic ideology of the ancient times to 
build the nostalgic critical simple stage. 
475 Research Centre for Dictionary of The Commercial Press (商务印书馆辞书研究中心), "Xinhua Chinese 
Idiom Dictionary (新华成语词典)," (Beijing: The Commercial Press (商务印书馆), 2002). 
476 Hu Mingming (胡明明), "Watch Boundless Love (观风月无边)." 
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Thus, by strategically making use of the simplicity which embodied classic Chinese 
ideological, cultural, aesthetic and theatrical meanings, the nostalgic critical simple stage of 
Boundless Love bridged the conversation between the past and the present and facilitated 
criticisms on the Chinese consumer society.   
 
4.4.3 Conclusions 
Nostalgic critical simple stage is the third type of the critical simple stages of Chinese 
avant-garde theatre (since the late 1990s) found by the research.  The nostalgic critical 
simple stage achieves criticalness via extracting classic aesthetic and ideological meanings 
embodied in simplicity.  Boundless Love is a representative case of the type.  Take 
Boundless Love for example.  The research reveals that its simple stage was characterized by 
concise and extensive adoption of (1) classic Chinese arts and (2) classic Chinese ideology, 
aesthetics and history which were embodied in classic Chinese arts.  The nostalgic critical 
simple stage conveyed its criticism to Chinese consumer society via making use of the 
ideological, aesthetic, cultural and theatrical meanings of simplicity in Chinese classics.  To 
be more specific, the nostalgic critical simple stage did not mechanically copy the past; on the 
contrary, by adapting various kinds of traditional Chinese art, including traditional Chinese 
painting, poetry and opera, it artistically presented a classic Chinese aesthetic space which 
embodied classic Chinese ideology.  Confronting the audience with such a classic 
ideological and aesthetical space, the nostalgic critical simple stage effectively revived classic 
Chinese ideology and contrasted it with the ideology of consumer society.  Since in Chinese 
tradition, history was used as a critical tool which criticized the present, the contrast reminded 
the contemporary audiences of Chinese traditional identity and aroused their critical reflection 
on Chinese consumer society. 
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4.5 Intense Critical Simple Stage  
4.5.1 Introduction 
The fourth type of the critical simple stages of Chinese Avant-garde theatre (since the late 
1990s) found by the research is intense critical simple stage.  Intense means “having or 
showing a characteristic in extreme degree”.477  Chinese avant-garde director Tian Qinxin 
used to say, “I prefer intensity.”478  She further explicated, “Theatre is a beautiful dream.… 
When I make the dream real, I prefer to create intensity which is impossible in daily life.”479  
Tian does not only assert her preference for intense stage, but also puts it into practice.  
Some dramas directed by her, such as The Orphan of the Zhaos (Fig.4.5.1) and Peach Blooms 
at the Post House (Fig.4.5.2), belong to the kind.  The stages of these dramas are featured by 
noticeable intensity and simplicity.  Amongst them, the intense simple stage of the 
avant-garde drama The Orphan of the Zhaos is the best example.  After the performance of 
The Orphan of the Zhaos, a journalist interviewed Director Tian and titled the interview as 
Display an Intense Stage.480 
 
   
Fig.4.5.1 The Orphan of the Zhaos (2003)            Fig.4.5.2 Peach Blooms at the Post House (1998) 
 
Some critics are inclined to consider intense simple stage as a symptom of consumer society, 
because the intense simple stage seems to pursue sensory overload, which is regarded as a 
                                                        
477 Merriam-Webster, Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 607. 




typical aesthetics of consumer society.481  The critics argue that the intense simple stage 
might immerse the audience in sensory pleasures and cease their critical contemplations.482  
Due to the misunderstanding, the intense simple stages are, in many occasions, devalued to 
depthless stages for recreation.  However, Tian’s theatrical works show us that the intense 
simple stages are able to explicitly express criticisms on the contemporary Chinese consumer 
society and, at the same time, strongly convey the criticisms to the audience.  
 
4.5.2 Case Study: Intense Critical Simple Stage in The Orphan of the Zhaos 
The aims of the sub-chapter are, first, to reveal the design features of the intense critical 
simple stage of The Orphan of the Zhaos, and, second, to reveal how the intense critical 
simple stage was manipulated to criticize Chinese consumer society. 
 
4.5.2.1 Context 
Avant-garde drama The Orphan of the Zhaos was directed by Tian Qinxin and performed by 
National Theatre of China (NTC) in 2003 (Fig.4.5.1).  Tian has been one of the most 
avant-garde and well-known Chinese female director since the late 1990s.483  She has been 
awarded many national theatre awards, such as Wenhua Awards (文华奖) and Golden Lion 
Awards (金狮奖).484  Although the box office of The Orphan of the Zhaos was not 
outstanding but just acceptable, many audiences commented that the artistic value of the 
drama was beyond their expectations.485  Moreover, the style and meaning of the drama drew 
great attention of the academy.  Several seminars which invited many famous critics were 
held to discuss the drama from various aspects.486 
                                                        
481 Jian Xi (简兮), "When Does the Situation Of "The First-Class Scenography, the Second-Class Performance 
and Direction, the Third-Class Script" End?  ("一流舞美,二流表导,三流剧作"的局面何时了?)," Theatre 
Literature (戏剧文学), no. 4 (2004). 
482 Ibid. 
483 Guo Yujie (郭玉洁), ed. One-Way Street 002: Is Avant-Garde Dead? (单向街 002: 先锋已死?). 
484 Tian Qinxin (田沁鑫), Tian Qinxin's Drama Field (田沁鑫的戏剧场). 
485 Wang Fei (王菲), "Two Versions of the Orphan of the Zhaos Meet; Renyi Version Is Better (两拨儿话剧赵氏
孤儿撞车,人艺版稍胜一筹),"  http://news.xinhuanet.com/ent/2003-10/15/content_1123901.htm. 
486Tian Qinxin (田沁鑫), Tian Qinxin's Drama Field (田沁鑫的戏剧场), 110-42. 
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The Orphan of the Zhaos, like Boundless Love, is also a new historical drama which narrates 
a story in Chinese history.  Its script is adapted from Chinese Opera The Orphan of the 
Zhaos, which was written in Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368).487  The drama narrates a Chinese 
tragedy happened in Spring and Autumn Period (770 BC – 476 BC): The cruel General Tu 
slaughters more than three hundred family members of Courtier Zhao.  Zhao’s grandson, the 
orphan of the Zhaos, is rescued by Zhao's loyal follower, Cheng Ying.  To protect the orphan, 
Cheng turns his own son in and claims that the orphan of the Zhaos is his real son.  Without 
knowing the truth, General Tu kills Cheng’s son and adopts the orphan.  In the following 
years, General Tu treats the orphan so well as if he was the father; at the same time, Cheng 
keeps the secret so well that even the orphan himself does not know his own identity.  When 
the orphan grows up, Cheng finally tells him the truth and asks him to revenge.  Shocked by 
the truth, General Tu kills Cheng and dies as well.  Finally, losing two fathers, the orphan 
falls into great confusion and despair.  
  
     
Fig. 4.5.3 Simple stage of The Orphan of the Zhaos      Fig.4.5.4 Simple stage of The Orphan of the Zhaos 
 
In contrast with the complicated scenario, the stage of the drama was greatly simple (Fig.4.5.3, 
4.5.4).  The stage was so empty that almost no property was placed in the proscenium theatre.  
What the audiences could see on the stage were mainly intense red (such as red rectangular 
scenery, red costumes and red parcels) and intense black (such as black scenery and black 
costumes).  The contrast between the red and black created strong visual impact and grasped 
the audience’s eyes.  However, the further analysis would reveal that the purpose of intense 
                                                        
487Ibid. 
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simple stage of The Orphan of the Zhaos was much more complicated than merely grasping 
audience’s eyes and satisfied their visual sensory. 
 
4.5.2.2 Design Features of Intense Critical Simple Stage in The Orphan of the 
Zhaos  
Before showing why the intense simple stage of The Orphan of the Zhaos could criticize 
Chinese consumer society, the research examines main design features of the stage.  
Following the scenography semiotics, the research would show that the intense critical simple 
stage of The Orphan of the Zhaos was characterized by (1) intense and simple colors of 
scenery, property, costume and lighting, and (2) intense performance. 
 
Intense and Simple Colors of Scenery, Properties, Costumes and Lightings 
Obviously, the simple stage of The Orphan of the Zhaos was intense in terms of color.  It 
could be observed from many signifiers, including scenery, costume, property and lighting. 
 
Take the scenery for example.  According to the script of The Orphan of the Zhaos, the story 
is supposed to happen in several specific places, such as Courtier Zhao’s palace, field, 
Courtier Gongsun’s home, etc.; however, the director and scenographer did not make any 
backgrounds specific.  For example, in the script, the Courtier Zhao’s grand palace is 
depicted in this way: 
Cheng Ying: …The place (courtier’s palace) I am standing does not look like 
courtier’s palace anymore; the floor is full of blood….  There are halls 
and terraces in the courtyard….  Look around… flowers are fallen; 
bodies are laid on the grass; birds fly away with fear.  Only tall 
buildings face wind; water is red-dyed.488 
                                                        
488 ———, I Make Drama, Because I Am Sad (我做戏,因为我悲伤) (Beijing: The Writers Publishing House(作
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Fig.4.5.5 Typical Chinese palace (Forbidden City, Beijing)            Fig.4.5.6 Summer Palace, Beijing 
   
Fig.4.5.7 Intense red and black on the stage             Fig.4.5.8 Intense red and black on the stage 
 
Although the fictional background was described in such a detailed and specific way, there 
was no sign of palace on the stage at all (Fig.4.5.5-4.5.8).  In fact, the stage was so simple 
that it almost consisted of only intense red and black colors.  The red on the stage, for 
instance, was intense.  Red is known as the most visually dominant color.489  Due to the 
nature of red, the saturated red looked noticeable on the stage, especially when the saturated 
red was exposed to strong lighting (Fig.4.5.7, 4.5.8).  Besides, the black on the stage was 
also intense.  Four huge black sliding doors, which constituted the scenery, were all covered 
with non-reflective and non-patterned black materials (Fig.4.5.7).  When they were closed, 
the whole scenery looked completely dark.  The overwhelming black, which seemed to 
transcend the stage space and engulf the auditorium, achieved another kind of intense effect.  
                                                                                                                                                               
家出版社), 2003), 21. 
489 Terry Lee Stone, Sean Adams, and Noreen Morioka, Color Design Workbook : A Real-World Guide to Using 
Color in Graphic Design (Gloucester, Mass.: Rockport Publishers, 2006), 27. 
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Moreover, since the color system of the scenography was so simple, the intense effect on the 
stage was doubly enhanced.  Take red and black colors on the stage for example.  Color 
psychology studies show that juxtaposing red and black could make the saturated red block 
look more intense than usual.490  Due to this effect, when the sliding doors were open, the 
saturated red block behind the doors looked so intense that it seemed to emit from the dark 
scenery (Fig.4.5.8).  As a result, the bright red and the dark black created great theatricality 
and intense atmosphere in theatre. 
   
Fig.4.5.9 General and warriors in red and black mantles  Fig.4.5.10 Princess in red and black dress 
 
The intense and simple color system could also be found in costumes.  Although there were 
more than 20 characters in the drama, such as orphan, doctor, generals, warriors, kings, 
princess, courtiers, eunuch and countrywoman, the colors of their costumes were minimized 
to only four kinds: red, black, grey and white.  The main character General Tu, for example, 
wore a red and black mantle outside and white clothes inside (Fig.4.5.9).  Behind him, his 
warriors wore black and red mantles and black headdress.  Another important character, the 
princess who was the orphan’s mother, wore a red and black dress (Fig.4.5.10).  Although 
they were very different characters, the colors of their costumes merely differed a bit in terms 
of saturation and value.  The simple color system and contrast between red and black 
enhanced intense effect in theatre.  Moreover, since the colors of the costumes contrasted 
dramatically to the colors of the scenery, the intense effect was enhanced once more. 
 
                                                        
490 Ibid. 
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The intense and simple color system was also applied to properties.  Take the parcels on the 
ground for example (Fig.4.5.10).  When the small but strikingly red parcels were distributed 
on such a big stage, they still looked noticeable and intense.  In addition, lightings also 
supported the color systems and made both saturated colors and black look more intense.  
 
From the analysis of the colors of each stage components, it could be found that the simple 
stage of The Orphan of the Zhaos fulfilled intense effect by contrasting saturated colors, such 
as red, with the neutral colors, such as black. 
 
Intense Performance 
Besides the color system of the simple stage, the performance also enhanced intense effect by 
characters’ movements, gestures and expressions.  In the drama, actors’ movements on stage 
were more concise and vigorous than normal conditions.  The way they walked, stood and 
talked looked intense.  The actors’ gestures in the photo, for instance, were extremely tight 
and self-controlled (Fig.4.5.9).  The general in front split his legs and held a sword with bent 
arm; at the same time, he turned his head at almost 90 degrees and stared at the audience with 
hatred.  His warriors stood steadily by splitting their legs; meanwhile, their arms stretched 
straightly and held swords at 45 degrees.  The tension of their muscles could be sensed if 
one used to keep the same gesture for a short moment.  However, the actors even kept the 
gesture for around 45 seconds.491  The intensity of their gestures which was beyond the norm 
could be clearly perceived.  Moreover, because the scenery was empty and mainly black, 
actors’ bodies and gestures outlined by the red costume became the main focus of the stage.  
Like Tian explicated, “The simple stage accentuates the performance and body.”492  In a 
global view, the simple stage enhanced intense effect by both the intense color system and 
intense gestures.   
 
                                                        
491 The researcher counts the time when watching the video clips of The Orphan of the Zhaos.  The actors keeps 
the gesture from 00:23:25 to 00:24:12 on the video. 
492 Tian Qinxin (田沁鑫), I Make Drama, Because I Am Sad (我做戏,因为我悲伤), 13. 
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In addition to the gestures, actors’ expressions which were exaggerated, twisted and even full 
of pains also showed a great degree of intensity (Fig.4.5.11).  Take Doctor Cheng, for 
example (Fig.4.5.12).  The sweater on his face and the spittle coming from his mouth 
showed that he had used his maximum energy to emit his strength to the audiences.  It 
should be noted that the intense gestures and expressions were not actors’ accidental 
performances.  These gestures and expressions were actually director’s requirement.  Like 
Tian said, “I hope there is heat on the stage.  The heat is generated by actors’ lines, spirits 
and gestures”.493  She also said to the actor, “It is a simple stage.  Strength should not be 
only within your body; in fact, it should be full of the stage and theatre.”494  Her words 
evidently revealed that the intense performance was her goal in the drama. 
 
In conclusion, on the signifier level, the simple stage of The orphan of the Zhaos was intense 
in terms of color and performance.  All the colors and performances showed intensities 
which surpassed the normal state.  Later, comprehensive analyses on the fictional, expressive 
and thematic layers of the stage would reveal that intense effect on the stage was not designed 
for meeting audiences’ requirements on sensory stimulations; in fact, the intense effect was 
designed for some emotional and critical purposes. 
 
   
Fig.4.5.11 Actress’ intense expression                  Fig.4.5.12 Sweater and intense expression 
 
                                                        
493 Ibid., 29. 
494 Ibid., 19. 
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4.5.2.3 Intense Critical Simple Stage and Criticisms on Chinese Consumer 
Society 
Tian explicated that she directed The orphan of the Zhaos to “express her great sadness about 
the contemporary Chinese society”.495  As she said, “I make drama, because I am sad.  I am 
sad about my society.”496  Her explication implied that the intense simple stage was not 
designed for audiences’ sensory pleasures; on the contrary, the stage had something more 
depressing and meaningful to express.  The analyses on the fictional, expressive and 
thematic layers would reveal criticalness of the intense simple stage. 
 
Fictional Layer and Expressive Layer: Depressing Atmosphere, Expressionism and 
Xieyi Aesthetics 
On fictional layer, the stage of The Orphan of the Zhaos did not represent any fixed locations.  
It could represent somewhere in palace, in field, in courtier’s home, and so on.  The 
representation of locations followed xieyi (写意) aesthetics, which is the classic Chinese 
aesthetics widely adopted in traditional Chinese painting and opera.  Like the nostalgic 
critical simple stage of Boundless Love, the intense critical simple stage did not make effort to 
depict any details of the location either; in fact, it paid more attention to depict characters’ 
feelings, emotions and imaginations.  Due to the intention, the fictional layer of the signified 
was not the focus of the scenography; in fact, the expressive layer was the main focus of the 
scenography.  What the intense critical simple stage represented was an integral and flexible 
space which combined physical, emotional, atmospheric and psychological layers.   
 
Although the intense appearance of the stage (including intense colors and performances) 
seemed to be capable of bringing visual pleasures to the audiences, cruel meanings embodied 
in colors actually brought shocking, depressing and confusing atmospheres to the audiences 
on expressive layer.   
                                                        




Red, which was the main intense color on the stage, was manipulated to create cruel and 
shocking atmosphere.  The red appearing in the scenery, costumes and properties drew great 
attentions from the audiences.  It is known that in Chinese culture, red represents happiness 
in many occasions, such as Spring Festival and Wedding Ceremony.  However, since one 
color is always multivalent, the meaning of the red on the stage actually represented 
something cruel, which was blood.  The red parcels on the ground, for instance, stood for 
bloody parcels which packed skulls of the innocent (Fig.4.5.13).  When the actress crouched 
on the ground full of bloody parcels, no one could really enjoy the red at that moment.  
Another red property, a tassel, also represented something cruel (Fig.4.5.14).  When General 
Tu regarded Cheng’s son as the orphan of the Zhaos, he slaughtered the son with his sword.  
Since no one acted Cheng’s son, the director used a red tassel to represent the bloody 
intestines of Cheng’s dead son.  The similarity between the bloody intestines and the red 
tassel made the audience uncomfortable.  Although at the beginning, some audience might 
indulge in the sensory pleasure derived from visual impacts created by the red, finally they 
were encountered with an unpleasant feeling aroused by the true meanings of the red, which 
represented blood and cruelty.  At that moment, the great contrast between the sensory 
indulgence and the cruel meaning shocked the audience who was unprepared to face the 
cruelty directly.  Due to this reason, the red which shifted from the intense signifier to the 
cruel signified made the audience face the cruelty at a maximum degree. 
 
   
Fig.4.5.13 Actress crouched among red parcels         Fig.4.5.14 A red tassel in General’s hand 
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Fig.4.5.15 Depressing atmosphere in darkness               Fig.4.5.16 Lu Xun (1881-1936) 
 
Another intense color on the stage, which was black, was manipulated to create depressing 
atmosphere (Fig.4.5.15).  Like red, black is also a multivalent color.  In contemporary 
China, many young people regard black as a symbol of cool personality; however, Tian 
obviously made use of some other meanings of black.  When interviewed by journalist after 
the performance of The Orphan of the Zhaos, Tian said, “I prefer the period during May 
Fourth Movement.  During the period, all the people felt sad about themselves.  They 
expressed undisguisedly because of their great sadness…”497  Discerning the meaning of 
black in May Fourth period (1919), it could be found that black was actually a signifier of 
anger, hopelessness and confusion at that time.  It was proved by the literature works written 
by Lu Xun (鲁迅), who was the most well-known Chinese literati in the 20th century 
(Fig.4.5.16).  In his very famous article In Memory of Miss Liu Hezhen, which was written 
after the government repression killing some students in 1926, Lu wrote, “I shall sup deeply 
of the deep black (浓黑) desolation which is not of the world of men, and present my deepest 
grief to this world which is not of men, letting it delight in my pain.  This shall be the poor 
offering of one still living before the shrine of the dead.”498  In his article, black represented 
deep grief and great depression.  The meaning of black in the literature of May Fourth period 
appeared in Tian’s drama.  This point could be clearly discerned in the final act, in which 
                                                        
497 ———, Tian Qinxin's Drama Field (田沁鑫的戏剧场), 114. 
498 Lu Xun (鲁迅), "In Memory of Miss Liu Hezhen (纪念刘和珍君)," in Selected Works of Lu Hsun (Beijing: 
Foreign Languages Press, 1980). 
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Chen died in the orphan’s arms (Fig.4.5.15).  At that moment, Director Tian turned the 
whole stage into overwhelming darkness to represent the great grief caused by Chen’s death.  
Since the auditorium of the theatre was in dark as well, the depressing darkness generated by 
the stage psychologically permeated the auditorium and engulfed the audiences.  As a result, 
the black extended its boundary psychologically and got so close to the audiences as if the 
orphan’s sadness and dilemma was just in front of the audiences.  The intimate theatrical 
effect aroused great anxiety and raised the depressing atmosphere to a maximum degree.  
After the performance, a reporter commented, “The drama suffocates the audiences.”499  A 
critic who shared the same feeling also said, “The audiences are brought into deep sadness 
and depression (Fig.4.5.17).”500 
 
  
Fig.4.5.17 A critic’s comment                      Fig.4.5.18 Black and red formed metaphoric meanings              
 
Some critics also discovered some profound and metaphoric meanings in the combination of 
red and black in the drama (Fig.4.5.18).  Critic Ding sharply commented, “There might be 
reflections on history.  The black and red might imply that there are slaughter, trap, lure, 
suffering and helplessness in the most inner part of the endless history.  The saturated red 
emitting from the black reminds people of bloody scenes in the past.”501  In the light of this 
comment, the combination of red and black actually endowed the intense critical simple stage 
with historical and metaphoric meanings.  The idea that blood (a symbol of cruelty) and 
                                                        
499 Ding Xi (丁西), "A Sketch of National Theatre of China in Shanghai Spoken Drama Week (国话上海话剧周
速写)," Shanghai Drama (上海戏剧), no. 10 (2003). 
500 Tian Qinxin (田沁鑫), Tian Qinxin's Drama Field (田沁鑫的戏剧场), 123. 
501 Ding Xi (丁西), "A Sketch of National Theatre of China in Shanghai Spoken Drama Week (国话上海话剧周
速写)." 
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darkness, which have lasted for thousands of years, might last forever created a more 
depressing and suffocating atmosphere in theatre.  Thus, juxtaposition of red and black 
actually deepened the meanings of the intense critical simple stage and made the depression 
go far beyond the drama.  
     
Fig.4.5.19 Red block in dark scenery                       Fig.4.5.20 Red Painting (1953) by Ad Reinhardt 
 
The aesthetics of the intense critical simple stage had some relations with expressionism and 
Chinese xieyi (写意) aesthetics.  In a discussion on the style of the scenography, Tian and 
Scenographer Luo Jiangtao (罗江涛) decided to develop a style combining both Western 
aesthetics and Chinese aesthetics.502  The intense critical simple stage, especially its scenery, 
obviously followed aesthetics of expressionism (Fig.4.5.19, 4.5.20).  Expressionism is a 
cultural movement which influences painting, theatre, film and literature before and after the 
First World War.503  Take expressionist painting for example.  It is featured by bold colors 
which are used to express raw emotion and spirituality.504  On the intense critical simple 
stage, the abstract color block in the scenery strongly reminded the audiences of Ad 
Reinhardt’s abstract expressionist paintings.  Moreover, intense performance is also a typical 
feature of expressionist theatre.505  Following expressionism, the intense critical simple stage 
expressed Tian’s sorrow about the society via emotional channel.  The strong visual impact 
                                                        
502 Tian Qinxin (田沁鑫), Tian Qinxin's Drama Field (田沁鑫的戏剧场), 111. 
503 Macey, The Penguin Dictionary of Critical Theory, 118. 
504 Ibid. 
505 Innes, Avant Garde Theatre, 1892-1992, 43-45.  Innes concluded that expressionist actors’ faces were 
transformed into “masks” by the rigid tension of facial muscles.  Their movement swung between an almost 
epileptic dynamism and cataleptic stasis. 
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generated by high-saturated colors forcefully conveyed the sorrow to the audiences.  Besides 
expressionism, the intense critical simple stage also followed Chinese xieyi (写意 ) 
aesthetics.506  The void valued by xieyi aesthetics was well kept on the stage.  The void did 
not only free mise-en-scene on stage but also enhanced the intensity of expressionist theatre.  
The combination of two aesthetics was in great harmony.    
 
Thematic Layer: Great Sadness and Criticisms on Chinese Consumer Society 
The purpose of The orphan of the Zhaos was not only to depict a tragedy in the past, but also 
to reflect on the present.  Like Director Tian said, “The dramas I make are historical dramas.  
I use dramas as media to express my opinion on contemporary people and society.  I use the 
historical story to record the contemporary spirits.  In my works, I express my own sway, 
struggle and confusion between tradition and present.”507  From her words, it could be seen 
that historical drama was a media by which Tian criticized the contemporary society.  Since 
using history as a critical media to criticize reality is a well-known tradition to the Chinese, 
the audiences could tacitly understand that the director actually criticized the contemporary 
society rather than the past.508 
 
When talking about director’s theme of The orphan of the Zhaos, Tian explicated, “I make 
drama, because I am sad.  I am sad due to chaos of contemporary society, pervasion of 
selfishness, the corruption of morality, death of thinking, lost of manner, spread of monopoly, 
anxiety caused by excessive competition.… I make drama, because I am sad.  I am sad about 
my society.  Let’s make the stage an imagined society which embodies my sadness in 
2003.”509  Tian’s great sadness about the contemporary society had something to do with the 
morbid phenomena in the Chinese consumer society.  Wang’s study has shown that Chinese 
consumer society has not only changed Chinese people’s ways of consumption but also their 
                                                        
506 It has been explained in the discussion on the fictional layer of The orphan of the Zhaos. 
507 Tian Qinxin (田沁鑫), Tian Qinxin's Drama Field (田沁鑫的戏剧场), 131. 
508 Ibid., 110-39.  Audiences’ responses after the performance clearly proved the point.  For example, an 
audience said, “…the long history was connected to our status quo… I thought the story was realistic to me.” 
509 ———, I Make Drama, Because I Am Sad (我做戏,因为我悲伤), 38. 
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moral principles and social relations.510   A small part of the Chinese even considers 
consumption and commodity as the only sources of pleasure and satisfaction.  Some of them 
have even become slaves of commodity fetishes and belittled noble spiritual pursuits, such as 
pursuits for ideal and morality.511  As a result, utilitarianism, individualism, mammonism 
and commodity fetishism have become popular in Chinese consumer society.512  These sick 
ideologies have caused astonishing scandals, such as tainted milk, swill-cooked oil, etc 
(Fig4.5.21, 4.5.22).  Besides, some members of the Chinese consumer society become 
indifferent with other people and society.513  Because of the indifference, relationships 
between social members, group members or even family members became distant and 
unpleasant.514  Director Meng Jinghui often expresses his criticisms on these issues in his 
avant-garde dramas.515  Tian, as a female director, obviously has more subtle emotions and 
stronger desires to express.  From the cruel red, suffocating black and metaphoric meaning 
of red and black, it could be seen that she did express her great sadness about the 
contemporary Chinese society via the intense simple stage.   
 
     
Fig.4.5.21 Tainted milk                                Fig.4.5.22 Swill-cooked oil (Shenzhen News Net) 
 
 
                                                        
510 Wang Yanan (王亚南), 2009 #2127} 
511 Dai Jinhua (戴锦华), Invisible Writing: Cultural Studies on China in 90s  (隐性书写:90年代中国文化研究), 
177. 
512 Wang Yanan (王亚南), "Research on Consumerism under the Chinese Context (中国语境下的消费主义研
究)", 44-45. 
513 Ibid., 40-42. 
514 Ibid., 32-33. 
515 Chapter 4.2 & 4.3 showed Meng’s criticisms on cold relationships between social members of Chinese 
consumer society. 
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Although the director was very sad about the morbid Chinese consumer society, she conveyed 
it to the audience strategically.  The intense critical simple stage revealed her strategy.  It is 
known that consumer culture values sensory overload and the audiences today prefer 
excessive visual experiences.516  Tian has noticed the audiences’ preference and says, “We 
start revolution on vision as well.  From advertisements, attractive daily stuffs and various 
fashions, we can tell that people have requirements on visual perception….  Audiences get 
enjoyment on both vision and content.”517  Due to this reason, she did not directly convey 
her depression and confusion to the audiences; on the contrary, she pretended to meet the 
tastes of consumer culture but suddenly turned against it.  She used the intense red, yellow 
and blue to contrast the black scenery and produced strong visual impact.  Like an audience 
commented, “The form of the stage is outstanding.”518  The audience was attracted by the 
intense colors and was brought to a sort of visual immersion.  Soon afterwards, when the 
drama continued, the meaning of the stage was gradually revealed.  When the cruel 
meanings embodied in the intense colors were recognized by the audiences, the depressing 
atmosphere directly engulfed the unprepared audiences.  Having no time to get out of the 
visual immersion, the audiences suddenly got shocked because they had been too close to 
blood, cruelty and depression psychologically.  Critic Ding commented that the visual 
overload created by the intense stage did not bring the audience pleasure but made the visual 
experience a burden.519  The visual overload on the stage became the bait which induced the 





                                                        
516 Featherstone, Consumer Culture and Postmodernism. 
517 Tian Qinxin (田沁鑫), Tian Qinxin's Drama Field (田沁鑫的戏剧场), 240-42. 
518 Sun Fei (孙菲), "Reviews of Two Versions of the Orphan of the Zhaos (两版赵氏孤儿的观后感)," Theatre 
(戏剧) 111, no. 1 (2004). 
519 Ding Xi (丁西), "A Sketch of National Theatre of China in Shanghai Spoken Drama Week (国话上海话剧周
速写)." 
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Fig.4.5.23 Discussion on yi in Mencius             Fig.4.5.24 Discussion on yi and li in Analects of Confucius  
 
Expressing sadness was far from enough; in fact, Tian also tried to resist the depressing 
society via the intense critical simple stage.  Critics Fu said, “The Theme of The Orphan of 
the Zhaos is yi (义, or righteousness).”520  Besides expressing depression, another purpose of 
the drama is to use yi, a traditional Chinese moral, to evoke audiences’ reflections on 
morbidity of the contemporary society.  Yi, as a core value in Confucianism, is “the very 
principle which should make a person's conduct morally acceptable to others and which 
should justify the morality of human action.”521  Yi is also the basis and foundation of all 
virtues and the necessary principle of virtue.522  Mencius used to write, “I like life, and I also 
like yi.  If I cannot keep the two together, I will let life go and choose yi (Fig.4.5.23).”523  
Confucius also said, “When seeing li (利, or benefit), think about yi (义, or righteousness) 
(Fig.4.5.24).”524  However, in the present Chinese consumer society, the situation is almost 
opposite to the traditional creeds.  In many occasions, the society has replaced yi (义, or 
righteousness) by li (利, or benefit) and given birth to many morbid phenomena.525  Due to 
this reason, Tian thought reviving yi was crucial to build a healthy Chinese society; thus, in 
her drama, she tried to borrow yi to purge the present society.526  As a result, she used intense 
performances to represent greatness of yi and Chinese ancestors’ persistence in yi.  
                                                        
520 Tian Qinxin (田沁鑫), Tian Qinxin's Drama Field (田沁鑫的戏剧场), 116. 
521 Chung-ying Cheng, "On Yi as a Universal Principle of Specific Application in Confucian Morality," Philosophy 
East and West 22, no. 3 (1972). 
522 Ibid. 
523 James Legge, The Chinese Classics (BiblioLife, 2009), 158. 
524 Wen Xuande (文选德), Explanations on the Analects (论语诠释) (Changsha: Hunan People's Press, 2005), 
589. 
525 Wang Yanan (王亚南), "Research on Consumerism under the Chinese Context (中国语境下的消费主义研
究)". 
526 Tian Qinxin (田沁鑫), Tian Qinxin's Drama Field (田沁鑫的戏剧场), 110-42. 
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Meanwhile, she also used the yi embodied in the intense performance to resist the morbidity 
of consumer society and showed the audiences a dim hope.  Thus, the intense performance 
in the drama, which embodied yi as its core value, did not only express the fictive moral 
men’s resistance to the dark society in the past, but also expressed Tian’s resistance to the 
contemporary consumer society.  Finally, the contrast between the intense performances 
embodied yi and the suffocating atmosphere facilitated audiences’ reflection on status quo.  
Like an audience commented, “After watching the drama, as a contemporary, I feel ashamed 
because we have lose our ancestors’ ren (仁, or benevolence) and yi today.”527  Some other 
audiences commented that the classic morals highlighted in the drama were very didactic to 
the contemporary people.528  
 
4.5.3 Conclusions 
Intense critical simple stage is the fourth type of the critical simple stages of Chinese 
avant-garde theatre (since the late 1990s) found by the research.  The intense critical simple 
stage achieves criticalness via expressing intense emotions embodied in simplicity.  The 
Orphan of the Zhaos (directed by Tian Qinxin) is a representative case of the type.  Take The 
Orphan of the Zhaos for example.  The research reveals that its simple stage was 
characterized by (1) intense and simple colors of scenery, property, costume and lighting, and 
(2) intense performances.  The intense critical simple stage had close relations with 
expressionism and Chinese classic xieyi (写意) aesthetics.  It expressed strong emotions 
which embodied criticisms on consumer society via intense colors and intense performances.  
In nature, the criticism from the stage was induced by strong emotions.   
 
To be specific, making advantage of intense visual impacts created by intense color system, 
the intense critical simple stage lured the audiences to indulge in the visual pleasure; however, 
                                                        
527 Ibid., 123. 
528 Ibid., 115-24. 
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when the drama went on, the suffocating dramatic and cultural meanings of the colors 
emerged.  Via the simple but intense colors, the stage expressed director’s sorrow and 
confusion; moreover, it conveyed the suffocating depression to the audiences emotionally and 
made the aesthetic appreciation a heavy burden.529  Like an audience commented, “The 
drama suffocates the audiences…. The audiences seem to take part in an endless 
long-distance running.  It is so heavy-hearted and lengthy.  It is not easy at all….  Finally, 
the aesthetic appreciation becomes a heavy burden.”530  As a result, the painful depression 
evoked the audiences’ critical reflections on the fault of the contemporary society.  Although 
the depression was aroused by the stage of a historical drama, due to the Chinese tradition that 
historical drama always functions as critical tool against the present, the stage actually 
facilitated audiences’ criticisms on the contemporary society.  Moreover, the director also 
expressed her resistance to the depressing society via intense performances which embodied 
traditional morale.   
 
 
                                                        




4.6 Absurd Critical Simple Stage 
4.6.1 Introduction 
The fifth type of the critical simple stages of Chinese Avant-garde theatre (since the late 
1990s) found by the research is absurd critical simple stage.  Absurd means “ridiculously 
unreasonable, unsound, or incongruous” or “having no rational or orderly relationship to 
human life”.531  Absurd could also be a noun which refers to “the state or condition in which 
human beings exist in an irrational and meaningless universe and in which human life has no 
ultimate meaning”.532  In theatre discipline, like Pavis concludes in his important theoretical 
book Dictionary of the Theatre, the absurd stage is felt to be unreasonable, nonsensical or 
illogical.533  Absurd elements or styles could be widely found in theatre.  For example, the 
theatre of the absurd is a genre of theatre related to absurdity.  It “strives to express its sense 
of the senselessness of the human condition and the inadequacy of the rational approach by 
the open abandonment of rational devices and discursive thought.”534  The genre is favored 
by Chinese avant-garde directors, such as Meng Jinghui, Mou Sen and Lin Zhaohua.  The 
favor of the genre is caused by directors’ contemplations on contemporary Chinese society.  
Meng used to say, “For years, when wandering on streets, I find that people’s eyes are dim, 
people’s thoughts are shallow, people’s minds are empty, people’s awareness is narrow… In 
the situation, I feel bored.  I want to express that the world itself is absurd.”535  Due to the 
passion to express the understanding of absurd world, Meng and his contemporaries have 
staged many theatre of the absurd in China since 1980s, such as Waiting for Godot (directed 
by Meng Jinghui), The Bald Soprano, The Balcony and Rhinoceros, and so on.  After the late 
1990s, The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot (directed by Lin Zhaohua) and Waiting for Godot 
(directed by Ren Ming) are two representative works of the theatre of the absurd in Beijing 
                                                        
531 Merriam-Webster, Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 5. 
532 Ibid. 
533 Pavis, Dictionary of the Theatre : Terms, Concepts, and Analysis, 1-2. 
534 Esslin, The Theatre of the Absurd, 16. 
535 Meng Jinghui (孟京辉), ed. Archives of Meng Jinghui's Avant-Garde Theatre (孟京辉先锋戏剧档案), 113. 
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(Fig.4.6.1, 4.6.2).  Both Lin and Ren’s stages are noticeably characterized by absurdity and 
simplicity.  
  
   
Fig.4.6.1 The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot          Fig.4.6.2 Waiting for Godot (directed by Ren Ming) 
 
Some audiences feel unpleasant with the absurd simple stage because of their limited 
comprehension.  Take Director Lin’s The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot (1998), for 
example.  After watching the drama, some audiences regarded Lin as a “formalist” who 
focused more on form rather than content and criticized Lin’s addiction to “formalism”.536  
They even commented that Lin intentionally used the grotesque stage to draw attentions from 
media and market.537  Some others felt confused and bored by the absurd stage because they 
failed to understand the drama.538  The scenographer Yi Liming attributed the audiences’ 
negative reactions to their limited understanding of modern theatre and avant-garde theatre.539  
After analyzing some representative cases, the research would reveal that although the stages 
of these cases seemed absurd and simple, their meanings were rational, explicit and deep.  In 
these cases, the absurd simple stage was manipulated to create contemplative space critical of 
human life, especially the life in Chinese consumer society. 
 
                                                        
536 Wei Lixin (魏力新), ed. Making Theatre: Theatre People's Words (做戏:戏剧人说) (Beijing: Culture and Art 
Press,2003), 46. 
537 Zhang Xingyan (张星岩) and Fu Shenghong (伏盛红), "Lin Zhaohua's Stage Show and Media Show (林兆华
的舞台秀和媒体秀)," Hundred Schools in Art (艺术百家) 86, no. 6 (2005). 
538 Wu Wenguang (吴文光), "From Reading to Stage (阅读到舞台)," Reading (读书) 7(1998). 
539 Yi Liming (易立明), "About Such an Avant-Garde Theatre: From Hamlet to the Three Sisters, Waiting for 
Godot (关于这样一种实验戏剧: 从哈姆雷特到三姊妹等待戈多) ". 
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The research would mainly focus on the most controversial and representative case since the 
late 1990s, which is The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot.  At the same time, the research 
would also use Waiting for Godot, directed by Ren Ming in 1998, as supplement to support 
the research argument. 
 
4.6.2 Case Study: Absurd Critical Simple Stage in The Three Sisters, Waiting for 
Godot 
The aims of the sub-chapter are, first, to reveal the design features of the absurd critical 
simple stage of The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot, and, second, to reveal how the absurd 
critical simple stage was manipulated to criticize Chinese consumer society. 
4.6.2.1 Context 
The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot premiered in Beijing in 1998.  Devoting themselves to 
the drama heart and soul, Director Lin Zhaohua and Scenographer Yi Liming did not only 
direct and design the drama, but also invested the drama by their own limited salaries.540  
Although the box office was not good, the drama became the most controversial topic in 
theatre circle in 1998.  The comments on the drama were almost opposing: most of the 
comments from the public complained that the drama was “obscure” or “boring”; however, 
most of the comments from the intellectual acclaimed the drama as “a great event in the 
Chinese intellectual circle.”541  Some magazines, such as Reading and Avant-garde Today, 
even organized some special topics discussing the drama specifically.542  These various 
reactions from the market and the intellectual exactly showed a dilemma of the Chinese 
avant-garde theatre in consumer society. 
 
                                                        
540 Wu Wenguang (吴文光), "From Reading to Stage (阅读到舞台)." 
541 Ibid; Lin, "Lin Zhaohua and the Sinicization of Huaju", 122-23. 
542 Wu Wenguang (吴文光), "From Reading to Stage (阅读到舞台)."; Yi Liming (易立明), "About Such an 
Avant-Garde Theatre: From Hamlet to the Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot (关于这样一种实验戏剧: 从哈姆雷
特到三姊妹等待戈多) ". 
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The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot was an avant-garde theatre which collaged Chekhov’s 
The Three Sisters and Beckett’s Waiting for Godot.  The Three Sisters, which was finished in 
1900, narrates the situation of three Russian sisters.  Although the three sisters live in a small 
town far away from Moscow, they never give up their good memories about the life in 
Moscow in their childhood.  They feel greatly unsatisfied about their status quo and look 
forward to a new life in Moscow in future.  However, they do nothing but wait for the new 
life which would never come.  Similar to The Three Sisters, another drama Waiting for 
Godot also deals with the issue of waiting.  Waiting for Godot, finished in 1952, narrates two 
wanderers’ fruitless waiting for Godot, who is unknown to them.  During their waiting, they 
do many absurd and boring things, such as trying to hang themselves on a tree for fun.  At 
last, Godot does not appear at all.  These two dramas greatly inspired Lin when he 
contemplated on and compared with the themes of these two dramas.  He explicated, 
“human life is full of countless expectations and waiting… it is not love that the eternal theme 
of arts”; in fact, it is waiting that the eternal theme.”543  He regarded waiting as the ultimate 
situations of three sisters and two wanderers’ lives, so he collaged two dramas to highlight the 
eternal waiting in human life.  Due to the intention, Lin mainly followed the scenario of The 
Three Sisters and inserted the scenario of Waiting for Godot as supplement.  Since he 
organized two dramas well, The Three Sisters and Waiting for Godot were collaged to an 
integral new drama.  To highlight this point, Scenographer Yi emphasized, “It (the drama) is 
not the Russian The Three Sisters, nor the French Waiting for Godot; it is the Chinese The 
Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot in present tense.”544 
                                                        
543 Lin Zhaohua (林兆华), "The Vitality of Theatre (戏剧的生命力)." 
544 Yi Liming (易立明), "About Such an Avant-Garde Theatre: From Hamlet to the Three Sisters, Waiting for 
Godot (关于这样一种实验戏剧: 从哈姆雷特到三姊妹等待戈多) ". 
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Fig.4.6.3 The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot          Fig.4.6.4 The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot 
 
Although the scenario and theme of the drama The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot have 
shown that the drama is complicated and deep in terms of meaning, it is surprising to find that 
the stage of the drama was simple in terms of form when it was performed in Capital Theatre, 
a proscenium theatre (Fig.4.6.3, 4.6.4).  The stage photo showed that the stage actually 
consisted of mixed scenes from both The Three Sisters and Waiting for Godot: at the centre of 
stage, it was the scene of The Three Sisters; meanwhile, on the apron of stage, it was the scene 
of Waiting for Godot.  Although the stage was actually a collage of scenes from two dramas, 
the stage was not stuffed with numerous sceneries or properties.  On the contrary, the stage 
still looked simple due to its relatively empty space, abstract form and plain details.  Like 
Lin clearly stated, he preferred simplicity.545  In the drama, he continued his pursuit for 
simplicity on stage.  As a result, it could be found that on the stage, stage drapes were 
removed and the proscenium arch was left exposed and blank (Fig.4.6.3).  There was a big 
square pond with shallow water at the centre of stage.  A dock-like platform with a few 
properties was set in the pond.  Above the pond and platform, several huge mirrors were 
hung slopingly.  On the right side of stage apron, a little weird tree and two cylinders were 
placed; on the left side, some broken bricks were scatteredly placed.  Beside the bricks, a 
ladder which led to a simple platform at the side of proscenium arch was set.  The basic 
forms, plain decorations and strange arrangements of settings made the stage both simple and 
absurd.  Analyzing these elements carefully, the chapter would reveal that the absurd simple 
                                                        
545 Tian Qinxin (田沁鑫), "Lin Zhaohua's Avowal (林兆华自白)," Tianya (天涯), no. 4 (2001). 
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stage represented the director’s and scenographer’s ultimate understanding of human life and, 
at the same time, expressed their criticisms on the Chinese consumer society. 
 
4.6.2.2 Design Features of Absurd Critical Simple Stage in The Three Sisters, 
Waiting for Godot 
 
Following the scenography semiotics, the research would show that the absurd critical simple 
stage of The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot was characterized by (1) absurd and simple 
scenery and property, and (2) calm performance, costume and lighting. 
 
Absurd and Simple Scenery and Properties  
Since the stage actually collaged two different dramas, the analysis should pay attention to 
both The Three Sisters and Waiting for Godot respectively and globally.  Take a look at The 
Three Sisters at first.   The Three Sisters is a drama mainly happens indoors.  The script of 
the drama depicts realistic and concrete scenes of some fictional locales.  For example, 
according to the script, the fictional environment of the first act is depicted in this way:  
In the house of the PROZOROVS.  A drawing-room with columns beyond which a 
large room is visible.  Mid-day; it is bright and sunny.  The table in the farther room 
is being laid for lunch.546 
The film Three Sisters, directed by Laurence Olivier and John Sichel in 1970, showed how 
the realistic scene of the drama looked like (Fig.4.6.5, next page).  In the third and fourth 
acts, the scenes changed to the bedroom of Olga and Irina and, later, to the old garden of the 
house.  It could be seen that the original scenes of the drama were actually both complicated 
and realistic. 
                                                        
546 Anton Chekhov, "The Three Sisters,"  http://www.ibiblio.org/eldritch/ac/sisters.htm. 
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Fig.4.6.5 Movie Three Sisters (Laurence Olivier, 1970)   Fig.4.6.6 Absurd platform where three sisters lived  
   
Fig.4.6.7 Sisters stood at the edge of platform           Fig.4.6.8 Actors stood in the shallow water poor               
 
However, on the stage of The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot, all the complicated and 
realistic indoor scenes and details were reinterpreted as an absurd scene (Fig.4.6.6, 4.6.7).  
Instead of the “drawing-room with columns” in the script, a large square pond with shallow 
water was built at the centre of stage.  In the pond, a platform with a single rectangle frame 
was located.  The platform on which life buoys were hung and iron piers were placed looked 
like a dock; however, no boat anchored at all.  Although the water in the pond was really 
shallow and the water area was narrow, all the performances of three sisters were constrained 
to the platform area.  Since there were only a few properties on the platform, such three 
chairs and an old-fashioned sewing machine, the three sisters actually led a boring life among 
these boring objects.  Due to boredom, they missed their childhood in Moscow and looked 
forward to returning to Moscow to pursue a new future, but they seemed to be trapped on the 
platform and could not leave at all.  In the drama, they even dared not touch the water by 
their toes.  The best they could do was to stand at the edge of the platform and looked at the 
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place far away (Fig.4.6.7).  In contrast with the three sisters, other characters could walk in 
the water freely at their wills, but they could not step on the platform or even get close to it 
(Fig.4.6.8, previous page).  To some degrees, the performance was absurd: the shallow water 
seemed to embody a magic that could separate the platform from the stage and make the 
platform a secluded space with no exits or entrances.  To explain the absurdity, Scenographer 
Yi said to the researcher, “The water in this drama is different from the poetic water in 
Boundless Love.”547  In fact, he regarded the water in the drama as “symbolic, conceptual 
and rational”. 548   The absurd combination of the water, platform and pond was a 
representation of his intuitional and intellectual understanding of three sisters’ being.  To him, 
the three sisters in Chekhov’s drama did not live in a house but “got trapped on an isolated 
island”.549  Due to the reason, he made the shallow water inaccessible to the three sisters and 
made the objects on the platform boring.  Thus, the platform and water which stood for a 
boring isolated island became an intuitive representation of three sisters’ dilemma.   
 
Besides the water and platform, an absurd and simple rectangular frame was used to enhance 
the representation of three sisters’ dilemma (Fig.4.6.7).  It was obvious that the water and 
platform only trapped the three sisters on planar view; however, due to the feature of 
proscenium theatre, the planar view of the stage was actually not as observable as the vertical 
view.  To compensate for the weakness of proscenium theatre, the scenographer used an 
absurd frame to create an isolated island on vertical view.  Because of the low and plain 
frame which contrasted to the magnificent interior of the hall in Chekhov’s script, the stage 
space above the platform was obviously constrained, squeezed and isolated.  Moreover, 
since the vertical view in theatre often represented a psychological space of a character, the 
frame did not only represent physical constrain but also psychological constrain to the three 
sisters.  Via the method, the dilemma of the three sisters, including psychological aspects, 
were deeply explored and expressed.   
                                                        
547 A personal interview with Scenographer Yi Liming in Beijing (8 Jan, 2010) 
548 A personal interview with Scenographer Yi Liming in Beijing (8 Jan, 2010) 
549 A personal interview with Scenographer Yi Liming in Beijing (8 Jan, 2010) 
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In addition, the noticeable glasses which were hung above the pond and platform were also 
absurd and simple (Fig.4.6.9).  These huge glasses actually did not exist in the script of The 
Three Sisters.  Similar to the platform and pond, the glasses were completely an invention of 
the director and scenographer.  It could be found that the huge glasses, which looked like 
mirrors in black background, were carefully adjusted so that the audience could see 
reflections of the platform and actresses in them (Fig.4.6.10).  The glasses did not only 
enable the audience to see reflections of the “isolated island”, more importantly, they also 
created an innovative stage-audience relationship which provided the audience with a new 
angle to see and comprehend the three sisters.  It was a unique angle which looked at the 
stage from top to bottom vertically.  The way to observe the stage was suggestive of the 
angle which God overlooked the human beings from heaven.  From the angle, due to the 
frames of the glasses, three sisters seemed to be imprisoned in a glass and iron jail.  They 
looked twisted, absurd and fragmented in the dark.  Although the perspective reflected by 
the glasses was not realistic, it seemed even more essential: it was a representation of the true 
psyche and essential situation of the characters.  Besides, like the frame, the glasses also 
compressed both the physical and psychological space of the three sisters.  Due to the size 
and weight of the glasses, the depressing atmosphere in the stage space was intensified.  In a 
word, the glasses enhanced the absurd space by showing a unique angle to understand the 
characters and the reality; moreover, it also enhanced the absurd atmosphere of the drama.  
 
    
Fig.4.6.9 Glasses beyond the platform                   Fig.4.6.10 Reflections in the glasses 
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Except the platform, water, pond and glasses, which were reinterpretations of the scene of The 
Three sisters, several properties on the apron were reinterpretations of the scene of Waiting 
for Godot.  In the script of Waiting for Godot, the scene consists of only a few properties, 
which are a tree and a low mound.550  The tree is the most important property which is 
described in the script.  The lines of the wanderers, namely Vladimir and Estragon, show 
how the tree looks like: 
V (Vladimir): We're waiting for Godot. 
E (Estragon): (despairingly).  Ah! (Pause.)  You're sure it was here? 
V: What? 
E: That we were to wait. 
V: He said by the tree.  (They look at the tree.)  Do you see any others? 
E: What is it? 
V: I don't know.  A willow. 
E: Where are the leaves? 
V: It must be dead. 
E: No more weeping. 
V: Or perhaps it's not the season. 
E: Looks to me more like a bush. 
V: A shrub. 
E: A bush. 
V: A—.  What are you insinuating?  That we've come to the wrong place? 
E: He should be here.551 
They wait for unknown and mysterious Godot nearby the tree.  The tree is a normal withered 
tree which is not absurd at all; however, because of boredom, two wanderers do many absurd 
things around the tree.  For example, they try to hang themselves on the tree just for fun. 
                                                        
550 Samuel Beckett, "Waiting for Godot,"  http://samuel-beckett.net/Waiting_for_Godot_Part1.html. 
551 Ibid. 
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Fig.4.6.11 A weird small tree and two cylinders         Fig.4.6.12 Wanderers in debris      
 
In contrast to the normal tree in the script, the tree on the stage was reinterpreted as an absurd 
tree (Fig.4.6.11).  It was a very small tree only about 50 centimeters high.  It was so small 
and fragile that it would be more accurate to call it as little branch.  The scene looked very 
absurd when two wanderers squatted on cylinders and talked about the tree.  However, the 
absurd small tree was not designed to amuse the audience; in fact, it was a skillful 
representation of the scenographer’s understanding of life.  In an interview, Yi explicated to 
the researcher, “I think a tree has something to do with destiny.  For example, a tree could 
finish someone’s life by hanging him.”552  In Chinese culture, no matter in true histories or 
fictive novels, a tree is often an end of a desperate person.  For example, the desperate 
Chinese emperor Chongzhen (崇祯) in Ming Dynasty hung himself on a tree when farmer 
revolutionists broke into Beijing.553  The tree actually became the emperor’s choice to 
extricate himself from reality and life.  In this perspective, a tree actually bears someone’s 
destiny to some extent.  Due to the cultural understanding of the tree, Yi said to the 
researcher that he decided to “make the tree so small and fragile that it could not bear two 
wanderers’ destiny”.554  On the stage, he set up a situation that “the wanderers had to suffer 
from their hopeless reality”.555  He also set up a situation that “the wanderers could not 
                                                        
552 A personal interview with Scenographer Yi Liming in Beijing (8 Jan, 2010) 
553 Feng Guochao (冯国超), ed. History of China (中国通史) (Beijing: Chinese Culture and History Press (中国
文史出版社),Guangming Daily Press (光明日报出版社),2004), 433. 
554 A personal interview with Scenographer Yi Liming in Beijing (8 Jan, 2010) 
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evade the reality by any methods, including death”.556  Thus, it could be found that the 
scenographer actually overlaid an additional and deeper meaning, which was beyond the 
script meaning, on the tree.  Via the absurd reinterpretation and representation of the tree, he 
visually and designerly expressed his contemplation on the drama and life.  Moreover, due to 
the absurdity, an alienation effect occurred and facilitated the audience’s critical 
contemplation on the profound meaning of the tree.  The similar way to create alienation 
effect could be found in Waiting for Godot (directed by Ren Ming) as well (Fig.4.6.2).  In 
the drama, the tree which was fixed upside down on the roof also facilitated audiences’ 
reflections a lot.  
 
The absurd reinterpretation could also be found in some other properties of Waiting for Godot, 
such as two cylinders and some debris (Fig.4.6.11, 4.6.12, previous page).  In Beckett’s 
script, it is a normal mound rather than two cylinders and the debris near the tree; however, 
the scenographer once again reinterpreted the scene.557  Take the cylinders for example.  
The silver, iron and low cylinders were placed near the tree, but their color, material and 
height looked exactly like those of the platform.  The quality of the cylinders suggested that 
the cylinders might share the same meaning with the platform, which represented an isolated 
island.  Thus, when two wanderers squatted on the cylinders, they seemed to stay on some 
other islands, which merely differed from three sister’s island in size and location.  Although 
the wanderer’s “islands” were not located in water, the absurd situation they faced was the 
same as that of the three sisters in nature.  The intentional confrontation of the sisters’ and 
wanderers’ situations expressed the universality of absurdity.  At this moment, whether the 
island was in water or not was not important at all.  The water had already been converted to 
a pure metaphor completely.  Thus, the scenographer successfully visualized his opinion that 
“isolated islands” were actually universal, even on land or in our daily lives.  The 
representation of universal existence of “isolated islands” made the stage more didactic and 
                                                        
556 A personal interview with Scenographer Yi Liming in Beijing (8 Jan, 2010) 
557 Beckett, "Waiting for Godot." 
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noticeable to the audiences, who might be on the same “isolated islands” as well.  Similar 
with the cylinders, the debris on one side of stage was also a didactic production reinterpreted 
by the scenographer.  It was a metaphor which meant ruin was the inevitable end and eternal 
theme of the world.  Both of the cylinders and debris could facilitate reflections on the 
nature of the world. 
 
When achieving an absurd effect via the scenery and properties, the director and scenographer 
also pursued a simple effect noticeably.  Lin is the director who prefers simplicity.558  He is 
famous for his skill of “reduction” on stage.559  In the rehearsal of the drama, he kept on 
reducing stage elements.  An actor recalled that Lin canceled many attractive properties, 
such as a grotesque and theatrical iron boat which was meticulously designed, a fuse hung 
across the whole stage, and video projections.560  To Lin, the reason to cancel these attractive 
stage elements was that “they made the drama distracting”.561  He tried to preserve the 
simplest and the most basic elements of the drama in order to confront the audience with true 
Chekhov and Beckett.562  Thus, it could be concluded that the director pursued pure 
representation and communication of the drama rather than grotesque visual effects.  
Furthermore, like Lin, Scenographer Yi prefers the philosophy of simplicity as well.  In an 
interview, he emphasized that he refused “any unnecessary visual elements on stage”.563  
Due to their pursuits, the absurd stage concisely expressed the profound meanings by its 
simplest form.  Comparing to the scenes described in the scripts, the stage which juxtaposed 
both scenes of the dramas still looked simple.  By reducing and reinterpreting, the stage 
mainly consisted of the platform, water, pond, frame, glasses, tree, cylinder and debris 
showed a great absurd and simple stage effect.  In a word, via the absurd visual 
reinterpretation of the drama scenes, the director and scenographer concisely infused their 
deep understandings of the essential nature of human beings into the stage representation.   
                                                        
558 Tian Qinxin (田沁鑫), "Lin Zhaohua's Avowal (林兆华自白)." 




563 A personal interview with Scenographer Yi Liming in Beijing (8 Jan, 2010) 
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Calm Performance, Costume and Lighting 
 
   
Fig.4.6.13 Calm gesture, performance and atmosphere   Fig.4.6.14 Calm expression and gesture  
 
Although many performances of the theatre of the absurd are absurd and laughable, the 
performance of The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot was mainly calm and alienating 
(Fig.4.6.13, 4.6.14).  In the rehearsal, Lin requested the actors to give up their intense and 
theatrical ways of performing; instead, he asked them to perform in “unpassionated 
passion”.564  For example, he asked actors to speak lines in the way they spoke in daily 
lives.565  He even asked an actor to speak lines by his accustomed but non-standard mandarin 
mixed with dialect accent.566  Some actors felt that when directing the drama, Lin used 
“subtraction” to cancel all the unnecessary and embellishing performances.  In fact, it could 
be found that the “unpassionated passion” was a method to achieve a calm atmosphere and 
alienation effect.  Critics Tong agreed and commented that, “By weakening the unnecessary 
performance, the director enables the audiences to listen to Chekhov’s beautiful and profound 
lines calmly and, more importantly, to recognize the poetry and meaning of the stage.”567  
Thus, the ultimate purposes of the “unpassionated passion” were, on the one hand, to deprive 
the performance of all the artificial and distracting skills and sincerely leave the essential of 
                                                        
564 Wu Wenguang (吴文光), "From Reading to Stage (阅读到舞台)." 
565 Ibid. 
566 Ibid. 
567 Tong Daoming (童道明), "Why Live? Why in Pain? (为什么活着?为什么痛苦?)," Reading (读书) 7(1998). 
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Chekhov on the stage and, on the other hand, to create a clam and alienating stage space for 
the audiences who were listening and contemplating.  In addition, to enhance director’s 
ultimate purposes, both costume and lighting were not distracting at all.  The elegant but 
inconspicuous female costume mainly in neutral colors looked sedate.  Similar to the 
costume, the lighting which had neutral colors, neutral intensities and non-distracting visual 
effects also looked tranquil.  In a word, the performance, costume and lighting pursued a 
clam effect and alienation effect which produced a poetic and contemplative stage 
atmosphere. 
 
4.6.2.3 Absurd Critical Simple Stage and Criticisms on Chinese Consumer 
Society 
The purpose of the drama was to reveal the truth of life and society.  Like Yi said, “In The 
Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot…when we feel the true existence of the drama, we also feel 
the truth of life.”568  Lin also said, “There are too many fake things in the society.  I don’t 
want you (actors) to pretend on the stage (of this drama).”569  The design features of the 
stage have implied that the absurd critical simple stage expressed the director’s and 
scenographer’s intuitive understanding of the true state of Chinese consumer society.  By 
showing the true situation on fictional layer, expressive layer and thematic layer, the absurd 
critical simple stage criticized the consumer society. 
 
Fictional Layer: Intuitive Universal Human Situations 
On fictional layer, by collaging two dramas, the stage represented intuitive universal human 
situations which had been stripped of concrete location and time (Fig.4.6.15, next page).  
Although the fictional environment of two dramas differed in time, space and situation, 
                                                        
568 Yi Liming (易立明), "About Such an Avant-Garde Theatre: From Hamlet to the Three Sisters, Waiting for 
Godot (关于这样一种实验戏剧: 从哈姆雷特到三姊妹等待戈多) ". 
569 Zhang Sheng (张盛), "Lin Zhaohua: Let the So-Called Experimental and Avant-Garde Theatre Today Go to 
Hell (林兆华:现在那些所谓的实验先锋都去见鬼吧)," Dushi Kuaibao (都市快报), July 7 2009. 
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Scenographer Yi represented them via the same method: representing the characters’ true 
situations by his intuition.  For example, although The Three Sisters, according to Chekhov, 
happened in a house in Russia at the end of 19th century, Yi did not represent the realistic 
house.570  In contrast, following his intuition, he replaced the house with an abstract and 
symbolic “isolated island”.  Later, he did the same to fictional environment of Waiting for 
Godot.  Waiting for Godot, according to Beckett, happens in an unknown countryside at an 
unknown time.571  The fictional environment in the script consists of a normal tree and a 
mound.  Again, Yi changed it according to his intuition: he turned the normal tree into a 
fragile little branch which could not bear wanders’ destinies; he drove the wanders to step on 
the similar “isolated islands”; he turned the mound into debris.  The scene of Waiting for 
Godot was also turned into Yi’s intuitive representation just like the scene of The Three 
Sisters was.  Thus, via scenographer’s reinterpretation, the absurd critical simple stage 
became the intuitive representation of situations. 
 
   
Fig.4.6.15 Stage as a collage of scenes from two dramas  Fig.4.6.16 Overlapped scenes from two dramas 
 
Moreover, when juxtaposing two situations on one stage, the stage actually highlighted a new 
and important meaning that the situations faced by the sisters or wanderers were universal.  
Since the scene of Waiting for Godot and that of The Three Sisters were arranged together on 
the stage, they both specified the time and space of the stage (Fig.4.6.16).572  The story of 
Waiting for Godot was supposed to happen in an unspecific place at unspecific time.  
                                                        
570 Chekhov, "The Three Sisters." 
571 Beckett, "Waiting for Godot." 
572 Lin, "Lin Zhaohua and the Sinicization of Huaju", 112. 
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Although the story of The Three Sisters was supposed to happen in Russia in 1890s, its 
concrete time and space had been deprived after scenographer’s reinterpretation.  Thus, the 
time and spaces of both two scenes were vague.  The vagueness implied that the stage 
actually represented a universal situation in terms of time and space.  Moreover, because the 
sisters and wanderers came from different nations and different cultures, it also implied that 
the stage represented a universal situation in terms of nation and culture.  Due to these two 
reasons, the situation shown by the stage belonged to the whole human beings; it would 
change because of shifts of society or times; it embodied an overwhelming power.  As a 
result, the absurd situations on the stage could be identified with not only the dilemma which 
the sisters and the wanderers faced, but also the dilemma which the contemporary in Chinese 
consumer society faced.  Since the absurd situation on stage had been closely linked to 
Chinese consumer society in this way, the stage became capable of criticizing the reality. 
 
Expressive Layer: Static Atmosphere and Aesthetics of Absurdity 
The expressive layer includes atmosphere and aesthetics of the stage.  The atmosphere of the 
stage was mainly static.  In Director Lin’s statement, this drama was a “static drama”.573  
From the detailed analysis on the stage signs, it could be concluded that most of the stage 
elements, such the cold glasses, platform in silver and performances in “unpassionated 
passion”, tried to confront the audience with static atmosphere.  An audience’s comment that 
“the stage expressed a precious sense of peace” also showed that the static atmosphere was 
successfully created.   
 
                                                        
573 Lin Zhaohua Theatre Studio (林兆华戏剧工作室), Works by Lin Zhaohua (林兆华作品/全集) (Beijing: 
Beijing Culture and Art Audio and Video Press (北京文化艺术音像出版社), 2008). 
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Fig.4.6.17 Country of Hurry (New Weekly, China) 
 
Although the static atmosphere seemed to bring the audience a sense of beauty, it was not 
purely aesthetic.  In fact, the static atmosphere functioned as the director’s and 
scenographer’s important method to enhance criticalness of absurd critical simple stage.  It 
worked in three ways.  First, the static atmosphere which “expressed an unusual peace in 
heart” was critical of the atmosphere of consumer society.574  A famous Chinese magazine, 
New Weekly (新周刊) points out that China has become a “country of hurry (急之国)” 
(Fig.4.6.17).575  In the magazine, Chen writes, “Observing the people around us, I find that 
Chinese people’s lives are stuffed with anxiety and impatience….anxiety and impatience even 
became a common condition of our lives.”576  What he wrote is true.  Chinese consumer 
society has driven everything in the society changing so fast that the contemporary Chinese 
have no time to stop.  The rapidly expanding desires have made the contemporary Chinese 
unsatisfied and anxious.  Driven by the excessive desires, some contemporary Chinese 
pursue only profit and fail to find happiness in lives.  In contrast to the anxiety evoked by 
excessive desires, “peace in heart” is closely related to self-satisfaction, abstinence and peace.  
Via the static atmosphere, The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot forced the anxious audience to 
                                                        
574 Yi Liming (易立明), "About Such an Avant-Garde Theatre: From Hamlet to the Three Sisters, Waiting for 
Godot (关于这样一种实验戏剧: 从哈姆雷特到三姊妹等待戈多) ". 
575 Chen Mo (陈漠), "Country of Urgency (急之国)," New Weekly (新周刊) 2010. 
576 Ibid. 
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adjust themselves to the slowness of the drama.  The drama also obliged the anxious 
audience to taste the beauty of peace and recall the memory of peace in heart, which has been 
missing in consumer society for years.  Re-encountered with the “peace in heart” in static 
stage atmosphere, the audiences were more likely to be critical of the lifestyles and ideologies 
in contemporary Chinese consumer society.  Second, the static atmosphere created a 
contemplative and alienating space which facilitated the audiences’ critical reflections.  It is 
known that consumer society which prefers snack culture, depthless culture and sensory 
culture avoids something deep.  The society pervasive of shallow cultures has made more 
and more people gradually lose their abilities of deep/critical thinking.  However, the 
profound drama and static atmosphere provided the public with a contemplative space to 
revive their criticalness.  Thus, the static stage atmosphere also functioned as resistance to 
the depthless popular culture in consumer society.  Third, the static atmosphere helped to 
convert the dramatic event to an allegory whose meaning was more eternal and didactic.  
When the sisters and wanderers, who had actually been trapped on their “isolated islands”, 
were placed in a black and static atmosphere, an additional meaning actually emerged.  Yi 
explicated that the atmosphere made the stage “a static and hopeless situation which seemed 
to last forever”.577  According to his explication, the static atmosphere was used to imply that 
the situation shown on the stage was actually timeless.  Due to the timelessness, the 
characters’ waiting on stage was converted to an allegory, which had a didactic power to 
facilitate audiences’ reflections on status quo.  When comparing the audiences’ situation in 
contemporary consumer society with the dramatic situation of the sisters and wanderers, the 
audiences might find that the contemporary were actually trapped on the similar “isolated 
island” and waited hopelessly and endlessly as well.  
 
In a word, the detailed analyses have shown that static atmosphere which was relevant with 
inner peace, contemplation and allegory actually enhanced criticalness of the absurd critical 
                                                        
577 Yi Liming (易立明), "About Such an Avant-Garde Theatre: From Hamlet to the Three Sisters, Waiting for 
Godot (关于这样一种实验戏剧: 从哈姆雷特到三姊妹等待戈多) ". 
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simple stage from the aspects of mental state, theatre environment and allegorical meaning.  
Although Lin realized that this kind of static atmosphere might be unpopular and even boring 
to the audience in consumer society, he decided to experiment and find out whether or not a 
static drama was acceptable in the Chinese consumer society.578  Due to his motive, the static 
atmosphere in theatre could actually be regarded as Lin’s intentional and bold attempt to resist 
the changeable and shallow atmosphere popular in the consumer society. 
 
Besides the static atmosphere, the aesthetics of absurdity pursued by Yi also resisted the 
Chinese consumer society.  Yi clearly stated that the fundamental method to design the stage 
of The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot was to represent an absurd but true situation.579  
Following the design concept, he created the absurd “isolated island”, tree, cylinder and 
debris, which were concise representations of his intuition about human situation.  All the 
characteristics of the stage showed a close relationship with the aesthetics of absurdity.  In 
fact, the absurdity in arts does not lack unifying principles; on the contrary, it adopts another 
set of principles which values intuition and poetry.  Esslin regards the absurdity in arts as “an 
artistically and dramatically valid nonsense”, which is different from just nonsense in daily 
life.580  He believes that although it creates situations which have no counterpart in nature, it 
establishes a world of its own, with its own inherent logic and consistency.581  To him, it is 
the psychological reality expressed in images which are the outward projection of states of 
mind.582  In other words, the aesthetics of absurdity is another way of representation of the 
reality, which creates the reality by human intuition and wisdom.  Since the supporters of the 
aesthetics of absurdity believe that realities of imagination and perception are as real as 
external realities, they prefer to present a personal intuition of the human situation.583  In 
many cases, in order to present a purer state which could not be found in nature, they often 
                                                        
578 Lin Zhaohua Theatre Studio (林兆华戏剧工作室), Works by Lin Zhaohua (林兆华作品/全集)  
579 Yi Liming (易立明), "About Such an Avant-Garde Theatre: From Hamlet to the Three Sisters, Waiting for 
Godot (关于这样一种实验戏剧: 从哈姆雷特到三姊妹等待戈多) ". 
580 Esslin, The Theatre of the Absurd, 307. 
581 Ibid., 307-08. 
582 Ibid., 303. 
583 Ibid., 309. 
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represent their own intuitions of the human situation in poetic images.  These poetic images 
actually seem more concise, accurate and didactic than realistic images.584  In short, it could 
be concluded that the aesthetics of absurdity pursues an intuitional and poetic truth of reality.  
Due to this pursuit, the aesthetics of absurdity facilitates artists, such as Beckett and his 
companions, to reveal that the dream world created by consumer society actually consists of 
meaningless and endless changes of commodities and desires.  It also facilitates the artists to 
disclose the fact that people are actually dulled, alienated, perplexed and even suffered in the 
consumer society.  By revealing the intuitional truth of the consumer society, the aesthetics 
of absurdity makes people more critical to the consumer society and more aware of their 
dilemma in reality.  Thus, the aesthetics of absurdity is didactic to members of Chinese 
consumer society.  Applying the aesthetics of absurdity could be regarded as a sort of 
resistance to the consumer society. 
 
Thematic layer: Absurd but True Situation in Chinese Consumer Society 
On thematic layer, the director and the scenographer, as intellectual, used the absurd critical 
simple stage to reveal the real situation in Chinese consumer society.  Scenographer Yi said, 
“There are only two types of dramas on stage, which are the truth and the fake.”585  The 
aesthetics of absurdity has explicated the idea that superficial surface of the reality is not 
equal to the truth of reality; it believes that the truth is always behind the surface.  Influenced 
by the idea, Lin found that waiting was the eternal theme of human beings after he read and 
compared two dramas, The Three Sisters and Waiting for Godot.  In order to express Lin’s 
drama theme, Yi applied a series of design methods to achieve criticalness of the stage.  First, 
he designed some “isolated islands”, which represented an absurd but true situation of the 
sisters and wanderers, by his intuition.  Later, by juxtaposing the intuitional scenes which 
were derived from two dramas, he expressed the universality of the “isolated islands” in 
human world; meanwhile, he also used the static atmosphere to convert the “isolated islands” 
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585 Yi Liming (易立明), "About Such an Avant-Garde Theatre: From Hamlet to the Three Sisters, Waiting for 
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to a timeless allegory.  By these methods, he promoted the absurd stage scene to a poetic and 
essential human situation valid to all societies.  Due to the universality and essentialization 
of the absurd scene, the “isolated islands” were apt to remind the audiences of their own 
dilemma in the contemporary Chinese consumer society.  Comparing the “isolated islands” 
with the status quo in consumer society, it was not difficult to find similarities between them.  
Like the intuitive scene on the stage, there were also lots of unseen but existing “isolated 
islands” in the Chinese consumer society.  Although the consumer society provides people 
with lots of beautiful “hopes” in forms of abundant commodities, it never solves the dilemma 
which the sisters and wanderers face.  It still fails to set the spirits of people free.  Trapped 
by the hopeless and endless waiting for more and more unnecessary commodities, people in 
consumer society still lead meaningless lives.  Revealing the essential human situations in 
consumer society, the stage questioned the legitimacy of the consumer society.  Meanwhile, 
since the atmosphere was static and contemplative, the audiences were more likely to 
contemplate in peace and depth.   
 
Besides the perspective of the intellectual, the director and the scenographer also used the 
absurd critical simple stage to express their personal depression and confusion about the 
Chinese consumer society from a perspective of participants of the consumer society.  
Although Lin and his companions revealed the truth of the consumer society to some extent 
from the sidelines, they, as intellectuals and artists, did not live outside the Chinese consumer 
society.  In fact, they themselves were trapped on the same “isolated islands” just like the 
sisters and wanderers were.  Like a critic commented, “The ‘isolated island’ is a metaphor, 
through which we could see how lonely and depressed the Chinese intellectuals were in the 
1990s.”586  Realizing their true but hopeless situation, they felt even more depressed and 
confused than the mass.  The 1990s, according to Peng, was a tough and depressing period 
                                                        
586 Peng Tao (彭涛), "From the Three Sisters on Isolated Island to the Cherry Orchard in Cave: Discuss on Lin 
Zhaohua's Interpretation on Chekhov's Dramas (从孤岛上的三姐妹到洞穴中的樱桃园:谈林兆华对契诃夫戏剧
的解读)," Theatre (戏剧), no. S1 (专刊) (2008). 
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to Chinese intellectuals.587  Due to the June Fourth Incident in 1989, Chinese intellectuals 
were encountered with crisis of belief; meanwhile, due to the economic reform, they were 
also encountered with huge shifts of social values.588  The lack of clear belief, ideal and 
solution made them discomfort about status quo.589  Lin clearly expressed his discomfort 
with the contemporary situation; he advised people that they should control their desires and 
lead a simple material life.590  Although he had deep understanding of consumer society, he 
could not conceal his worries about his own financial situation which might fail him to direct 
dramas.591  The ideal and the reality harshly contradicted in the Chinese consumer society, 
but Lin was unable to escape.  In nature, his situation overlapped with that of the three 
sisters.  Lin did not free the three sisters from the isolated island even during the curtain call.  
He strongly implied that from his perspective, there was no solution for the trapped sisters in 
the drama or himself in the reality.  Due to his depression and confusion, the absurd critical 
simple stage became the intuitive expression of Lin’s own dilemma in the Chinese consumer 
society.   
 
In conclusion, exhibiting the absurd but true situation and his own dilemma in consumer 
society, Lin expressed his criticisms on Chinese consumer society as an intellectual and a 
participant of the Chinese consumer society. 








Absurd critical simple stage is the fifth type of the critical simple stages of Chinese 
avant-garde theatre (since the late 1990s) found by the research.  The absurd critical simple 
stage achieves criticalness via revealing absurd meanings embodied in simplicity.  The Three 
Sisters, Waiting for Godot (directed by Lin Zhaohua) and Waiting for Godot (directed by Ren 
Ming) are representative cases of the type.  Take The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot for 
example.  The research reveals that its simple stage was characterized by (1) absurd and 
simple scenery and property, and (2) calm performance, costume and lighting.  The absurd 
critical simple stage used the simplest form to reconstruct the most essential and absurd 
situation of human beings.  It was a production cooperated with aesthetics of absurdity, 
which valued “the reality of the mind” instead of the imitation of the external nature.592  Via 
showing the true situation of human existence, the meaninglessness of consumer society was 
revealed by the absurd critical simple stage.  In order to show the true situation, the absurd 
critical simple stage depicted only intuitive images in human concept rather than in the real 
world.  It got rid of any historical or social contexts; it removed any simulations or 
depictions of the reality; it took away any realistic or concrete meanings.  It made the stage 
the purest space in which only agents of pure concept, precise abstraction and essential 
situation could exist.  Moreover, it also made effort to maintain contemplative atmospheres, 
which could facilitate reflections on the true situation.  Different from the essentialized 
critical simple stage, which created the stage by abstracting the reality to the essence, the 
absurd critical simple stage revolutionarily constructed the stage by intuitively adding the 
most essential elements to the empty stage. 
                                                        
592 Esslin, The Theatre of the Absurd, 290-313.  
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Chapter 5 Conclusions 
5.1 Introduction 
Consumer society is closely related to surplus, excess and spectacles.593  It drives people to 
be enslaved by excessive desires, commodities and entertainments.  However, simplicity is 
also closely related to essence, economy, minimum, sincerity and abstinence.  It enlightens 
people to limit outward desires and pursue inner spiritual satisfaction.  In nature, simplicity 
and consumer society are opposite.  Thus, it is not surprising to find that simple stages are 
capable of criticizing the consumer society in various ways.  Attracted by criticalness 
embodied in simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre, the research explores how critical 
simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre since the late 1990s criticize Chinese consumer 
society in terms of design.  In order to accomplish the aim, the research develops a specific 
methodology, scenography semiotics, for the sake of systemic and comprehensive 
scenography studies.  The methodology which is adapted from theatre semiotics covers all 
the elements (both visible and invisible) related to scenography during theatre 
communications.   
 
Adopting scenography semiotics, the research finds that simple stages of Chinese avant-garde 
theatre since the late 1990s have been developed to a kind of critical design.  These simple 
stages do not only visualize dramatic background, but also perform criticalness to society 
directly.  Although all these simple stages look similar in terms of form, they are actually 
different in their own ways in terms of simplicity and criticalness.  After analyzing the selected 
cases systemically, this research has found five types of critical simple stages, namely 
essentialized critical simple stage, rough critical simple stage, nostalgic critical simple 
                                                        
593 Baudrillard, The Consumer Society: Myths & Structures; Featherstone, Consumer Culture and Postmodernism. 
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stage, intense critical simple stage and absurd critical simple stage.594  These five types 
of critical simple stages are actually five critical design methods.  By combining their 
individual intentions with different meanings embodied in simplicity, critical simple stages 
express their criticisms on Chinese consumer society via different approaches.  These five 
types of critical simple stages criticize, question or resist Chinese consumer society via 
strategically making use of the inherent, emotional, theatrical, aesthetic, ideological, cultural 
and symbolic meanings embodied in simplicity. 
 
It should be noted that these five types of critical simple stages are not absolutely exclusive to 
each other.  The purpose of classification is to distinguish and explicate different types of 
critical simple stages in an explicit way.  Besides uniqueness, there are also some common 
features among the five types.  They would be discussed in conclusion one by one as well.   
 
It should also be noted that because of the limitation of research, the research might fail to 
discover some very emergent types of critical simple stages occurring in some unknown or 
underground Chinese avant-garde theatre.  The research mainly focuses on these 
representative cases which have good reputation in academy or market.  In future, the 
researcher would pay more attention to these emerging critical simple stages as well. 
 
5.2 Conclusions 
Conclusion 1: Various Types of Critical Simple Stages  
The research has revealed five types of critical simple stages which are critical of Chinese 
consumer society in terms of design.  Each type has its individual design features, unique 
                                                        
594 These five types were concluded from the most representative simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre in 
Beijing, which were directed and designed by the most influential and important directors and designers in China.  
They were also concluded from the Chinese avant-garde theatre which had the best reputation in academy or 
market.  These critical simple stages represented the highest standard of scenography of Chinese avant-garde 
theatre, so the academic and practical values of these simple stages are great.  Although limitations of selected 
cases exist and could hardly be avoided, these five types of critical simple stage undoubtedly have their important 
values to design studies and scenography studies.  
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signified and particular critical approach.  They perform and convey criticisms on Chinese 
consumer society by strategically making use of inherent, emotional, theatrical, aesthetic, 
ideological, cultural and symbolic meanings embodied in simplicity.  These types include 
essentialized critical simple stage, rough critical simple stage, nostalgic critical simple stage, 
intense critical simple stage and absurd critical simple stage.   
 
   
Fig.5.1 An example of essentialized critical simple stage   Fig.5.2 An example of essentialized critical simple stage 
 
The first type of the critical simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre (since the late 1990s) 
is essentialized critical simple stage.  The essentialized critical simple stage achieves 
criticalness via revealing essentialized meanings embodied in simplicity.  Three versions of 
Rhinoceros in Love are representative cases of the type.  Take Rhinoceros in Love (2003) for 
example (Fig.5.1, 5.2).  The research reveals that its simple stage was characterized by (1) 
essentialized scenery, (2) essentialized and representative property, (3) neutral costume, (4) 
depersonalized performance, and (5) abstract and calm lighting.  The type did not try to 
imitate the ephemeral and superficial spectacles of Chinese consumer society; instead, it 
revealed the director’s and scenographer’s understandings of the nature of Chinese consumer 
society via essentialized forms.  It also revealed the nature of members of consumer society 
via essentialized characters and performances.  Besides, it resisted the aesthetics of 
consumer culture via dirtiness of the stage.  It should be noted that the nature of the society 
revealed by essentialized critical simple stage is mainly based on objective reflections.  This 
is very different from the absurd situation revealed by absurd critical simple stage (the fifth 
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type), which is mainly based on intuitive reflections.  In addition, the essentialized critical 
simple stage tried to enhance critical effects of the simple stage in two ways.  First, it 
enhanced the criticalness by turning the stage into a sign of reality.  Composed by 
essentialized scenery and props, neutral costumes and depersonalized performances, the 
simple stage became a miniature and essential sign of Chinese consumer society.  The close 
relationship between the stage and reality made the critical stage didactic to the reality.  
Second, the essentialized critical simple stage also enhanced contemplative atmosphere in 
theatre.  In order to intensify the critical effect of the stage, it kept on creating alienation 
effect and calm atmosphere to facilitate audiences’ critical reflections.  Rather than 
immersing the audiences in excessive sensual pleasures, the essentialized critical simple stage 
left the audience undisturbed in a contemplative theatrical space. 
 
     
Fig.5.3 An example of rough critical simple stage         Fig.5.4 An example of rough critical simple stage 
 
The second type of the critical simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre (since the late 
1990s) is rough critical simple stage.  The rough critical simple stage achieves criticalness 
via showing roughness embodied in simplicity.  Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life, Accidental 
Death of an Anarchist and Che Guevara are representative cases of the type.  Take Two 
Dogs’ Opinions about Life for example (Fig.5.3, 5.4).  The research reveals that its simple 
stage was characterized by (1) rough, simple, direct and nationalized scenery, (2) rough, plain, 
direct and nationalized property, (3) rough and intimate stage-audience relationship, (4) rough 
costume, and (5) plain lighting.  Rough critical simple stage used its rough form, sincere 
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attitude and direct techniques to reveal the dark and concealed truth of consumer society.  It 
showed that the consumer society was not as perfect as it pretended to be.  Unveiling the 
truth which was almost an antithesis of the aestheticized appearance of consumer society, the 
rough critical simple stage evoked audiences’ contemplations.  Meanwhile, from the aspect 
of aesthetics, it followed and developed the aesthetics of roughness, which valued roughness, 
directness, disorder, force and resistance, to resist the aesthetics of consumer culture, which 
pursued an excessive fineness, richness and over-aestheticization.  The aesthetics of 
roughness was actually derived from aesthetics of poor theatre, Chinese opera and epic 
theatre.  As a result, the rough critical simple stage diminished the aura of stage; moreover, it 
evoked resistant and cathartic emotions to diminish the aura of consumer society.  Due to 
these reasons, the rough critical simple stage was only rough in terms of surface rather than 
aesthetics, techniques and depth.  Although both the rough critical simple stage in Two Dogs’ 
Opinions about Life and the essentialized critical simple stage in Rhinoceros in Love opposed 
the consumer society, they took different strategies.  In short, the rough critical simple stage 
completely resisted every aspect of consumer society, including its spectacle, aesthetics, and 
so on.  Meanwhile, the director stimulated the audiences to accumulate and release anger.  
However, the essentialized stage strategically borrowed the symbols of consumer society and 
distained them in the public.  The audiences watched how the director expressed his anger 





     
Fig.5.5 An example of nostalgic critical simple stage      Fig.5.6 An example of nostalgic critical simple stage 
 
The third type of the critical simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre (since the late 
1990s) is nostalgic critical simple stage.  The nostalgic critical simple stage achieves 
criticalness via extracting classic aesthetic and ideological meanings embodied in simplicity.  
Boundless Love is a representative case of the type.  Take Boundless Love for example 
(Fig.5.5, 5.6).  The research reveals that its simple stage was characterized by concise and 
extensive adoption of (1) classic Chinese arts and (2) classic Chinese ideology, aesthetics and 
history embodied in classic Chinese arts.  The nostalgic critical simple stage conveyed its 
criticism to Chinese consumer society via making use of the ideological, aesthetic, cultural 
and theatrical meanings of simplicity in Chinese classics.  To be more specific, the nostalgic 
critical simple stage did not mechanically copy the past; on the contrary, by adapting various 
kinds of traditional Chinese art, including traditional Chinese painting, poetry and opera, it 
artistically presented a classic Chinese aesthetic space which embodied classic Chinese 
ideology.  Confronting the audience with such a classic ideological and aesthetic space, the 
nostalgic critical simple stage effectively revived classic Chinese ideology and contrasted it 
with the ideology of consumer society.  Since history has always been used as a critical tool 
to criticize the present in Chinese tradition, the contrast reminded the contemporary audiences 




   
Fig.5.7 An example of intense critical simple stage     Fig.5.8 An example of intense critical simple stage 
  
The fourth type of the critical simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre (since the late 
1990s) is intense critical simple stage.  The intense critical simple stage achieves 
criticalness via expressing intense emotions embodied in simplicity.  The Orphan of the 
Zhaos (directed by Tian Qinxin) is a representative case of the type.  Take The Orphan of the 
Zhaos for example (Fig.5.7, 5.8).  The research reveals that its simple stage was 
characterized by (1) intense and simple colors of scenery, property, costume and lighting, and 
(2) intense performances.  The intense critical simple stage had close relations with 
expressionism and Chinese classic xieyi (写意) aesthetics.  It expressed strong emotions 
which embodied criticisms on the consumer society via intense colors and intense 
performances.  In nature, the criticism from the stage was induced by strong emotions.  To 
be specific, making advantage of intense visual impacts created by intense color system, the 
intense critical simple stage lured the audiences to indulge in the visual pleasure; however, 
when the drama went on, the suffocating dramatic and cultural meanings of the colors 
emerged.  Through the simple but intense colors, the stage expressed the director’s sorrow 
and confusion; moreover, it conveyed the suffocating depression to the audiences emotionally 
and made the aesthetic appreciation a heavy burden.595  As a result, the painful depression 
evoked the audiences to find fault in the Chinese consumer society.  Moreover, the director 
also expressed her resistance to the depressing society via intense performances which 
                                                        
595 Like an audience commented, “The drama suffocates the audience…. The audiences seem to take part in an 
endless long-distance running.  It is so heavy-hearted and lengthy.  It is not easy at all….  Finally, the aesthetic 
appreciation becomes a heavy burden.”  Ding Xi (丁西), "A Sketch of National Theatre of China in Shanghai 
Spoken Drama Week (国话上海话剧周速写)." 
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embodied traditional morale.   
 
   
Fig.5.9 An example of absurd critical simple stage     Fig.5.10 An example of absurd critical simple stage 
 
The fifth type of the critical simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre (since the late 1990s) 
is absurd critical simple stage.  The absurd critical simple stage achieves criticalness via 
revealing absurd meanings embodied in simplicity.  The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot 
(directed by Lin Zhaohua) and Waiting for Godot (directed by Ren Ming) are representative 
cases of the type.  Take The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot for example (Fig.5.9, 5.10).  
The research reveals that its simple stage was characterized by (1) absurd and simple scenery 
and property, and (2) calm performance, costume and lighting.  The absurd critical simple 
stage used the simplest form to reconstruct the most essential and absurd situation of human 
beings.  It was a production cooperated with aesthetics of absurdity, which valued “the 
reality of the mind” instead of the imitation of the external nature.596  Through displaying the 
true situation of human existence, the meaninglessness of consumer society was revealed by 
the absurd critical simple stage.  In order to show the true situation, the absurd critical 
simple stage depicted only intuitive images in the human concept rather than in the real world.  
It got rid of any historical or social contexts; it removed any simulations or depictions of the 
reality; it took away any realistic or concrete meanings.  It made the stage the purest space in 
which only agents of pure concept, precise abstraction and essential situation could exist.  
Moreover, it also made effort to maintain contemplative atmospheres, which could facilitate 
                                                        
596 Esslin, The Theatre of the Absurd, 290-313.  
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reflections on the true situation.  Different from the essentialized critical simple stage, which 
created the stage by abstracting the reality to the essence, the absurd critical simple stage 
revolutionarily constructed the stage by intuitively adding the most essential elements to the 
empty stage. 
 
The detailed analysis has clearly shown that critical simple stages of Chinese avant-garde 
theatre have adopted the complicated meanings and skillful design strategies to achieve 
criticalness.  The idea that “scenographies (including simple stages) of Chinese avant-garde 
theatre since the late 1990s are shallow and sensuous spectacles which fail to express deep 
meanings and social criticisms” has proved to be problematic.597  Misunderstanding of 
critical simple stages should have something to do with the failure of recognizing subtle but 
essential changes in scenography which are manipulated by the directors and 
scenographers.598  Without identifying these subtle changes which actually embody critical 
meanings, audiences and scholars are inclined to misunderstand the simple stages and regard 
them as depthless spectacles.  In an attempt to avoid censorship, the directors and 
scenographers have no choice but resort to ambiguous design strategies although they are 
aware that these designs might be too subtle and indirect for audiences to identify and 
understand,599  Like Meng says, “I think it’s interesting to find my own way in restrictive 
circumstances, to direct a play and also keep myself from being hurt…in China you don’t 
need complete freedom.  What you need is wisdom and intelligence”600  Moreover, in order 
to attract the audiences to watch avant-garde theatre, the directors and scenographers also 
create some “strategic spectacles”, which meet audiences’ tastes outside but embody 
criticalness inside.  This strategy could be recognized from an interview with Meng, in 
                                                        
597 See more in Chapter 2.3 Identification of Research Gap 
598 The stained mirror wall in Rhinoceros in Love (2003) is the best example.  If an audience failed to pay 
attention to the mud on the mirror wall, he might consider the mirror wall as a depthless and sensuous spectacle 
which had no difference with spectacles in reality.  However, the mud on the mirror actually embodied 
scenographer’s criticisms on contemporary society.  See more in Chapter 4.2.2 Case Study: Essentialized Critical 
Simple Stage in Rhinoceros in Love. 
599 Entell, "Post-Tian'anmen: A New Era in Chinese Theatre. Experimentation During the 1990s at Beijing's China 
National Experimental Theatre/Cnet", 36-41. 
600 Ibid., 41. 
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which he says, “If I only express harshness via my drama, only a few people may appreciate 
me…You should make the harsh and individual things more acceptable in terms of 
aesthetics.”601  It should be noted that the “strategic spectacles” are actually very different 
from some commercial spectacles.  The main difference is that a “strategic spectacle” could 
be manipulated to turn against the audiences via subtle changes during the performance.  
These case studies have shown many examples of “strategic spectacles”, such as the stained 
mirror wall in Rhinoceros in Love (2003) and intense red in The Orphan of the Zhaos (directed 
by Tian Qinxin).602  Due to these two reasons (censorship and audience’s acceptance), the 
critical meanings in scenography of Chinese avant-garde theatre are so skillfully and subtly 
encoded by theatrical artists.  The skillful and subtle encoding sometimes leads to a failure 
of decoding and resulted in scholars’ and audiences’ misunderstandings.  It might be the 
main reason why scholars failed to recognize criticalness embodied in simple stages of 
Chinese avant-garde theatre since the late 1990s.  In addition, a lot of “fake” avant-garde 
dramas, which are actually depthless commercial dramas but in the name of avant-garde 
dramas, might also mislead scholars to a wrong impression that the present scenography of 
Chinese avant-garde theatre is depthless and sensuous.  However, by scrutinizing 
components of critical simple stages and strategies devised by theatrical artists, one could still 
discern the criticalness embodied in simple stages. 
 
                                                        
601 Meng Jinghui (孟京辉), ed. Archives of Avant-Garde Theatre (先锋戏剧档案), 347. 
602 Besides the stained mirror wall, the intense red in The Orphan of the Zhaos (directed by Tian Qinxin) is also a 
good example.  At first, the red on the stage lured the audiences to indulge in visual pleasures; when the drama 
went on, the suffocating dramatic meaning of red emerged.  See more in Chapter 4.5.2 Case Study: Intense 
Critical Simple Stage in The Orphan of the Zhaos. 
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Conclusion 2: Exposing the Truth via Critical Simple Stages 
As mentioned in introduction, although the five types of critical simple stages apply different 
design concepts, styles and methods to criticize Chinese consumer society, they are not 
completely exclusive to each other; in fact, they share some similarities in some aspects.  
The researcher would also pay attention to their common features. 
 
It can be concluded from the case studies mentioned, that five types of critical simple stages 
of Chinese avant-garde theatre criticize Chinese consumer society by exposing the truth of the 
consumer society.  There are mainly two ways to achieve the aim: first, directly showing the 
truth of consumer society; second, facilitating reflections on the truth of consumer society.   
 
In the first way, some critical simple stages make no effort to simulate external realities of the 
society; instead, they simplify, transform or reconstruct external realities to expose the truth of 
the society.  The essentialized critical simple stage, for example, showed an essentialized 
nature of consumer society (Fig.5.1); the rough critical simple stage showed the dark side of 
consumer society (Fig.5.3); intense critical simple stage showed director’s inner feelings 
(suffocating depression and confusion) about consumer society (Fig.5.8).  By revealing the 
various facets of truths of the society, the spectacles and auras of consumer society are torn 
away, so the imperfectness of consumer society is disclosed.  After exposing the 
imperfection, critical simple stages do not stop.  They continue to express their harsh 
criticisms, mockeries, anger, depression and confusion to the consumer society.  The mud on 
the mirror wall in Rhinoceros in Love (2003) was the best example (Fig.5.1).  Their active 
attacks to the consumer society enhance their criticalness.   
 
In the second way, although some critical simple stages do not directly reveal the truth of 
consumer society, they make attempt to facilitate audiences’ reflections on the truth of 
consumer society.  The nostalgic critical simple stage, for instance, showed the classic 
Chinese ideology to facilitate reflections on the ideologies of consumer society (Fig.5.6); the 
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absurd critical simple stage showed intuitive images of general human situations, which also 
facilitated reflections on the inner realities of consumer society (Fig.5.9).  These critical 
simple stages regard audiences as active thinkers rather than passive receivers.  They do not 
define the contents or results of criticisms; on the contrary, they merely evoke audiences’ 
critical reflections on the consumer society. 
 
It is also noticeable that critical simple stages have borrowed many simple but profound 
designs when they expose the truth.  For example, simple sceneries capable of disclosing the 
truth and enlightening critical thinking are widely adopted.  These critical sceneries may not 
be beautiful; however, they are metaphoric, meaningful, enlightening and didactic.  There 
are many good examples in the case studies, such as the muddy mirror wall which mocked the 
consumer society (Fig.5.1), the platform in the pool which implied people’s dilemma (Fig.5.9), 
and so on.  These simple designs which highlight critical meanings and avoid surplus 
decorations are the most economic but effective critical tools for design. 
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Conclusion 3: Critical Simple Stages and Multilayer Criticisms  
It has been observed from the case studies that the criticisms from the critical simple stages 
on Chinese consumer society are multilayered.  Although critical simple stages are simple in 
terms of form, their meanings and layers of meanings are more complicated than their 
appearances.  According to scenography semiotics, the signified of simple stages consists of 
fictional, expressive and thematic layers, which embody physical, psychological, atmospheric, 
aesthetic and thematic meanings.  The case studies have also revealed that criticism on 
consumer society actually exists on all the layers of the signified. 
 
On fictional layer, the critical simple stages achieve criticalness via representing fictional 
spaces critical of consumer society.  Various fictional spaces, such as the space representing 
a miniature consumer society in Rhinoceros in Love (2003) (Fig.5.1), the rough but true 
modern city space in Two Dogs Opinions’ about life (Fig.5.3), the classic aesthetic and 
ideological space in Boundless Love (Fig.5.5), the emotional and psychological space in The 
Orphan of The Zhaos (Tian) (Fig.5.7), and the intuitive space about human situations in The 
Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot (Fig.5.) were selected by the critical simple stages.  
Discerning these spaces, it can be found that all of them are more intrinsic and sincere than 
superficial and fake spectacles of consumer society dispersed in daily life.  They are more 
capable of tearing off the magnificent disguise of consumer society and revealing its dirty and 
questionable nature.  Thus, these intrinsic and sincere spaces naturally embody criticalness 
to the consumer society.  By representing these intrinsic and sincere spaces, the critical 
simple stages acquire their preliminary criticalness on the fictional layer.  Because these 
intrinsic spaces are normally detached from external realities of the world, these intrinsic 
spaces are hard for some genres of stages, such as realistic stage, to represent.  However, the 
features of simplicity enable critical simple stages to represent any types of these intrinsic 
spaces freely.  The case studies have shown that critical simple stages do not only represent 
concrete spaces but also psychological spaces, emotional spaces, aesthetic spaces, and so on.  
Due to simplicity, transformations between different types of spaces are also fast and 
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convenient.  Merely by changing lightings, the fictional spaces represented by simple stage 
could shift from physical space to psychological space or to emotional space immediately.603  
Due to flexibility and convenience, critical simple stages greatly broaden the spectrum of 
criticisms and enhance capability of criticizing on fictional layer.   
 
On expressive layer, the critical simple stages achieve criticalness via two aspects, 
atmosphere and aesthetics.  From the aspect of atmosphere, criticalness is mainly achieved 
via three methods.  First, the criticalness is achieved by expressing the director’s and 
scenographer’s critical emotions.  From the representative cases, it could be found that the 
directors and scenographers’ emotions to the consumer society are complicated and subtle.  
These emotions, such as confusion, depression, resistance, catharsis, evasion and hope, have 
already embodied critical attitudes to consumer society.  The depressing atmosphere in The 
Orphan of the Zhaos is an example (Fig.5.7).  By confronting the audiences with great 
depression, Tian conveyed her negative feelings about consumer society, which was a 
criticism on emotional channel.  Second, the criticalness is achieved by creating atmospheres 
capable of facilitating critical reflections.  Although encoding critical themes in the simple 
stage is important, transmitting the stage to audiences correctly is also necessary.604  Chinese 
directors emphasize purifying theatre communication channels.  For instance, Lin Zhaohua 
created a static atmosphere in The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot (Fig.5.9).  His purpose 
was to provide the audiences with a calm, contemplative and critical space, which was 
potential to preserve criticalness in the absurd stage.  Third, the criticalness is achieved by 
adopting atmospheres which are naturally opposite to atmosphere of consumer society.  
Some atmospheres naturally embody alternative ideologies and aesthetics which are capable 
of facilitating criticisms on consumer society.  For instance, the contemplative, calm, static 
atmosphere in The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot (Fig.5.9) and the shiqing huayi (诗情画意, 
a quality suggestive of poem and painting) atmosphere in Boundless Love (Fig.5.6) are 
                                                        
603 The techniques could be found in The Orphan of the Zhaos (directed by Tian Qinxin).   
604 The issue has been well explained in Conclusion 5: Critical Simple Stage and Theatre Communication 
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naturally contrasted to the atmospheres of the consumer society, which are depthless, sensual, 
fast and so on.  By immersing the audiences in alternative atmospheres, the reflections on 
consumer society could be evoked.605 
 
Besides atmosphere, aesthetics (another aspect of the expressive layer) has also been 
manipulated to criticize Chinese consumer society.  The aesthetics of the critical simple 
stages does not pursue pure sensual pleasure; instead, it adopts alternative aesthetics which 
values the truth and facilitates reflection on the truth.  Several types of the alternative 
aesthetics have appeared on critical simple stages.  For example, the aesthetics of roughness 
in Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life offended consumer society by its acclamation of roughness, 
directness, disorder, force and resistance (Fig.5.3); the classic Chinese aesthetics shiqing 
huayi in Boundless Love facilitated reflections on consumer society via its attached classic 
Chinese ideologies (Fig.5.6); the aesthetics of absurdity in The Three Sisters, Waiting for 
Godot questioned consumer society by revealing the ubiquitous dilemma and absurd situation 
of human beings (Fig.5.9); the expressionism in The Orphan of the Zhaos enhanced director’s 
expression about her depression and dissatisfaction about consumer society (Fig.5.7).  
Although the alternative aesthetics could hardly compete with the dominant aesthetics of 
consumer culture in reality, they are capable of evoking criticisms on the aesthetics of 
consumer society in theatre.  Moreover, according to Kant, aesthetics is related to interest.606  
All types of aesthetics would embody interests, so did the aesthetics of consumer culture.  
Featherstone claims that the aesthetics of consumer culture emphasizes immediacies, 
intensities, sensory overload, over-aestheticization and depthlessness.607  Scrutinizing the 
interests of the aesthetics of consumer culture, it could be found that the aesthetics actually 
tries to sustain consumer society by continuously arousing people’s desires and ceasing their 
reflections.  By hiding the ugly interests behind the pleasure and “beauty” of the daily life, 
                                                        
605 The case study of nostalgic simple stage of Boundless Love has proven the point. 
606 Immanuel Kant and James Creed Meredith, The Critique of Judgement (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1952).  See 
Section 1: Analytic of Aesthetic Judgment. 
607 Featherstone, Consumer Culture and Postmodernism. 
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the aesthetics of consumer culture conceals the imperfection of the society.  Contrary to 
consumer culture, the critical simple stages try to reveal the truth of over-aestheticized 
consumer society via alternative aesthetics which embody alternative interests, such as 
passion for the truth, roughness, the past, etc.  By showing the alternative values in 
alternative aesthetics, the critical simple stages exhibit a truer form of consumer society.  In 
the truer form on stage, what audiences could see is not the distracting spectacles; instead, 
they see sorrow, depression, confusion, anger, darkness, dilemma, Chinese classics, and so on.  
These truer images facilitate criticisms on consumer society.  In this way, the critical simple 
stages criticize the consumer society and its sham aesthetics from aesthetic aspect. 
 
On thematic layer, the critical simple stages achieve criticalness via creating global themes 
critical of Chinese consumer society.  Although scenography studies could be conducted by 
breaking stage down into subtle layers, audiences normally perceive global image of the stage 
rather than divided layers.  The theme of the global image is mainly conveyed on the 
thematic layer, which plays a globalizing function and brought together all the stage sign 
systems.608  The signified on the thematic layer is the most essential and global signified 
critical of consumer society.  All the other layers, such as signifier layer, fictional layer and 
expressive layer, serve for the thematic layer.  The case studies have shown that critical 
simple stages do achieve global criticalness on thematic layer in various ways.  For example, 
the essentialized critical simple stage represented essential and true images of consumer 
society on thematic layer (Fig.5.1); the rough critical simple stage represented an antithesis of 
the beautified Chinese consumer society on thematic layer (Fig.5.3); the nostalgic critical 
simple stage represented classic Chinese aesthetic and ideological space which contrasted 
with those in consumer society on thematic layer (Fig.5.6); the intense critical simple stage 
represented strong sadness, depression and confusion aroused by consumer society on 
thematic layer (Fig.5.7); the absurd critical simple stage represented an absurd but true 
situation of human beings in consumer society on thematic layer (Fig.5.9).  From the 
                                                        
608 McAuley, Space in Performance : Making Meaning in the Theatre, 25. 
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examples, it could be seen that all the critical simple stages do not simulate superficial images 
of reality according to script descriptions; in fact, they visualize the directors and 
scenographers’ own critical understandings of the history and the contemporary world.  The 
critical simple stages are actually some visualized forms of the critical themes.  Due to the 
critical nature, the critical simple stages are much closer to the truth of the society than 
realistic stages are.  Thus, by directly visualizing the critical themes, critical simple stages 
achieve criticalness on thematic layer. 
 
In conclusion, from the analysis on the criticisms on the fictional, expressive and thematic 
layers, it can be concluded that the criticisms from the critical simple stages to Chinese 
consumer society are multilayered and cover all the layers of the signified. 
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Conclusion 4: Strategic Criticisms of Critical Simple Stages on Chinese Consumer 
Society 
The research has showed that the critical simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre 
develop some useful strategies which enable avant-garde to survive in consumer society.  
These strategies are instructive to the contemporary avant-garde design and arts which are 
trapped in a dilemma between vanguard and commodification. 
 
It is well known that the scenography of contemporary Chinese avant-garde theatre and the 
Chinese commercial theatre have completely different pursuits.  The former pursues didactic 
effects that would facilitate criticisms on society; while the latter seeks to follow the 
consumer culture and would provide depthless and sensory pleasures.  Although the 
scenography of avant-garde theatre actually is vastly different from consumer culture, it is 
amazing to find that scenography of avant-garde theatre is favored by consumer culture in 
many occasions.  Some scholars comments that it is because newness and theatricality 
created by the scenography of avant-garde theatre are new spectacles preferred by consumer 
culture.609  In the light of this statement, avant-garde scenography might have a chance to 
survive in consumer society via producing something new and, at the same time, critical.  To 
achieve the aim, the balance between the newness and criticalness is crucial.  The 
avant-garde scenography should avoid becoming a new form that could be consumed 
depthlessly by the audiences.  After exploring the way to achieve the balance, the critical 
simple stages of Chinese avant-garde theatre develop some subtle but effective strategies.   
 
                                                        
609 Huang Hailing (黄海令), "Discuss on Spectaclization of Meng Jinghui's Drama (论孟京辉戏剧的奇观化)." 
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Fig.5.11 Muddy mirror wall                         Fig.5.12 Actor sat among piles of useless package 
 
The case studies mainly reveal four noticeable strategies.  The first strategy is criticizing by 
approaching.  Two examples, the mirror wall and exaggerated package in Rhinoceros in 
Love (2003) could explicate the strategy (Fig.5.11, 5.12).  The mirror wall, for instance, is an 
important idol in consumer society, which aestheticizes consumerist cities, creates aura for 
commodities and makes people more narcissistic. 610   In the drama, the director and 
scenographer set up the mirror wall as if they wanted to create a huge idol for consumer 
society.  However, when the audiences started to appreciate the mirror wall, they got stuck.  
They suddenly found that the mirror wall had already been relentlessly mocked and defied by 
the director and scenographer with mud.  Due to the mud, the idol which lost its aura seemed 
to be executed in front of its contemporary worshipers in public.  It was a great defiance and 
insult to the consumer society.  Besides the mirror wall, package, which is another typical 
idol in consumer society, was intentionally exaggerated and mocked in the drama as well.  
The package in the drama, which had tens of layers but nothing valuable inside, reflected a 
typical phenomenon that in consumer society, package is actually detached from commodity 
and becomes a deceptive surface.611  Although contemporary people are fooled by package 
again and again, they become numb and even get used to it.  However, the director and 
scenographer sharply picked the phenomenon and defamiliarized it by exaggeration.  When 
the actor sat among a huge pile of useless packages and got nothing valuable at all, the 
                                                        
610 The feature of the mirror wall has been explicated in Chapter 4.2 Essentialized Critical Simple Stage by the 
author. 
611 Haug, Critique of Commodity Aesthetics : Appearance, Sexuality, and Advertising in Capitalist Society, 49-54. 
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deceptive nature of the consumer society was revealed and mocked.  In these two examples, 
a similar strategy could be concluded: at beginning, the critical simple stage seems to 
approach the tastes of consumer society; however, via very subtle changes in some details, the 
meaning of the stage suddenly turns against the consumer society.  Using subtle strategy, the 
director and scenographer strategically confront the unprepared audience with mockeries.  
Thus, the strategy is named as “criticizing by approaching” by the researcher. 
 
   
Fig.5.13 Glass wall between stage and auditorium        Fig.5.14 Audience’s reflections in glass wall 
 
The second strategy is criticizing by shocking.  The strategy could be observed in Meng’s 
avant-garde theatre Love Is Colder Than Death (2008).  In the performance, a mirror wall 
was set up between the stage and auditorium (Fig.5.13).  Behind the mirror wall, a cruel 
story in modern Western society was being performed in an unpleasant and cool stage.  
However, all of a sudden, the stage area was unexpectedly dimmed; meanwhile, the 
auditorium was completely lightened for several minutes (Fig.5.14).  At the moment, every 
audience could see his astonished face in the mirror wall.  Shocking the audiences by their 
own illusions which overlapped the fictional space of the drama, the director compelled them 
to compare their status quo with the morbid situations in the drama and made them reflect on 
the status quo.  Through the emotional shocking, the audiences were exposed to an unsafe 
situation.  They were compelled to be more vigilant and conscious about the drama.  The 
shocking created an alienation effect and prevented the audiences from empathizing.  Due to 
the effect, audiences became more aware of the critical meanings conveyed by the director. 
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Fig.5.15 A weird little tree                      Fig.5.16 The cathartic atmosphere on stage      
 
The third strategy is criticizing by defamiliarization.  Defamiliarization, or ostranenie in 
Russian, is an important feature of Russian formalism.612  It is an artistic technique which 
makes the familiar thing “strangely unfamiliar” so that it would actually slow down the act of 
perception and promote perception of the familiar.613  In The Three Sisters, Waiting for 
Godot, the strategy of defamiliarization was adopted.  Take the little tree in the drama for 
example.  In contrast to the normal tree in the script, the tree on the stage was reinterpreted 
as the absurd tree which was about 50 centimeters high (Fig.5.15).  The weird little tree drew 
the audiences’ attention and evoked their curiosity.  During the performance, when two 
wanderers squatted on ground and intensely discussed how to hang themselves on a 
50-centimeter tree, absurdity of the drama was suddenly doubled.  The defamiliarized tree 
obviously produced stronger critical meanings than that of the script.  Besides the little tree, 
the glasses in the drama, which showed a defamiliarized perspective to perceive the situation 
of three sisters, greatly enhanced criticalness as well.614  Due to defamiliarization, these 
critical simple stages do not only achieve alienation effect which facilitates critical thinking, 
but also infuse more critical meanings into the defamiliarized objects.  The strategy actually 
                                                        
612 Macey, The Penguin Dictionary of Critical Theory, 284. 
613 Ibid. 
614 The glasses did not only enable the audience to see reflections of the “isolated island”, more importantly, they 
also created an innovative stage-audience relationship which provided the audience with a new angle to see and 
comprehend the three sisters.  It was a unique angle which looked at the stage from top to bottom vertically.  
The way to observe the stage was suggestive of the angle which God overlooked the human beings from heaven.  
From the angle, due to the frames of the glasses, three sisters seemed to be imprisoned in a glass and iron jail.  
They looked twisted, absurd and fragmented in the dark.  Although the perspective reflected by the glasses was 
not realistic, it seemed even more essential: it was a representation of the true psyche and essential situation of the 
characters. 
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doubly enhances degree of criticalness of the stage via defamiliarization. 
 
The fourth strategy is criticizing via catharsis.  Catharsis is “a release of emotional tension, 
as after an overwhelming experience, that restores or refreshes the spirit”.615  Via catharsis, 
people express their maximum emotion, such as anger.  Catharsis is evocative and even 
incendiary.  In Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life, the strategy was adopted to evoke strong 
criticism and dissatisfaction on the consumer society (Fig.5.16, previous page).  For example, 
when two “dogs” in the drama faced more and more morbid phenomena which were 
pervasive in the Chinese consumer society, the atmosphere of the stage suddenly turned.  At 
the moment, majority of the stage fell into suffocating darkness.  Only the actors and 
musicians who were crazily singing and playing rock-and-roll were intensely lightened.  The 
strong visual and audio effects suddenly turned the rough critical simple stage to an 
underground rock-and-roll concert.  The incendiary performance and the rough stage soon 
evoked and released audiences’ anger about the society.  An audience commented, “Meng 
did not only express his anger via dogs… Accompanied by him, the audiences intensively 
released their discomfort with the morbid social phenomena.”616  By making use of the 
cathartic atmosphere, the director and his artists evoked audiences’ maximum anger and 
criticism on the contemporary society.  The theatre, thus, was manipulated to be a public site 
where collective anger and criticism burst.  In the situation, catharsis was used as a blasting 
fuse of public criticisms. 
 
Scrutinizing these four strategies, it could be found that all of them actually share a similar 
route.  Initially, all four strategies lure the audiences via visual disguises preferred by 
consumer culture; as soon as the audiences are immersed, these strategies suddenly take off 
the disguises and show their harsh criticisms via subtle but effective changes.  Not only 
exclusive to avant-garde theatre, the similar critical strategies could also be found in 
                                                        
615 The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language. 
616 Yang Daoquan (杨道全), "Review of Two Dogs' Opinions About Life (两只狗的生活意见观后感)." 
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contemporary Chinese movies, such as Feng Xiaogang’s The Big Shot’s Funeral and Jiang 
Wen’s The Sun Also Rises.  In summary, the strategies which embody bogus cooperation 
with consumer culture but harsh criticisms under disguise are promising to the avant-garde in 
consumer society.  
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Conclusion 5: Critical Simple Stages and Materials 
The case studies have showed that materials are crucial to achieve critical effects on critical 
simple stages.  It is known that when an object is reduced to an extreme extent, the features 
of its materials automatically emerge.  In some occasions, the features of materials could 
create sensory, psychological and cultural effects which enhance criticalness of stage.  The 
Chinese avant-garde directors and scenographers have obviously grasped values of materials 
and elegantly made full use of them to enhance critical effects.  The main materials they 
adopt to achieve criticalness are mirror, glass, water and wood.  
      
Fig.5.17 Mirror wall and reflections                   Fig.5.18 Glasses and reflections 
 
Mirror is widely adopted in the critical simple stages.  It is well known that mirrors can 
produce illusions, which can bring many psychological effects, such as defamiliarization, 
confusion, self-identification, and so on.  Defamiliarization, for instance, is a common 
strategy to achieve alienation effect.617  Take the mirror wall in Rhinoceros in Love for 
example (Fig.5.17).  Since every actor actually performed with his illusion, the audiences 
perceived the performance in a defamiliarized way.  They did not only see the actor facing 
the audiences, but also saw his illusion acting reversely in the mirror.  Meanwhile, the mirror 
wall enabled the audiences to see their own illusions on the stage as if the audiences 
themselves were also roles of the fictive drama who faced the same problems.  The 
defamiliarization caused by strange stage-audience relationship successfully prevented the 
audiences from immerging into the drama and evoked their critical attitudes.  Like one 
                                                        
617 Alienation effect is the principle idea in Brecht’s theory of drama, which requires the audience to retain a 
degree of critical detachment from play and performance. 
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audience commented, “… it (the mirror wall) makes me to understand myself today more 
clearly.”618  In this case, mirror used its reflective nature to create criticalness. 
 
Glass is also a complicated material favored by critical simple stages.  From a physical 
perspective, it is both transparent and reflective, hard and fragile, sharp and smooth.  The 
versatility of glass is capable of produce various psychological effects, profound meanings 
and amazing theatricality.  The critical simple stage grasps the feature of mirror and makes 
full use of it to enhance criticalness.  The noticeable glass in The Three Sisters, Waiting for 
Godot, for instance, is an example (Fig.5.18, previous page).  In the drama, glasses hung 
beyond the pond and platform created a critical perspective to understand the absurd situation 
of the three sisters.  The huge glasses, which looked like mirrors in black background, were 
carefully adjusted so that the audiences could see reflections of the platform and actresses in 
them.  The glasses provided the audiences with a new angle, which was a vertical angle, to 
perceive the situation of three sisters.  The vertical angle was suggestive of the angle which 
God overlooked the human beings from heaven.  Moreover, due to the frames of the glasses, 
the illusions of three sisters seemed to be imprisoned in a glass and iron jail.  Although the 
illusion reflected by the glasses was not realistic, it seemed essential: it was a representation 
of the true psyche and essential situation of the characters.  Via the alienation effect and 
profound meaning, the glass enhanced criticalness of the simple stage.  In this case, just like 
the mirror, the glass elegantly used its reflective nature to create absurd and critical effects. 
 
 
                                                        
618 Pan Xuan (潘宣), "Review on Rhinoceros in Love: Fierceness and Weakness in Insistance (《恋爱的犀牛》剧
评:坚持中的凌厉与软弱),"  http://ent.rednet.cn/c/2009/04/21/1748239.htm. 
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Fig.5.19 Poetic and ideological water    Fig.5.20 Symbolic water                 Fig.5.21 Emotional water  
 
Although water seems like a normal element in everyday life, it is extremely theatrical on the 
critical simple stages.  Water embodies various meanings, such as cultural, emotional, 
aesthetic and symbolic meanings.  Critical simple stages extract these meanings from 
physical water to create criticalness.  For example, in Boundless Love, the aesthetic and 
ideological meanings of water were extracted (Fig.5.19).  Since water has very specific 
beauty and poetic romance in Chinese aesthetics, traditional Chinese painting and poetry 
always have passion and tradition to depict water in artistic ways.  Following the tradition, 
the scenographer extracted the poetic and aesthetic values from water.619  Lighting a big tank 
of water beneath the forestage, he successfully extended the classic aesthetics into the whole 
theatre via shimmered ripples.  As a result, the audiences were exposed to classic Chinese 
aesthetics and utopia more directly and emotionally.  Since the classic Chinese aesthetics 
which embodies classic ideologies greatly contrasts with that of the consumer society, the 
contradiction is capable of evoking reflections on status quo and contemporary Chinese 
identity.  In this case, water enhanced the expression of classic aesthetics and ideology.  In 
another drama, The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot, the symbolic meaning of water was 
extracted (Fig.5.20).  This time, the scenographer regarded the water in the drama as 
symbolic, conceptual and rational.620  The absurd combination of the water, platform and 
pond was a representation of his intuitional and intellectual understanding of three sisters’ 
being.  To him, the three sisters in Chekhov’s drama did not live in a house but got trapped 
                                                        
619 A personal interview with Scenographer Yi Liming in Beijing (8 Jan, 2010) 
620 A personal interview with Scenographer Yi Liming in Beijing (8 Jan, 2010) 
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in an isolated island by the water.621  Water was actually a symbol of something that trapped 
the sisters.  Besides, the emotional value of water was revealed in Rhinoceros in Love (2008) 
(Fig.5.21, previous page).  The artificial heavy rain which poured on the sorrowful hero 
created a catharsis effect and brought great sadness to the audiences.  The sadness facilitated 
audiences’ reflections on the realistic causes of the misery.  In this case, the water was used 
as an emotional tool. 
 
   
Fig.5.22 Rough wooden stairs                        Fig.5.23 An actor on stairs       
 
Even the most common wood is adopted by the critical simple stages to create certain 
psychological effects and enhance criticalness.  For instance, in Two Dogs’ Opinions about 
Life, two stairs which were made of cheap wood by rough craft were arranged in front of the 
apron (Fig.5.22).  Although the stairs looked plain, their functions were both physical and, 
more importantly, psychological.  On the physical level, since they facilitated the actors to 
walk on and off the stage naturally and extended the performance area to the auditorium 
(Fig.5.23).  On the psychological level, the rough stair seemed to alleviate the aura and 
deceptive nature of the stage of proscenium theatre.622  Due to these reason, the stage space 
                                                        
621 A personal interview with Scenographer Yi Liming in Beijing (8 Jan, 2010) 
622 It is known that the proscenium stage is higher than the ground in front of the first row.  The height of the 
stage is not only physical but also psychological.  On the one hand, lifted stage seems to remind the audience of 
aura of stage, which is related to sacred and mysterious nature of stage.  On the other hand, it seems to remind the 
audience of deception of stage, which is related to fictive and fake nature of stage.  In a word, to ordinary 
audience, stage is neither intimate nor real.  However, the rough stair in the drama seemed to alleviate the aura 
and deception of stage.  The rough stair was different from red carpet which heightens the rank of its destination; 
on the contrary, due to its roughness, the stairs devalued its destination, the stage.  In addition, since stair is a tool 
and symbol to link, it connected the fictive stage with the real world and homogenized them.  Due to these 
reasons, on psychological level, the stage space and theatre space were equalized by the rough stairs to some 
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looked more intimate and sincere to the audience.  The ugly social phenomena and two dogs’ 
miserable experiences on stage were more likely to evoke audiences’ reflection on the reality.  
In this case, the wood made use of its rough and intimate nature to enhance criticalness of the 
stage. 
 
From theses representative cases, it can be seen that although the ways to use materials are 
simple, the critical effects the materials achieve are complicated and noticeable.  The 
features of materials fulfill the collapse of the “fourth wall” in proscenium theatre.623  The 
use of the materials has surpassed the physical levels and has entered psychological, 
emotional, aesthetic, ideological and cultural levels.  By changing the angles the audiences 
watched dramas, the materials evoke and enhance audiences’ contemplations on the drama.  
Due to this reason, the audiences remain more conscious, critical and contemplative.  In 
future, more materials with unique physical, psychological, cultural and symbolic values, 
such as porcelain, ceramic, coal, iron and veil, could be adopted in design to achieve some 
unexpected effects or create profound meanings. 
 
                                                                                                                                                               
extent.  Since the aura and deceptive nature of the stage were alleviated, the stage space was believed to be more 
intimate and sincere to the audience. 
623 According to Elizabeth S. Bell, the fourth wall is the imaginary “wall” at the front of the stage in a traditional 
three-walled box set in a proscenium theatre, through which the audience sees the action in the world of the play. 
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Conclusion 6: Critical Simple Stages and Theatre Communication 
Theatre communication is crucial to perception of critical themes embodied in simple stages.  
According to Elam, theatre communication process comprises of encoding, transmission and 
decoding.624  In the simplest sense, first, a director and a scenographer encode a theme in the 
scenography; second, the scenography which embodies the theme is transmitted to and 
perceived by audiences during performance; third, the audiences decode the scenography and 
understand/misunderstand the theme.  From the process, it could be seen that accurate 
encoding and transmission are preconditions of accurate decoding.  The audiences are 
possible to decipher the theme correctly only if the director and scenographer encode and 
transmit the theme accurately. 
 
The critical simple stages emphasize quality of theatre communication and make effort to 
improve the quality in two ways.  First, directors and scenographers make effort to encode 
purer and stronger themes in critical simple stage via both purposeful reduction and subtle 
addition.  Take the essentialized critical simple stage of Rhinoceros in Love for example 
(Fig.5.1).  In order to achieve the objective that creating an essentialized Chinese consumer 
society on stage, the scenographer went through two steps.  First, he did purposeful 
reduction.  For instance, he filtered all the unnecessary features of the consumer society and 
kept only the most essential signifier, a huge mirror wall, on the stage.  Second, he did subtle 
addition.  Via economically adding some subtle elements, such as mud, to the mirror wall, a 
more essential meaning that “contemporary life was like a muddy hole” was adhered to the 
stage.625  As a result, through the process of purposeful reduction and subtle addition, the 
meaning of the simple stage was not alleviated but accentuated.  At the same time, since 
noises of other unnecessary stage elements were eliminated by reduction, the theme was, in 
fact, further accentuated.  Due to this reason, the simplicity of the stage made the theme even 
purer, sharper and stronger.  The simple stage in which purer and stronger theme was 
                                                        
624 Keir Elam, The Semiotics of Theatre and Drama, 2nd ed. (London ; New York: Routledge, 2002), 28-122. 
625 Chen Xiangyang (陈湘阳), "Stage and Lighting Are Avant-Garde (舞台灯光也前卫)." 
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encoded became an accurate and strong signal in the initial part of theatre communication. 
 
Second, the critical simple stages also make effort to diminish noises during theatre 
communication.  Noise in theatre communication refers to the interference that could 
possibly hamper proper reception.626  Noises can directly harm and twist the transmission of 
the encoded theme.  In order to diminish noises, the director and scenographer would try to 
create atmospheres that would facilitate or protect critical thinking.  The case studies showed 
that alienation effect was the Chinese director’s favorite method to reduce noises.  
Alienation effect is the principle idea in Brecht’s theory of drama, which requires the 
audience to retain a degree of critical detachment from play and performance.627  The effect 
could be achieved via various ways, such as providing new perspectives to watch dramas, 
interrupting audiences from immerging, creating defamiliarized atmospheres or props, and so 
on.  The weird little tree in The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot, for instance (Fig.5.10), was 
an example which facilitated critical thinking via alienation effect.  Besides, lighting is also 
an ideal stage element which could protect critical thinking.  For instance, in The Three 
Sisters, Waiting for Godot, the lighting which had neutral colors, neutral intensities and 
non-distracting visual effects protected the static and contemplative atmosphere around the 
stage.  Via these alienation effects, on the one hand, noises caused by unnecessary stage 
elements are suppressed; on the other hand, the critical themes director and scenographer 
hope to convey are protected; thus, the quality of theatre communication is doubly improved.  
 
In conclusion, via the design process of purposeful reduction, subtle addition and intentional 
noise control, the critical simple stage improves quality of theatre communication and 
conveys encoded themes to audiences more accurately. 
                                                        
626 Elam, The Semiotics of Theatre and Drama, 31. 
627 Taylor, The Penguin Dictionary of the Theatre, 6. 
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Conclusion 7: Critical Simple Stages and Nationalization 
The critical simple stage of Chinese avant-garde theatre enhances its criticalness via 
intentionally nationalizing itself.  It is known that simple stage, as a theatrical form, is not 
something new in Chinese theatre at all.  The simple stage has actually been adopted by a 
Chinese national theatre genre, traditional Chinese opera since the 12th century.628  Although 
the contemporary simple stage of Chinese avant-garde theatre is mainly influenced by modern 
western theatre, nationalization of the simple stage is always conscious/unconscious pursuits 
of Chinese avant-garde directors.  Lin Zhaohua and Meng Jinghui, all clearly state their 
intentions to improve Chinese scenography via nationalization.  Lin, for instance, says, “The 
space sense on Chinese opera stage used to be the most interesting issue to me.  I tried to 
apply it on modern Chinese drama”.629  Even Meng, who is a fan of modern western theatre, 
also says, “I find there is something interesting in Chinese opera.  At the moment, the sense 
of Chinese classic arts which is latent in my body is aroused…. Western theatre, to me, is only 
a bridge.  Passing the period, I will start to make my own theatre”.630  Their statements 
have clearly revealed the close relationship between the simple stage of Chinese avant-garde 
theatre and nationalization.  As a result, they develop the spectrum of nationalization in 
critical simple stages.  Director Lin and Scenographer Yi clearly realize that adopting only 
the form of Chinese opera is a superficial way to nationalize.631  To them, nationalization 
does not mean to make the stage operatic.  Due to their understandings of nationalization, 
they achieve criticalness via assimilating national form, aesthetics, ideology, history and 
culture which embodied critical contents.  For example, the nostalgic critical simple stage of 
Boundless Love assimilated the aesthetics, essence and techniques of traditional Chinese 
opera to achieve a stage space with Chinese classic aesthetics (Fig.5.6).  Moreover, it also 
cited national texts, arts, histories and ideologies to inherit a more reflective and critical 
                                                        
628 Zhao Yingmian (赵英勉), ed. Chinese Traditional Opera Stage Design (戏曲舞台设计(戏曲卷)). 
629 Lin Zhaohua (林兆华), "Not a Stone from Other Mountains (并非他山之石)," in Lin Zhaohua Theatre Studio, 
ed. Wang Xiang (王翔) and Huang Jiling (黄纪领) (Beijing: Lin Zhaohua Theatre Studio, 2008). 
630 Zhang Lu (张璐), "Director Meng Jinghui's Amateur Status (孟京辉导演的业余状态)." 
631 Lin Zhaohua (林兆华), "The Vitality of Theatre (戏剧的生命力)." 
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meaning from the past and became more critical to the present.632  Assimilating all the 
values embodied in the national arts and texts broadened the view and practices of 
nationalization.  Via this method, the critical simple stage was not merely nationalized in 
terms of form but also in terms of meaning.   
  
                                                        
632 Take the traditional Chinese painting Revels of Han Xizai in Boundless Love for example.  Borrowing the 
painting, the nostalgic simple stage connected itself with the Chinese history, culture and texts in Han Xizai’s 
period.  Absorbing the critical and allegoric meanings embodied in the story of Han Xizai, the simple stage 
derived criticalness from the experiences of the nation. 
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Appendix A  
 
Some Examples of Results of Analysis on the Selected Scenography 
 
Example 1: Results of analysis on the scenography of Rhinoceros in Love (2003) 
 











Context Social context Chinese consumer society, 
good box office 
Theatre concept Anti-realism, essentialized drama 
 
Dramatic text Story in contemporary Chinese 
city 
Director & designer’s 
theme 
Essentialized scenography 
Signifier Theatre type Little theatre, 
proscenium theatre 
Scenery Essentialized  
(mirror wall) 
Property Essentialized  




(expression & gesture) 
Costume Neutral  
(color & style) 
Lighting Plain, calm  
(white & blue) 
Performance area Whole stage 





Signified Fictional layer 
 











Essentialized form of consumer 
society, mock consumer society 
Signifier-signified relationship Flexible 
Feedback Audience/Review “It makes me to understand 






Example 2: Results of analysis on the scenography of Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life 
 
 







Title Two Dogs’ Opinions about Life 
Debut 2003 
Stage Photo 
Context Social context Good box office 
Theatre concept Anti-realism, poor theatre 
 
Dramatic text Story in contemporary Chinese 
city 
Director & designer’s 
theme 
Sincere and direct theatre 
Signifier Theatre type Little theatre, 
proscenium theatre 
Scenery Rough, simple, direct & 
nationalized  
(two backdrops) 
Property Rough, plain, direct & 
nationalized  
(house model, chair, band, stairs) 
Body/ 
performance 
Direct & exaggerated 
(expression & gesture) 
Costume Rough (color, style, texture, way 
of dressing) 
Lighting Plain (white, exposed lighting 
equipment) 
Performance area Whole theatre (including 
auditorium) 
Time-space change Flexible 
Stage-audience 
relationship 
Rough & intimate 
Signified Fictional layer 
 




Depressing, cathartic atmosphere 
Expressive layer 
(aesthetics) 
Aesthetics of roughness 
Thematic layer 
 
Antithesis of the beautified 
Chinese consumer society 
Signifier-signified relationship Flexible 
Feedback Audience/Review “The two dogs were normal 
people, just like us.  The life 
was difficult… Many young 
people were full of ideals; 
however, the reality made ideals 






Example 3: Results of analysis on the scenography of Boundless Love 
 
 











Context Social context Good box office 
Theatre concept Anti-realism, nationalized theatre 
 
Dramatic text Historical Chinese story 
Director & designer’s 
theme 
Stage with traditional Chinese 
aesthetics and ideology, shiqing 
huayi (or 诗情画意) 
Signifier Theatre type proscenium theatre 
Scenery Traditional Chinese painting, 
traditional Chinese poetry & 
traditional Chinese opera 
(mountain, layout, etc.) 




Traditional Chinese opera 
(movement & gesture) 
Costume Traditional Chinese opera (color 
& style) 
Lighting Classic and poetic 
(reflection of water ripple) 
Performance area Whole stage 
Time-space change Flexible 
Stage-audience 
relationship 
Immersing and reflective 
 
Signified Fictional layer 
 







Chinese aesthetics, shiqing huayi 
Thematic layer 
 
Classic Chinese aesthetics, 
utopian and ideological spirit 
Signifier-signified relationship Flexible 
Feedback Audience/Review “The contemporary society is too 
superficial … Watching the 
drama (Boundless Love) is like 
drinking Chinese tea.…The 
contemplation that Boundless 
Love brings to us goes beyond 






Example 4: Results of analysis on the scenography of The Orphan of the Zhao’s (Tian) 
 
 







Title The Orphan of the Zhao's (Tian) 
Debut 2003 
Stage Photo 
Context Social context Good reputation,  
normal box office 
Theatre concept Anti-realism, expressionism, 
Chinese xieyi aesthetics 
Dramatic text Historical Chinese story 
Director & designer’s 
theme 
“I make (this) drama, because I 
am sad…. Let’s make the stage 
an imagined society which 
embodies my sadness in 2003.” – 
by Director Tian  
Signifier Theatre type Proscenium theatre 
Scenery Intense and simple colors  
(Red, black, etc.) 
Property Intense and simple colors 




(expression & gesture) 
Costume Intense and simple colors 
(Red, black, etc.)  
Lighting Support the intense effect of 
scenery, property, performance, 
costume. 
Performance area Whole stage 





Signified Fictional layer 
 
Unfixed physical spaces, 
psychological space & 
atmospheric space (palace, field, 
courtier’s home, etc.) 
Expressive layer 
(atmosphere) 




Expressionism &  
Chinese xieyi aesthetics 
Thematic layer 
 
Expression of director’s great 
sadness, her criticisms on 
Chinese consumer society and 
her resistance to the consumer 
society 
Signifier-signified relationship Flexible 
Feedback Audience/Review “…I felt ashamed because we 
lost our ancestors’ ren (仁 , or 
benevolence) and yi today.”—by 
Wang Bin 
 “The drama suffocated the 
audience…”.”—by Ding Xi 
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Example 5: Results of analysis on the scenography of The Three Sisters, Waiting for Godot 
 
 











Context Social context Good academic reputation, bad 
box office 
Theatre concept Anti-realism 
 
Dramatic text A collage of The Three Sisters 
and Waiting for Godot 
Director & designer’s 
theme 
Absurd theatre 
Signifier Theatre type Proscenium theatre 
 
Scenery Absurd/intuitive/simple  
(Platform in pool, glasses beyond 
the platform) 
Property Absurd/cultural/intuitive  




(expression & gesture) 
Costume Elegant female costume, rough 
male costume  
(color & style) 
Lighting Neutral 
(color, way of use) 
Performance area Whole stage (including apron) 




Signified Fictional layer 
 







Aesthetics of absurdity 
Thematic layer 
 
Absurd but true situation in 
Chinese consumer society 
Signifier-signified relationship Flexible 
Feedback Audience/Review “The ‘isolated island’ was a 
metaphor, through which we 
could see how lonely and 
depressed the Chinese 
intellectuals were in the 





Example 6: Results of analysis on the scenography of Accidental Death of an Anarchist 
 
 







Title Accidental Death of an Anarchist 
Debut 1998 
Stage Photo 
Context Social context Good academic reputation, good 
box office 
Theatre concept Anti-realism 
 
Dramatic text Adaption of Accidental Death of 
an Anarchist 
Director & designer’s 
theme 
Rough stage 
Signifier Theatre type Proscenium theatre 
Scenery Rough  
(corrugated wall, portrait) 





(expression & gesture) 
Costume Neutral  
(color) 
Lighting Direct, bare 
(exposed lighting equipment) 
Performance area Whole stage (including apron) 









Dark & dirty atmosphere 
Expressive layer 
(aesthetics) 
Aesthetics of roughness 
Thematic layer 
 
Expression of dark society & 
expression of director’s 
resistance  
Signifier-signified relationship Flexible 
Feedback Audience/Review “...shows its direct criticism on 
the reality....” —by Zhou Wen 
 
 
